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ABSTRACI'

The mechanisms of vibrational linewidth broadening in liquids are
investigated using picosecond light pulses. Vibrational linewidths in
liquids are demonstrated to be both homogeneously and inhotnogeneously
broadened. The homogeneous broadening is dependent upon rapidly varying
processes probably associated with short range, repulsive collisional
interactions between the vibration and neighboring.molecules. On the
other hand, the inhomogeneous broadening is dependent upon slowly
varying, long range attractive interactions between the vibration and
the surrounding local number density.
Homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening linewidths are determined
for the symmetric Q 3 -stretching vibration in a variety of liquids at
room temperature and in one liquid at a variety of temperatures. A
selective excite-and-probe vibrational dephasing experiment based upon
transient stimulated Raman scattering in high laser depletion is used to
measure T2 homogeneous vibrational dephasing times. Homogeneous
vibrational linewidths are calculated from these T 2 homogeneous
dephasing times. Inhomogeneous vibrational linewidths are calculated by
deconvoluting the Lorentzian homogeneous vibrational lineshapes from the

corresponding isotropic spontaneous Raman lineshapes.
Inhomogeneous linewidths are shown to be proportional to the width
of the distribution of local number densities in the liquid. This
correlation suggests that a distribution of different, slowly varying
local number densities in a liquid establishes an inhomogeneously
broadened distribution of distinct vibrational frequencies. This
inhomogeneous broadening model has recently been placed on firm
theoretical foundations by the general vibrational dephasing theory of
Schweizer and Chandler.
The relative contributions of homogeneous and inhomogeneous
broadening are shown to change significantly with temperature. The
temperature-dependent trends are in agreement with the predictions of
the Schweizer-Chandler vibrational dephasing theory. New information is
provided on the lifetime of the local density sites which cause
inhomogeneous broadening.
A general theory for excite-and-probe vibrational dephasing
experiments performed using transient stimulated Raman scattering in
both low and high laser depletion is presented. The theory reveals that
high laser depletion leads to enhanced selectivity in the probing
process of the experiment. The differences between recent vibrational
dephasing experiments can be explained by the selectivity differences in
the high and low laser depletion regimes.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

What is the nchanism of vibrational linewidth broadening in
liquids? The answers to this question are intimately related to the
dynamics and structure of liquids. Despite this close association,
however, the distinct effects of liquid dynamics and liquid structure on
vibrational linewidths have remained nearly inseparable
experimentally. Thus the ability to separate the various mechanisms of
vibrational linewidth broadening, if possible, would provide an
important means to understand liquids.
Vibrational transitions in liquids can be broadened by frequency
perturbations Aw resulting from both liquid dynamics and liquid
structure. Liquid dynamics give rise to perturbations with short
lifetimes

T

H

which lead to homogeneous broadening. Viewed

simplistically in terms of the uncertainty principle, homogeneous
broadening processes are those in which LTHl. On the other hand,
liquid structure generally gives rise to perturbations with long
lifetimes

T, NH

which lead to inhomogeneous broadening. In the simple

picture, inhomogeneous broadening processes are those in which
AW INHhINH)J

The majority of vibrational linewidth broadening investigations
have utilized isotropic spontaneous Raman studies. By varying various
parameters, these investigations have generated a large body of data
[ 1 J. Unfortunately, isotropic Raman scattering reveals the convolution
in the frequency domain of both homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening
and is powerless to separate their individual contributions.

2

cause homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening process occur on
different timescales, their contributions to the overall vibrational
lineshape can be separated using a time domain experiment. Since
homogeneous dephasing caused by liquid dynamics occurs on a picosecond
timescale, a time domain investigation must be performed with picosecond
light pulses. Even with a picosecond timescale experiment, however, the
separation of homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening is not
straightforward.
The basic difficulty can be viewed as follows: Homogeneous and
inhomogeneous broadening linewidths have frequency bandwidths and,
through the Fourier transform, also have associated decay times known as
dephasing times. Likewise, picosecond pulses have frequency bandwidths
and associated pulse widths through the Fourier transform. The Fourier
transform relationship is an inverse relationship between, frequency and
time

the shorter the pulse width or.decay time, the broader the

frequency bandwidth.
In an ideal experiment designed to measure the homogeneous
dephasing time (T 2 ) in the time domain, only a very narrow frequency
bandwidth in the total inhomogeneously broadened vibrational lineshape
should be coherently excited and probed. In addition,. ultrashort excite
and probe pulses should be used in order to obtain sufficient time
resolution. Thus there is an inherent trade-off between frequency and
time iesolution in the time-domain experiment.
If the frequency bandwidth required to generate the ultrashort
pulse is broader than the homogeneous linewidth in an inhomogeneously
broadened lineshape, a vibrational bandwidth larger than the homogeneous
linewidth is coherently excited. Through the Fourier transform, this

3

coherently excited vibrational bandwidth gives rise to a dephasing time"
faster than the actual T 2 - homogeneous dephasing time. Consequently, if
the frequency bandwidth of the excitation pulse spans the total
-,.

vibrational lineshape, many so-called measurements of T2 have been
nothing more than a time domain measurement of the Fourier transform of
the total vibrational lineshape.
For many years, the work of Kaiser and coworkers has provided the
foundation for picosecond excite-and-probe vibrational dephasing
experiments conducted using transient stimulated Raman scattering in low
laser depletion [2]. They have attempted to overcome the trade-off
between frequency and time resolution using selective, coherent probing
techniques. Very recently, however, they have published results which
directly contradicttheir earlier work, [3]. As a result, 'they'have
alte.red.theirtheor'eticalinterpretations and'havéleft.much'oftheir
earlier work unexplained.
Our recent studies of laser depletion in transient stimulated Raman
scattering have indicated that most time domain excite-and-probe
vibrational dephasing experiments, prior to the recent work by Kaiser
and coworkers, have probably been performed using transient stimulated
'Raman

'high' depletion of the.. excitation laser pulse.

Unfortunately, there have been no theoretical interpretations for
excite-and-probe vibrational dephasing experiments conducted in high
laser depletion.
This thesis begins with a general theory for transient stimulated
Raman scattering in both low and high laser depletion. This theory and
the subsequent interpretation for excite-and-probe vibrational dephasing
experiments conducted using transient stimulated Raman scattering in

4

both low and high laser depletion are presented in Chap. 2. The results
of this theory have shown that high laser depletion leads to enhanced
selectivity unaccounted for in the low laser depletion analysis of
Kaiser and coworkers. This enhanced selectivity allows homogeneous
dephasing times to be measured to a high level of accuracy in
inhomogeneously broadened linewidths. The contradictions in previous
vibrational dephasing work can be explained by selectivity differences
in the high and low laser depletion regimes.
Based on the selective vibrational dephasing experiment in high
laser depletion and isotropic Raman lineshape investigations, several
experiments have been performed in order to explore the relationship
between vibrational linewidth broadening and liquid dynamics and
structure. These investigations have focused on the symmetric Qi 3 stretching vibration in:a variety of liquids atroom temperature and in
one liquid at a variety of temperatures.
The first evidence for inhomogeneous broadening of symmetric Q 3 stretching vibrational linewidths in nonhydrogen-bonded liquids at room
temperature is presented in Chap. 3. The inhomogeneous broadening is
shown to be correlated with the width of the distribution of local
number densities in the liquid. This correlation suggests that a
distribution of liquid structures with different, slowly varying local
number densities creates a distribution of distinct vibrational
frequencies.
This correlation between inhomogeneous broadening and the width of
the distribution of local number densities in the liquid has recently
been placed on firm theoretical grounds by Schweizer and Chandler [4].
They have shown that attractive forces provide the coupling between the

-
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local number density and the vibration. An analysis of our
inhomogeneous broadening data in terms of the Schweizer-Chandler theory
is presented in Chap. 4.
The temperature dependence of homogeneous, and inhomogeneous
vibrational linewidth broadening of the symmetric
-

Q{ 3 -stretching

vibration of acetonitrile is presented in Chap. 5. This study has
revealed that the relative contributions of homogeneous and
inhomogeneous broadening change significantly with temperature. The
temperature-dependent trends were in agreement with the predictions of
the Schweizer-thandler theory. In addition, this investigation has
provided new information on the temperature dependence of the lifetime
of the local density sites which cause inhomogeneous broadening.
These excite-and-probe experiments have relied on our' ability to
generate' single, nearly transform-limited, reproducible picosecond
pulses. The passively mode-locked Nd:glass laser used to generate
picosecond pulses in these experiments in described in Chap. 6. A
characterization of the picosecond pulses from this laser is given in
Chap. 7. Lastly, a study of the effects of saturable absorbers on
picosecond pulses is presented in Chap. 8.
What is the nchanism of vibrational linewidth broadening in
liquids? What is the relationship between vibrational linewidth
broadening and the dynamics and structure of liquids? Some answers to
these questions provided by this work are summarized in Chap. 9. In
addition, an outlook for future vibrational linewidth investigations is
also presented.

4
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Chapter 2: Theory for Selective Vibrational Dephasing Experiments
Using Transient Stimulated Raman Scattering in High
Laser Depletion
C

-

I. Introduction

For the last ten years, transient stimulated Raman excitation and
coherent Raman probing processes have been used to study ultrashort
vibrational dephasing dynamics in liquids [1-6]. Thiring this time, a
fairly large experimental base has been developed, upon which a
theoretical interpretation has evolved. Recently, Kaiser and coworkers
[71 published major revisions of their previous foundational work.
Their new study directly contradicts many of their earlier experimental
results [1-3,8,9]. In marked contrast to their earlier conclusions
[1-3], they judge that their vibrational dephasing experiments are not
selective. Consequently, they conclude that the homogeneous dephasing
time T 2 can not be measured in a vibrational linewidth that is
inhomo gene ous ly broadened.
Vibrational dephasing experiments are performed with excitation
pulses and time-delayed probe pulses [1]. The excitation pulse
coherently excites vibrations by transient stimulated Raman
scattering. The coherent excitation establishes a macroscopic coherent
superposition of vibrational states. The time-delayed prdbe pulse then
interacts with the macroscopic coherent vibrational superposition and
produces coherent Raman scattering. Selectivity is measured by the
ability of the probing process to select out a single, distinct

E.

vibrational subgroup from a vibrational lineshape which is composed of a
frequency distribution of vibrational subgroups, i.e., inhomogeneously
broadened.. The higher the selectivity, the more accurately the decay of
the coherent Raman probe scattering is related to the homogeneous
dephasing time T 2 of a single vibrational subgroup.
Vibrational dephasing studies have been restricted to various
carefully controlled experimental conditions and specific theoretical
assumptions. One important experimental restriction in the work by
Kaiser and coworkers has been low depletion (5%) of the excitation
laser pulse in the transient stimulated Raman excitation process. This
restriction has been indispensable because the theoretical
interpretations developed by Kaiser and coworkers have been undertaken
exclusively assuming low depletion of the excitation laser pulse.
In order to. check the feasibility .of.this restriction, we recently
examined excitation laser pulse depletion in the transient stimulated
Raman excitation process [10,11]. We monitered the laser pulse
depletion and stimulated Stokes gain in a 10cm acetonitrile Raman cell
using a well characterized experimental set-up [6,11] and a stabilized,
passively mode-locked Nd:glass laser system [12]. Figure 1 shows the
transmitted laser pulse energy versus the incident laser pulse energy at
5306 A with and without the 10 cm Raman cell. Figure 1 illustrates that
immediately after the stimulated Raman scattering threshold is reached,
the laser can be depleted 10% and depletion approaches 50% as the
incident laser energy increases. In other studies, we measured both
transmitted laser and Stokes pulse energies after the Raman cell as a
function of incident laser pulse energy [ha]. Coincident sharp
thresholds for stimulated Stokes scattering and subsequent laser

FIG. 1. Laser pump depletion examined by monitering the transmitted
laser pulse energy versus the incident laser pulse energy with and
without a 10 cm acetonitrile Raman cell. The approximate range of
Lncident laser pulse energies used In our vibrational dephasin
experiments is also indicated.
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depletion versus incident laser pulse energy were observed. Very few
shots could be recorded with Stokes conversions between 1-5%.
cause of these studies, we believe that maintaining stimulated
Stokes conversions between 1-5% is nearly impossible given pulse

04

intensity fluctuations from typical pulsed laser systems followed by
nearly exponential stimulated Stokes gain in the Raman cell. After the
stimulated Raman scattering threshold is reached, the laser pump is
rapidly depleted and the Stokes pulse approaches gain saturation
[10,11]. This behavior has also been observed by other investigators
[13]. Consequently, we believe that most vibrational dephasing
experiments [1-6] prior to the recent work by Kaiser and coworkers [7]
have been performed with excitation pulses in the high laser depletion
regime.
Despite the likelihood of high laser depletion, no theoretical
interpretation has been developed for vibrational dephasing experiments
performed in the high laser depletion regime. To remedy this situation,
we solve the transient stimulated Raman scattering equations including
laser depletion for single and multiple component vibrational
transitions. This is the first account of the effects of high laser
depletion on the vibrational components in an inhomogeneously broadened
vibrational linewidth. We then present a general theory for
interpreting excite-and-probe vibrational dephasing experiments. The
theory reveals that high depletion of the excitation laser pulse leads
to greatly enhanced selectivity in the probing process of the
vibrational dephasing experiment.
The enhanced selectivity predicted by this theoretical analysis
indicates that dephasing times T 2 can be measured under conditions of

12

high laser depletion using collinear coherent Stokes probe scattering
[1,3,61. Futhermore, recent vibrational dephasing experiments conducted
in the high laser depletion region have given results which corroborate
these theoretical results [10]. We will give a full account of these
experiments in another paper [11]. These theoretical and experimental
results suggest that the discrepancies in previous vibrational dephasing
studies [1-9] may be explained by the selectivity differences in the
high and low laser depletion regimes.

II. Transient Stimulated Raman Equations including Laser Depletion

A. Equations for a 1-Component Vibrational Linewidth

The coupled differential equations for transient stimulated Raman
scattering from a homogeneously, broadened vibrational linewidth are well
known [14-16]. The solution of these equations is dependent upon
various simplifying assumptions. In these calculations, the laser and
Stokes fields are assumed to be monochromatic. Their spectral
bandwidths are accounted for by the Fourier transform of their time
dependent envelopes. Coupling to anti-Stokes and higher order Stokes
fields is ignored. The population difference between the initial and
final vibrational states is set equal to a constant. Dispersion between
the laser and Stokes fields is neglected. No attempt is made to account
for the laser beam's spatial profile or focusing of the beam.
Using these assumptions, the equations in local time, r=t-zc/n, and
z space can be written as [14,171

13
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3 EL/ 3 z = Kl(*S

(1)

3 Es/ 3 z = K1WSQEL

(2)

(3/T+1/T 2 )Q = K2ESEL

(3)

where K 1 =2TT1X/(cn) and K2=iA/(2wv)• The coupling constant X=N(3c/Q)
where N is the molecular number density and

(3cL/3Q) is

the change in

molecular polarizability a with the vibrational coordinate Q. If the
laser pump depletion is ignored,

EL/azO, and the equations reduce to

coupled equations in E S and Q which have been solved by many authors
[1,14,18]. If laser pump depletion is not ignored, the coupled
equations in EL,ES and 0 must be solved.
Inthe following•treatment [19], the coupled equations are
reexpressed in a form in which the constants K1 and K2 are related to
the steady state stimulated Raman gain constant g, which is a physically
measured quantity. In the limit of steady state, Q/at=O and
Q/T 2 =K2E S*EL . Therefore, if a new vibrational amplitude q is redefined
by 0 = T2 K2 q, Eq. (3) becomes:

= E S* EL /T 2

In the limit of steady state, dq/dr=O and

(4)

q=E*E•

When 0T 2 K2q and the

steady state expression q= ES * EL are substituted into Eq. (2)

3 Es/z

= WSK1K2T2ESEL 2

(5)
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This equation for the Stokes field amplitude is similar to the steady
state stimulated Raman equation:

3E/az = 1/gEI

(6)

where 1L is the laser intensity 1L= 1/2 EOCEL2. Using 'L= 1/2 EOCEL2 and
equating Eqs. (5) and (6):

W 5K1

(2T 2 = 1/4gE 0c

Thus the constants

K,

(7)

and K2 have been expressed in ternis of g, the

steady state gain constant.
For further simplification, let q'/2c 0cq, In addition, let
e=( 1/2cc)2E ; These two substitutions and the expression of

K1

and

in terms of g transform the three coupled equations into:

aeL/az = -/29(w/w 5 )q'e 5

(8)

= 1/2gql *e L

(9)

(a/3t+1/T 2 )q' = eSeL/T2

(10)

In Eqs. (8-10), g has units of (m/W), e has units of (W/m2)'2 and
q' has units of (W/tn 2 ). A typical g is 5 (cm/GW) or 5x10'

(m/W)

[1]. Likewise, a typical I L= 1/2COcE L 2 is 1.0 (GW/cm 2 ) or lOxlO 12
(W/m 2 ). In units of (m/TW) and (N/ni 2 ) g= 50 (rn/N) and
(N/rn2). These units are employed in the following calculations.
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B. Equations for Multi-Vibrational Component Linewidth

In an inhomogeneously broadened linewidth, each vibrational
subgroup q has a different, distinct frequency w. and a relative number
density f3 . In the above equations for a homogeneously broadened
-

linewidth, w=w5+w and both sides of each equation have the same
frequency. When additional vibrational frequencies are considered, the
frequency mismatch Awi_ w

must be included. In addition, the

WSWv

relative number density f where ljfj=1 and the relative phases O i of
the off-resonance vibrational amplitudes where

must be

considered.
The equations for a multi-vibrational component linewidth are
dependent upon the same conditions that were assumed for the 1-component
linewidth. In addition, the excitation Stokes field frequency WS is
determined by w 5=-w0 where wo is the vibrational frequency at the
center of the vibrational linewidth [1,2]. After Stokes saturation, no
new laser fields at

are assumed to be generated. Each

vibrational subgroup is assumed to have the same dephasing time T 2 .
Each vibration is assumed to be spatially independent and uncoupled from
the other vibrations.
-

When these assumptions are made, the equations for transient
stimulated Raman scattering from an inhomogeneously broadened linewidth
are:

eL/z = -1/29(Iw 5 )e

= 1/gelj,j

Jj f j

(I

jqj

I . exP(i(u)T-I-))"

exP(_i(&)r_))

( 11 )

(12)
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= (e S*e L /T 2 )exp(_i1wj T)

(13)

The real parts of Eqs. (11), (12) and (13) lead to:

3eL/z = _l/g(wIw)e S Jj fj

I qj

aes/a= 1/ge

(/at+1/T2)q

ll

cos(AwT+)

(14)

T+ Dj

(15)

~

(16)

= (eSeL/T2) cos(wt+)

The imaginary part of Eq. (13) leads to:

sin(wt+)

=

(17)

These high laser depletion equations in local time are very similar
to the low laser depletions equations in real time given by Laubereau
and Kaiser [1-3]. Notice that in local time,

T=

t-zn/c, however, the

spatial k-vector mismatch Ak

=

implicitly included in

The frequency mismatch Lw

vibrational phase

LWT.

wzn/c caused by frequency mismatch is
j

and the

together comprise the total phase of the off-

resonant vibrational amplitudes which is defined by xwj r+.

In

addition, the resonant vibrational amplitude q 0 has a vibrational phase
00.

Consequently, Eq. (13) reduces to Eq. (10) for q0 and q 0 is

treated as a real quantity. In constrast, the off-resonant vibrational
amplitudes q are treated as complex quantities.
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C. Numerical Solution

The coupled differential equations given by Eqs. (8-10) or Eqs.
(14-17) were solved numerically using a predictor-corrector technique
[20,21]. First, q(z,T+IT) and
-

(zT+T)

were determined for all z at

the new local time using an Euler time step. Then the implicit CrankNicolson method [221 was used to form a set of simultaneous equations
for e 5 (z,T-r&r) and eL(z,T+T) for all z at the new local time. The
solution of this set of simultaneous equations yielded solutions for
e(z,t+Lr) and eL(z,T+&r) for all z. These new solutions for eS and eL
were used to determine the corrector for q j and

. Subsequently,

corrected eS and eL solutions were recalculated. This completed one
time step. The process then repeated itself as the corrected eS and eL
solutions were used to determine q(z,t+2 -r) and 0 (zt+2r) at the next
new local time for all z using an Euler time step.
The equations were solved in local time T=t-Zn/c and space z using
the following constants and boundary and initial conditions. The
incident laser pulse defined the boundary conditions for eL(z=O,r) and
eS(z=O,T). Unless otherwise indicated, the calculations were performed
with a Gaussian input laser pulse with a full-width at half maximum t7
psec and a peak field amplitude of 6.33 (TW/m2)'2 corresponding to a
peak intensity of 40 (TW/m 2 ). The incident Stokes field was defined by
eS(z=O,T) = eL(z=O,T)exp( - 13). This Stokes field was not statistical
noise, but was assumed to be coherent. The initial conditions for qj
and

were q(z,T=0)=0 and t (zt=O)=O. In addition,

/w 5=1.1843 [23]

and g=50 (m/TW). Using the above parameters, Stokes saturation is
achieved after propagation distances of approximately

18

10 cm in the Raman cell.
The calculations were performed for consecutive contiguous sections
of the Ranian cell. In each section, solutions were calculated using 400
local time points spanning a total time

TT=5tp and 200 space points

spanning a total length ZT=2.5 cm. As the calculation proceeded through
the Raman cell, the solutions for eL(zT,t) and eS(zT,T) from a previous
section were introduced as the new boundary conditions for the
subsequent contiguous section.
More generally, the results of these calculations can be expressed
in terms of t/T 2 and tw or T 2 Lw. These quantities are invariant to
redefinition of the actual time step used in the calculations.
Consequently, the following results are applicable to a wide range of
t i,, T2 and Aw and are reported using both the specific and general
quantities.

III. Results for a Linewidth with One Vibrational Component

The equations for transient stimulated Ranian scattering from
homogeneously broadened vibrationallinewidths have been carefully
studied in the low laser depletion limit by Carinan et al.

[14]. In

order to check the consistency of our results with those obtained by
Carman et al.

[14], we calculated the Stokes pulse width with respect to

the laser pulse width and the Stokes pulse peak delay with respect to
the laser pulse peak versus the Stokes pulse transient gain
coefficient. For the ratio

-

t/T 2 =1 using t=7 psec and T 2 =7 psec, our

results were in close agreement with Carman et al. [14].
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We also calculated the gain of the Stokes pulse amplitude versus
the propagation distance shown in Fig. 2. The Stokes gain was measured
by the natural logarithm of the ratio of the Stokes peak amplitude at a
particular z location versus the Stokes peak amplitude at z=O. Figure 2
illustrates that the Stokes gain is never strictly exponential with z.
This behavior occurs because the Stokes pulse peak continually moves
away from the laser pulse peak into regions of smaller laser amplitude
as a function of Stokes gain. The transient Stokes gain is closely
proportional to the square root of the propagation distance z as
predicted by Carman et al.

[14]. In Stokes gain saturation, the Stokes

amplitude gain asymptotically approaches 13 which results from the
boundary conditions.
The equations for transient stimulated Raman scattering from a
homogeneously broadened vibrational linewidth have been studied in the
high laser depletion regime by Kachen and Lowdermilk [17,24,25], 1ree
[26] and others under different conditions than those considered here
[27,28]. Although our numerical solution technique was different than
the technique employed by Kachen and Lowdermilk

[17], our results were

nearly identical. Figures 3(a)-3(e) displays the local time profiles of
the field and vibrational amplitudes at various spatial locations a-e,
respectively; for progressive degrees of Stokes conversion. These
particular locations are labeled in Fig. 2. These results were obtained
using a Gaussian laser pulse width (FWHN) t=7 psec and a dephasing time
T 2 =7 psec, or more generally, t/T2=1. Local time is given in units of
where 1=0 is the laser pulse peak.

-

In Fig. 3(a), prior to severe Stokes saturation, the Stokes pulse
has grown according to the transient stimulated Raman process. In
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FIG. 2. Stokes gain as a function of spatial location for transient
stimulated Raman scattering from a homogeneous vibrational linewidth.
Spatial locations a-e are referred to in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. (a)-(e) Local time profiles of the field and vibrational
amplitudes at the spatial locations a-e indicated in Fig. 2. Field
amplitudes are in units of (TW/m2)''2. Vibrational amplitudes are in
units of (TW/m 2 ).

(f) Local time profiles of the field and vibrational

intensities at the spatial location e indicated in Fig. 2.
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agreement with theoretical [1,14,17,25] and experimental [25] work, the
Stokes pulse is shortened and time-delayed relative to the laser
pulse. The vibrational amplitude peaks after the Stokes pulse and then
decays exponentially.
In Fig. 3(b), the laser pulse is almost completely depleted in the
region near the Stokes pulse peak. At this stage of Stokes saturation,
the laser pulse's energy has been coherently transferred to the
vibrational amplitude and Stokes field. If T 2 t, thecoherent
polarization stored in the coherent vibrational superposition in the
medium does not dephase rapidly. Consequently, the coherent vibrational
amplitude, together with the coherent Stokes field, becomes a source
polarization for the regeneration of the laser field [ 24 ].
Figure 3(c) shows that the regenerated laser field appears with a
negative amplitude, i.e., a phase shift of

it

radians from the initial

laser field. In Figs. 3(d) and 3(e), the laser is driven increasingly
negative. Notice that in Fig. 3(e), the Stokes field displays a
depletion dip where the Stokes field has been depleted by the growth of
the regenerated laser field. Figure 3(f) shows the intensity of the
field amplitudes shown in Fig. 3(e). Fig. 3(f) reveals that energy
oscillates between the laser and Stokes fields. This energy oscillation
-

phenomena has been graphically illustrated by the streak camera traces
of the transmitted laser and Stokes pulses following high laser
depletion in a Raman cell [17,24].
The 1800 phase shift in the regenerated laser field significantly
affects the eSeL driving force on the vibrational amplitude q. In Figs.
3(a) and 3(b), the eSeL driving force remains positive. In Figs. 3(c)3(e), the laser amplitude is driven negative as the large e 5q product
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coherently feeds energy back into the laser field.. . A negative laser
amplitude leads to a negative driving force on the vibrational
amplitude. In Figs. 3(d) and 3(e), the vibrational amplitude has
responded to the negative driving force and has been driven negative.
This 1800 phase-shifted vibrational amplitude will be shown to affect
the coherent Stokes probing process and significantly enhance the degree
of selectivity in the vibrational dephasing experiment.

IV. Results for a Linewidth with Three Vibrational Components

In order to model transient stimulated Raman scattering from an
inhomogeneously broadened..linewidth in the high. laser, depletion regime,
calculations were performed for a three-component vibrational linewidth
with a 0.25:0.50:0.25 number density distribution. In these
calculations, a pulsewidth t=7 psec and a homogeneous dephasing time
T 2 =7 psec were used. q 0 is the resonant vibrational amplitude with the
central vibrational frequency w. q 1 and q 2 are the off-resonant
vibrational amplitudes with Aw 1 = -3.0 ctn' and &2= +3.0 cm'. More
generally, this calculation is equivalent to t/T 2 1 and twT 2 wE3.96
radians.
The solution in space and local time of Eqs. (14-17) for this
three-component vibrational linewidth can be understood by examining the
local time profiles at particular spatial locations. Figs. 4(a)-4(f)
show the local time profiles of eL, eS, q 0 and (ci i i at various
progressive stages of Stokes conversion at six different spatial
locations a-f, respectively. Because of the symmetry in the equations,
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Remember that q 0 is a real quantity, wherea:s

Iq i l

is the

absolute value of the complex quantity q 1 . Figure 5 shows local time
profiles of

1 (z,t) at the same six spatial locations a-f as in Fig.

4. Because of the symmetry in the equations,

ct, 2 =-

1 . In addition,

Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) show the local time profiles of the instantaneous
off-resonance frequency (u+3 j /3T) at the same spatial locations as in
Figs. 4(b) and 4(d), respectively.
The particular spatial locations in the Raman cell referred to in
Figs. 4-6 are labeled in Fig. 7. Notice that the percent laser
depletions are shown for reference in Fig. 7(d). The laser pump
depletion was determined by the ratioof the integral of the laser
intensity time profile at the particular z location versus the integral
of the laser intensity time profile at z0.

A. Results in Low Laser Depletion

For local times rO for both low and high laser depletion, Figs. 5,
6(a) and 6(b) show that the off-resonant vibrational amplitudes q 1 and
q 2 behave as forced oscillators. Figure 5 shows that 3/3t--1w 1 for
tO. Consequently, Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) illustrate that the
instantaneous frequency 3x/3t=a(

1 T+ 1 )/aTO for rO.

For local times t)O, the low and high laser depletion regimes
display significant differences in behavior. For times t)O in low laser
depletion, Fig. 5 shows that

as the forced oscillators are

released at spatial locations a and b. Consequently, Fig. 6(a) shows
that the instantaneous frequency

1/T+w1. The forced oscillators are

gently released by the forcing field and resume their natural
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FIG. 4. (a)-(f) Local time profiles of the field and vibrational
amplitudes for the three-component vibrational linewidth at the spatial
locations a-f indicated in Fig. 7. Field amplitudes are in units of
(]MIm2)'2 . Vibrational amplitudes are in units of (TW/m 2 ).

FIG. 5. Local time profiles of the vibrational phase for the threecomponent vibrational linewidth at the spatial locations a-f indicated
in Fig. 7.

is the resultant vibrational phase in low laser depletion

defined by Eq. (18).

FIG. 6. (a) Local time profile of the instantaneous frequencies for
the three-component vibrational linewidth at the spatial location b
indicated in Fig. 7. (b) Local time profile of the instantaneous
frequencies at the spatial location d indicated in Fig. 7.

FIG. 7. (a) Traveling sums of the individual vibrational amplitudes
for the three-component vibrational linewidthat

T=T

versus propagation

distance defined by Eq. (21). (b) Vibrational amplitudes at T=TD as a
function of spatial location.. (c) Vibrational phases at

'r=rD as a

function of spatial location. 0 1 is the resultant vibrational phase in
low laser depletion defined by Eq. (18). (d) Percent laser pump
depletion versus propagation distance. Spatial locations a-f are
referred to in Figs. 4-6.
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frequencies. This low laser depletion behavior has been previously
reported by Laubereau and Kaiser [1].
For low laser depletion, Fig. 5 also illustrates that the phase
factors for q 1 at spatial locations a and b reach the same constant
value 0 1 for t)t. More generally, the calculations reveal a nearly
constant vibrational phase for tt over a wide range of spatial
locations prior to high laser depletion. For this three-component
calculation, Fig. 7(c) shows the results for

l(Z,TD), the vibrational

phase at tD=25tp for various spatial locations. For low laser
depletion, Fig. 7(c) illustrates that 3 1(z1TD)/zO. This nearly
constant vibrational phase over a wide range of z locations is
equivalent to a well-defined spatial k-vector. Because of its later
importance in the coherent collinear probing process, this vibrational
phase in low laser, depletion is specified by

Gi =

(zT>t)

(18)

B. Results in High Laser 1pletion

In high laser depletion, a more complicated behavior emerges in the
-

local time profiles shown in Figs. 4(c)-4(f). As discussed in Sec. III,
the central characteristic of high laser depletion behavior is the
regeneration of a negative, i.e., 1800 phase-shifted laser field. The
180° phase-shifted laser amplitude produces a 180° phase shift in the
driving force on the vibrational amplitude. This 180° phase shift is
the essential feature occuring in high laser depletion which will lead
to enhanced selectivity in the probing process of the vibrational
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dephasing experiment.

1. Effect on the Vibrational Phase

The off-resonant forced vibrational oscillators respond to the 180 °
phase shift by rapidly changing their phase in order to eliminate the
1800 phase shift. This rapid phase change is illustrated in Fig. 5 for
spatial locations c-f which correspond to the field and vibrational
amplitudes in Figs. 4(c)-4(f), respectively. As Stokes conversion and
percent laser depletion increases, the 180 ° phase shift in the eLeS
driving field occurs more rapidly and with greater amplitude.
Consequently, the phase of the off-resonant vibrational oscillators
changes more rapidly and with greater amplitude. In Fig. 5 for spatial
locations e and f, two separate phase shifts are distinctly evident.
These phase shifts result from the laser field in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f)
which changes sign twice.
Figure 6(b) shows the effect of the rapidly changing phase on the
instananeous frequency

This instantaneous

frequency corresponds to the phase evolution In Fig. 5 for the spatial
point d and the spatial location and field.amplitudes in Fig. 4(d). As
the laser field is depleted in Fig. 4(d), the phase change
to zero in Fig. 5 and the instantaneous frequency

goes
is

rapidly swept toward Aw in Fig. 6(b).
Figure 4(d) reveals that a negative, 180° phase-shifted laser field
is quickly regenerated as the instantaneous frequency is undergoing this
frequency sweep. As the regenerated 180° phase-shifted laser field
grows, the vibrational phase continues to move in response to the 180°
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phase shift in the driving field. Consequently, Fig. 6(b) shows that
the instantaneous frequency is swept significantly past the natural
frequency Aw

We believe that this continuous frequency sweep of the

off-resonant vibrational frequencies justifies the assumption that no
new laser fields at

are generated after Stokes saturation.

As a result of these phas& changes in high laserdepletion, Figs. 5
and 7(c) show that the vibrational phases at different spatial locations
no longer evolve to the same nearly constant value
Instead, the phase

01 for

1 (zT)t) reflects the changing time-dependent

negative driving force at different spatial locations. Figure 7(c)
illustrates that 3(z,TD)/3z*0 and the vibrational amplitude no longer
has the same well-defined spatial k-vector after the onset of high laser
depletion. These changes inthe vibrational phase will lead to enhanced
selectivity in the probing. process of the vibrational dephasing
experiment.

2. Effect on the Absolute Value of the Vibrational Amplitude

Figure 4 reveals the important observation that (q1J, the absolute
value of the complex off-resonant vibrational amplitude q 1 , is never
driven to zero by the 1800 phase-shifted driving force. This occurs
because q 1 is driven off-resonance. Consequently,

q 1 can change its

phase and move in complex space in response to the 180 ° phase shift in
the driving force. As a result,

Iqil is not driven down significantly

by the 180° phase-shifted driving force and q 1 is able to obtaIn large
negative amplitudes soon after the 180° phase shift.
Alternatively,

q0f, the absolute value of the real resonant
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vibrational amplitude shown in Fig. 4, is driven to zero before q 0 , the
real vibrational amplitude, goes negative. This occurs because q 0 is
driven at resonance. Consequently, q 0 is confined to a vibrational
phase

1800 phase shift only when
0 =0 and real space. q 0 can undergo a

its real amplitude is driven through zero and its absolute value goes to
zero. As a result, q 0 obtains much smaller negative vibrational
amplitudes than q 1 . The larger negative amplitudes for the off-resonant
vibrational amplitudes will enhance the degree of selectivity in the
collinear coherent Stokes probing process of the vibrational dephasing
experiment.

3. Analogous

haviorof a Forced Harmonic.Oscillator

It is important to notice that much of the high laser depletion
behavior can be understood by recalling the behavior of a forced,
damped, harmonic oscillator at steady state which at some time t=0
suddenly experiences a 180° phase shift in its driving field [29]. For
example, prior to t=0, the forced harmonic oscillator at steady state
has a solution which can be expressed in the usual way as
Z(t)=Aexp(i(w 0t-)) where wo is the driving field frequency. If the
driving field undergoes a sudden 180° phase shift at t0, the solution
for 00 becomes Z(t)= A[ 2exP(-t/td)exp(i(wJt-6)) - exp(i(w0t-5))
where td is the damping time and w i is the oscillator's natural
frequency. Notice that this solution has the proper continuity at t0.
When the oscillator is driven at resonance, w=w 0 and the - solution
for 00 can be expressed as Z(t)=R(t)exp(i(w 0 t-6)) where R(t) is real.
The oscillator, driven at resonance continues to rotate at frequency w0
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and the movement of the resonant vector R(t) is confined to the real
axis. Consequently, the real amplitude R(t) must go through zero when
the oscillator adjusts to the 1800 phase shift. This behavior is
analogous to the real resonant vibrational amplitude q 0 .
When the oscillator is driven off-resonance,

j # 0 and the solution

can again be expressed as Z(t)=I(t)exp(i(w 0t-6)). In this solution,
however, 1(t) is an complex amplitude containing a transient term which
oscillates 'with the frequency ww=Lw.

Thus the off-resonant vector

1(t) can rotate in the complex plane. This rotating term allows the
off-resonant oscillator to sweep into proper phase with the phaseshifted driving force without being driven through zero. This behavior
is analogous to the complex off-resonant vibrational amplitude
This analogy between forced harmonic oscillators and the
vibrational amplitudes illustrates the generality of these resuitsand
provides a simple physical picture for the high laser depletion
behavior. Although this analogy will not be elaborated further, the
evolution of the larger negative off-resonant vibrational amplitudes and
additional -results encountered in subsequent sections can be explained
qualitatively using this analogy.

V. Probe Signals in the Vibrational Dephasing Experiment

A probe pulse collinear with the excitation pulse produces coherent
Stokes Raman scattering [1,3,6] in the vibrational dephasing
experiment. In the following analysis, only collinear probe pulses are
considered. Collinear probe pulses interact with the macroscopic
coherent vibrational superposition over a wide range of spatial
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locations. In, high laser depletion, this extended interaction length
leads to selective coherent Stokes probe scattering.

-

A. Calculation of Probe Signals

The coherent Stokes probe amplitudes were calculated at local time
TD= 25 t p • At this late delay time, far from the excitation laser pulse
peak at T=O, individual probe Stokes fields at frequencies w Sj were
assumed to interact only with the vibrational oscillators at frequencies
according to

No depletion of the laser probe pulse at

frequency u was assumed. In addition, each individual coherent probe
Stokes field e 5 was assumed to develope. in phase, with the probe laser
field eL and the vibrational amplitude q. Thus the total phase of the
individual coherent Stokes.probe fields e Sj arising from the of fresonant vibrational amplitudes q relative to the coherent Stokes probe
field arising'from the resonant vibrational amplitude q 0 is
xj(zTD)=wjTD+j(zTD) at
An individual coherent Stokes probe field amplitude grows according
to Eq. (9). Because the laser probe amplitude is assumed to be
constant, Eq. (9) indicates that the integral of the vibrational
amplitude over all z can be used to determine the coherent Stokes probe
field amplitude. Because the probing process is coherent, the
individual coherent StOkes probe fields are sensitive to the phase of
the vibrational amplitudes. In low laser depletion, the individual
coherent Stokes probe field amplitudes begin their development in the
proper phase relationship to

In high laser depletion, the

vibrational phases no longer evolve to 0. These phase changes
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significantly influence the coherent Stokes probe field amplitudes.
In order to nasure the change of the vibrational phases in high
laser depletion, a new phase T is defined that measures the difference
between

the total phase of the individual vibrational

amplitudes and &T+O, the total phase of the individual vibrational
amplitude prior to high laser depletion:

(19)

After this definition is made, the individual real Stokes field
amplitudes generated by a collinear laser probe pulse at local time
TD= 2 .

5 t p are given by:

eSP(z4tD) a f

where

=

Notice that
at

T=T

D

(20)

LP

cos('i(zTD))

(21)

j(zTD) is the traveling sum of the vibrational amplitudes

summed over z. Thus Eq. (20) is the discrete numerical

equivalent of the integral of Eq. (9). In high laser depletion, the
effects of the vibrational phase changes on the Stokes probe field
amplitude are accounted for by cos('Ij(ztD)).

B. Results

The vibrational amplitudes at various spatial locations give rise
to the coherent Stokes probe amplitude. Figure 7(b) shows q0(z,T),
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and Jq1(z,T)Jcos(i'1(z,r)), the vibrational amplitudes.at
tD= 2 •St p as a function of spatial location for the three-component
linewidth discussed in Sec. IV. Figure 7(a) shows the traveling sums of
the individual vibrational amplitudes which are related to the
individual Stokes probe field amplitudes by Eq. (20).
For low laser depletions, the spatial vibrational amplitudes in
Fig. 7(b) increase nearly exponentially and the corresponding traveling
sums in Fig. 7(a) grow rapidly with propagation distance z. For laser
depletions >15%, the vibrational amplitudes are driven lower and the
vibrational phases begin to change. For laser depletions )30%, the
vibrational amplitude for q 1 cosV 1 goes negative. A comparison of
and q 1 cos'Y 1 indicates that the negative amplitude arises from phases
changes measured by T i .
Fig. 7(a). shows that .,. the traveling sum for
q 1 (z,r)cosY 1 (z,r) is substantially reduced as negative vibrational
amplitudes are added to the traveling sum. Thus the phase-shifted
vibrational amplitudes in high laser depletion reduce their
corresponding coherent probe Stokes fields. This phenomena is
equivalent to a coherent Stokes probe field adding in destructively to
the existing .coherent Stokes probe field..
In high laser depletion, Fig. 7(b) illustrates that the offresonant vibrational amplitudes

q Icos('Y 1 ) display larger negative

amplitudes than the resonant vibrational amplitude q 0 . This behavior
was previously discussed in Sec. IV.B.2. Consequently, Fig. 7(a) shows
that the traveling sum of the resonant vibrational amplitude becomes
much larger than the traveling sum of the off-resonant vibrational
amplitudes as the traveling sums move through the region of high laser
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depletion. As a result, there is enhanced coherent Stokes scattering
from the resonant vibrational amplitude in the probingprocess of the
vibrational dephasing experiment. This selective scattering allows the'
homogeneous dephasing time T 2 to be uasured to a high level of
•

accuracy.

VI. Dependence of Selectivity on Various Parameters

In the following discussions, selectivities were measured by
the ratio of the traveling sums of the vibrational
amplitudes. Given this definition, a high ratio corresponds to a low
selectivity. Notice that this definition for selectivity does not
include the relative number density f 3 . The actual experimental
slectivitieswillbeenhanced by including the relative number
densities f. The experimental selectivities will be discussed in Sec.
VIII.

The ratios in low laser depletion were determined at spatial

locations corresponding to excitation laser pulse depletions 2%. The
ratios were nearly constant for laser depletions 2%. The ratios in
high laser depletion were determined at spatial locations corresponding
to excitation laser pulse depletions 38-52%. The range of ratios
calculated for high laser depletion gives rise to the error bars on the
high laser depletion points.

A. Dependence of Selectivity on Aw

Using a three-component vibrational linewidth with a 0.25:0.50:0.25
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number density distribution, calculations were performed to determine
the effect of the off-resonance magnitude Aw on selectivity. In these
calculations, the pulsewidth t, and the dephasing time T 2 were held
constant. For t7 psec and T 2 7 psec, the selectivity was determined
for three separate three-component vibrational linewidths with Aw= ±1.5,
±3.0. and ±4.5 cm. More generally, this is equivalent to t/T 2 1
where t&= T 2 Lu ±1.98, ±3.96 and ±5.94 radians.
The dependence of selectivity on iw in both low and high laser
depletion is shown in Fig. 8. These results illustrate that selectivity
is strongly dependent upon Lw. The low laser depletion selectivities
versus ttw reported here for t/T 2 =1 are very similar to the low laser
depletion selectivities reported by Laubereau..and.Kaiser

[1]. The,

selectivities are greatly enhanced in the high laser depletion regime.
The vibrationalamplitudes of q 0 and q 1 cosY 1 ' at TD=2•5tp are shown
in Figs. 9(a)-9(c) for w=±1.5, ±3.0 and ±4.5 cm, respectively. These
vibrational amplitudes give rise to coherent Stokes probe fields as
discussed in Sec. V. In order to understand these vibrational
amplitudes, their time profiles must be investigated. The local time
profiles which give rise to the vibrational amplitudes at the spatial
locations a',b' and c' in Figs. 9(a)-9(c) are shown in Figs. 10(a)10(c), respectively. These spatial locations were selected because they
are close to the location of the maximum negative q 1 cos('' 1 ) value.
These spatial locations corespond to laser depletions, of 32.5, 34.5 and
36.5% for w=±1.5, ±3.0 and ±4.5 cm, respectively.
Figs. 10(a)-10(c) reveal that the resonant vibrational amplitude q 0
and the forced off-resonant vibrational amplitude q 1 grow until eL is
nearly depleted. As the laser is depleted, q1 is no longer driven as a
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FIG. 8. Dependence of selectivity (not including relative number
densities) on the off-resonance magnitude Aw. The off-resonance
frequency is measured in units of t 1 w where the pulse width t is
constant.

FIG. 9. Vibrational amplitudes for the three-component vibrational
linewidths at

T=T

D

as a function of spatial location.

(a) iw=1.5 cm. (b) Lw=*3.0 cm. (c) tw*4.5 cm. Spatial
locations a'-c' are referred to in Figs. 10 and 11.

FIG. 10. (a)-(c) Local time profiles of the field and vibrational
amplitudes for the three-component vibrational linewidths at the spatial
locations a'-c' respectively indicated in Fig. 9 for iw=±1.5, 3.0 and
4.5 cm', respectively.

FIG. 11. Local time profiles of the vibrational phases for the threecomponent vibrational linewidths at the spatial locations a'-c'
indicated in Fig. 9 for w ] =-1.5, -3.0 and -4.5 cm', respectively.
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forced oscillator. Consequently, the instantaneous frequency
(w 1+

1 /3t) is rapidly swept toward Aw l and the total phase precesses

w 1 r+ 1 (T) in the rotating frame at resonance. As a result, q 1 reduces
<q 0 (t)>, the effective total vibrational amplitude at wo whIch gives
rise to the regeneration of the laser field at
Smaller Aw values cause smaller reductions in <q 0 (T)> resulting
from

precession. Consequently, <q 0 (t)> is larger during the eL

regeneration. process for Lu= *1.5 cm. This leads to a larger
<q 0 (t)>e(T) product which regenerates a larger negative laser amplitude
at the expense of depleting a 5 , q0 and

1q11.

For tw= ±1.5 cm, the

larger negative laser amplitude and larger es, q 0 and fq1J depletions
which occur at the peak of the negative regenerated laser amplitudes are
clearly apparent in Fig. 10(a).
The magnitude of the negative laser amplitudes affects the
subsequent regeneration of the Stokes field and vibrational
amplitudes. Fig. 10(a)-10(c) illustrates that the larger negative laser
amplitudes regenerate more 1800 phase-shifted vibrational amplitude.
This leads to the differences between the resonant vibrational
amplitudes q 0 (z,T) for Lw=±1.5, ±3.0 and ±4.5 ctn' shown in Fig. 9(a)9(c). These differences give rise to thedifferent selectivities shown
in Fig. 8. The dependence of selectivity on Aw will be discussed in
more detail in Sec. VII.
Figure 11 shows the time dependence of the phase

1 (z,T) at the

spatial locations a',b' and c' in Figs. 9(a)-9(c) for bu

-1.5, 3.0

and -4.5 cm, respectively. The time-dependent behavior of the
vibrational phase has been previously discussed in Sec. IV.B.1. Notice
that the changes of the phase in response to the negative regenerated
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laser field are dependent upon the Aw l magnitude. This occurs because,
over a constant time interval, more of the 1800 phase shift of the total
phase

x 1 (z,t)=w 1 T+

1 (z,t) must be accomplished by ifw 1 is smaller.

B. 1pendence of Selectivity on T 2

Using a three-component vibrational linewidth with a 0.25:0.50:0.25
number density distribution, calculations were performed to determine
the effect of T2 on selectivity. In these calculations, the pulsewidth
t and the off-resonance magnitude Lw were held constant. For t=7 psec
and Aw=

±3.0 cm, the selectivity was determined for three

separate three-component linewidths with T 2 =3.5, 7.0 and 14.0 psec.
More generally, this is equivalent to tLw= 4:3.96 radians with three
separate combinations of t/T 2 and T 2 w: t/T2 =2 with T 2 u ±1.98
radians; t/T 2=1 with T2 w= ±3.96 radians; and t/T 2 0.5 with Tw=
±7.92 radians.
The dependence of the selectivity on T2 in both low and high laser
depletion is shown in Fig. 12. These results illustrate that, when the
pulsewidth is constant, selectivity for a particular Aw is not noticably
dependent 'upon T 2 in low laser depletion and is only weakly dependent
upon T2 in high laser depletion. The weak dependence of selectivity on
T 2 results from two counterbalancing effects. As T 2 increases, the
excitation transiency measured by t/T 2 decreases which leads to less
selectivity [1]. On the other hand, as T2 increases, the off-resonant
oscillators have longer interaction times with the eLeS driving field in
the falling edge to the laser pulse. After the released off-resonant
oscillators have precessed by 180 ° , they are driven out-of-phase by the
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eLe S driving field. Consequently, this interaction reduces the of fresonant vibrational amplitudes and leads to higher selectivity. The
magnitude of this interaction is measured by twT 2 .
The tw product was constant at two*3.96 radians in these
calculations. Likewise, the selectivity was also approximately constant,
for the various dephasing times T 2 . These results indicate that
selectivity is approximately determined by (t/T 2 )X(T 2 &)=tu. This
conclusion is important for experimental determinations of T 2 .

C. Dependence of Selectivity on

Using the three-component vibrational linewidths with a
0.25:0.50:0.25 number density distribution, the previous calculations
were analyzed to determine the effect of pulsewidth t, on selectivity.
In this analysis, the dephasing time T 2 and the off-resonance magnitude
were held constant. For T 2 =3.5 psec and Aw= *3.0 cm 1 , the selectivity
was determined for two separate three-component linewidths with t= 3.5
and 7 psec. More generally, this is equivalent to T 2 w= *1.98 radians
with two separate combinations of t/T 2 and t&: t/T 2= 1.0 with
radians and t/T 2 =2.0 with ttw3.96 radians.
The dependence of selectivity on t in both the low and high laser
depletion limit is shown in Fig. 13. The low laser depletion point at
-

t/T 2 =0 is the theoretical limit when t/T 2 4Q

[1].

These results

illustrate that selectivity for a particular Aw is strongly dependent
upon the pulsewidth t. Longer pulsewidths t give rise to greater
selectivity. These results agree with the conclusion that selectivity
is approximately determined by tyw.

*
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FIG. 12. Dependence of selectivity (not including relative number
densities) on the dephasing time T2 . The dephasing time is measured in
units of T 2 w where the off-resonance magnitude Aw is constant.

FIG. 13. Dependence of selectivity (not including relativenumber
densities) on the pulse width t. The pulsewidthis measured in units
of tw where the off-resonance magnitude Aw is constant.
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VII. Results for a Linewidth with Five Vibrational COmponents

A five-component vibrational linewidth with a 0.1:0.2:0.4:0.2:0.1
number density distribution was used to determine the effect of
increasing the number of components in the vibrational linewidth. In
this calculation, t7 psec, T 2 7 psec, Aw l= -1.5 ctn',
LJ) 3

=-3.O ciii', and z

t/T2 =1 with

2+1 . 5 cm,

4=+3.0 cm. More generally, this is equivalent to
±1.98 and *3.96 radians.

The vibrational amplitudes of q 0 , q 1 cos'V 1 and q 3 cos'1 3 at
TD= 2 •

5 tp are shown in Fig. 14. These vibrational amplitudes give rise

to coherent Stokes probe fields as discussed in Sec. V. Because of
symmetry in the equations, 1q21=IqiI , fq4l=Iq3I

2=1 and

c 4 =-4 3 .

A

comparison of Figs. 14, 9(a) and 9(b) shows that the behavior of the
Aw 1 =15 cm and -3.0 cm components together in the five-component
vibrational linewidth is very similar to their individual behavior in
separate three-component vibrational linewidths.
Figure 15 displays the local time profiles of

and

q 3 at the spatial location a in Fig. 14. The corresponding laser
depletion at spatial location a is 34%. A comparison of Figs. 15, 10(a)
and 10(b) shows that the time-dependent behavior for the &=-l.5 cm 1
and Aw 3 =-3.0 cm' components together in the five component vibrational
linewidth is very similar to the individual behavior for L-1.5 cni 1
and &=-3.0 cm in separate three component vibrational linewidths.
Notice the depletion of q 0 , q 1 and q3 during the regeneration
of the negative, 180 ° phase-shifted laser amplitude in Fig. 15. There
is a larger depletion for q 1

1

in comparison to q31. Consequently,
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Fig. 14 shows that

q3 is larger than

1q j j

at TD=2.5tp.. In agreement

with the results in Sec. VI.A., these results illustrate that the offresonant vibrational amplitudes q with frequencies wi closer to the
center of the vibrational linewidth exhibit larger depletions when the
excitation laser.field is regenerated.
The larger depletions for q j with smaller Awi lead to smaller
negative vibrational amplitudes qcos'F' for T)t. Consequently, these
smaller negative vibrational amplitudes subtract less from their
corresponding traveling sum q j . As a result, the ratio

/q0 is greater

and the selectivity is lower. Thus the depletion of vibrational
amplitudes during laser regeneration limits the maximum possible
selectivIty for vibrational dephasing experiments conducted in high
laser depletion.
Figure 16 displays the time dependence of the phase 1(t) and
at the spatial location a in Fig. 14. A comparison of Figs. 16 and 11
illustrates that the phases for Lw 1 =-1.5 cm' and w3--3.0 cm behave
together in the five-component linewidth nearly identically to their
individual behavior in separate three-component linewidths. A
comparison of Figs. 15 and 16 shows that most of the negative, 1800
phase-shifted laser field is regenerated when

1 (r)/r0 and

3 3 (T)/aTO, i.e., while the instantaneous frequencies of the offresonant oscillators are swept toward their natural frequencies.
The dependence of the selectivity on Aw for the five-component
linewidth in both low and high laser depletion is shown in Fig. 17. A
comparison of Figs. 8 and 17 illustrates that the selectivity for
= ±1.5 and ±3.0 cm' in the five-component vibrational linewidth is
almost identical to the selectivity obtained for

+1.5 and ±3.0 ctn'
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FIG. 14. Vibrational amplitudes for the five-component vibrational
linewidth at t=tD as a function of spatial location. Spatial location a
is referred to In Figs. 15 and 16.

FIG. 15. Local time profiles of the field and vibrational amplitudes
for the five-component vibrational linewidth at the spatial location a
indicated in Fig. 14.

FIG. 16. Local time profiles of the vibrational phases for the fivecomponent vibrational lInewidth at spatial location a indicated in Fig.
14 for w ] -1.5 cm

and w3=-3.0 cm'.

FIG. 17. Dependence of selectivity (not Including relative number
densities) on the off-resonance magnitude Aw for the five-component
vibrational linewidth. The off-resonance magnitude is measured in units
of tw where the pulse width t is constant.
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obtained using separate three-component vibrational linewidths. A close
inspection reveals that the selectivity for Aw= ±1.5 cm is only
slightly less and the selectivity of

±3.0 cm is slightly more for

the five-component compared to the three-component vibrational
linewidth. These results demonstrate that the selectivity is not
significantly affected by the number of components in thevibrational
linewidth.

A. Linewidth with a Continuous Distribution of Vibrational Components
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Figures 8 and 17 show that the ratio

j'0 versus Aw for high laser

depletion displays a Gaussian-like distribution. This GaussIan-like
distribution, together with the relative number densities, gives rise to
an effective lineshape which will be called the effective inhomogeneous
lineshape. The effective inhomogeneous linewidth is defined as the
frequency width (FWBN) of the population distribution of distinct
vibrational oscillators at different frequencies which contribute to the
probe Stokes signal. The population distribution is determined by
multiplying the ratio q1q0 times the relative number densities. This
effective inhomogeneous linewidth is an attempt to generalize to a
linewidth with a continuous distribution of vibrational components based
on the results for the three and five-component vibrational linewidths.
Using the numerical results for qIq0 versus Aw and the number
density distribution for the five-component vibrational linewidth, an
effective inhomogeneous linewidth (FWHN) &N

2 • 5 cm is determined

from the Gaussian-like population distribution. In constrast, if the
number densities are equal, an effective inhomogeneous linewidth (FWHM)

M
.

INH4•5 cm' is determined. The effective inhomogeneous linewidth
will contribute to inhomogeneous dephasing and affect the accuracy of
the experimental measurement of the homogeneous dephasing time T 2 . This
will be discussed in Sec. VIII.

VIII. Coherent Stokes Signal Decay Curves

In this section, the total coherent Stokes signals versus delay
time are calculated based upon the results of the numerical calculations
at TD25tp The individual coherent Stokes probe amplitudes from each
vibrational subgroup at tD2•5tp were given by Eq. (20). This
expression excludes the relative phase shifts between the different
coherent Stokes probe fields. The total coherent Stokes probe amplitude
must include the relative phase shifts between the different coherent
Stokes probe fields.
The phase shifts between the different coherent Stokes probe fields
are determined by x(zt)=
depletion,

For t)t in low laser

(t) reaches the constant value 0 as discussed in Sec.

W.A. Thus the total coherent Stokes probe amplitude at TD 2 • 5 tp
measured at z=L is given by:

egp(L,TD)

a eL ljfj exP(i(wJTD+®)) j(LTD)

(22)

Notice that the additional phase shifts which occur in high laser
depletion are implicitly included in the traveling sum j(LTD).
The total coherent Stokes probe amplitude for delay times T>TD must
include both the time-dependent phase shifts resulting from
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frequency mismatch and homogeneous dephasing decay. For T)TD, the total
phase for the off-resonant coherent Stokes probe amplitude relative to
the resonant coherent Stokes probe amplitude is accounted for by
x(t)=uT+O.

Homogeneous dephasing decay for T>TD is accounted for by

introducing exp( - ( t - TD)1T2).

Thus the real total coherent Stokes probe

amplitude versus time delay for

T> T

D

measured at z=L assuming a delta

function laser probe pulse is given by:

e 5p (L,r) a eL exp( - ( T - TD)/T2)
X jj fj jj(L,TD) cos(wT+®)

(23)

Experimentally, the coherent Stokes probe intensity, e 5 , is
measured. In addition, actual experimental probe Stokes decay curves
are generated by laser probe pulses witha finite pulsewidth. Thus the
coherent Stokes probe intensity versus delay times

is given by the

convolution:

e 5p 2 (L,T')

a
X (f

dT [ eL(T -1 ') exp( - (r- TD)/T2)
j(LTD) cos(wjTD+®J)) 2

(24)

A. Results

Using the discrete numerical equivalent of Eq. (24), coherent
Stokes signals versus delay times were calculated based upon the
numerical results at TD=2•5tp• Assuming a delta function laser probe
pulse, coherent probe Stokes signals in both high and low laser
depletion for the three-component vibrational linewidths with T 2 7 psec

PM

and w=±1.5, ±3.0 and ±4.5 cm' are shown in Figs. 18(a)-18(c),
respectively. These linewidths were discussed in Sec. VI.A. The
differences between high and low laser depletion are dramatically
apparent. The straight dashed lines give ideal exponential (T2 /2)
decay. Notice the slower oscillations for the smaller Aw values.
Figures 18(a')-18(c') show the coherent Stokes probe signals in
high laser depletion generated using a 7 psec (FWHM) Gaussian laser
probe pulse for the same three-component linewidths with T 2 =7 psec and
w=±1.5, ±3.0 and ±4.5 cm, respectively. The beats observed for
tw=±3.0 and ±4.5 cm in high laser depletion in Figs. 18(b) and 18(c)
are smeared out in Figs. 18(b') and 18(c'). This occurs because the
widths of the beat modulations for tu=±3.0 and ±4.5 cm are less than
t=7 psec. On the other hand, the beats observed for Lw=1.5 cm in
Fig. 18(a) are not smeared out in Fig. 18(a') because the width of the
beat modulation is longer than t=7 psec.
Figure 19 for T2 =7 psec shows the coherent probe Stokes signal for
the five-component vibrational linewidth with T 2 =7 psec and tw=±1.5 and
±3.0 cm in high laser depletion. This signal was calculated using a 7
psec (FWHN) Gaussian laser probe pulse based on the numerical results at
TD for the five-component vibrational linewidth discussed in Sec. VII.
Recall from Fig. 17 that the ratio is quite high for
cm. In addition, the homogeneous dephasing time T 2 is long
in comparison to the effective inhomogeneous dephasing time calculated
from the effective inhomogeneous linewidth cm
Consequently, the effective inhomogeneous distribution significantly
contributes to the probe Stokes signal decay.
Figure 19 also shows the coherent probe Stokes signals calculated
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FIG. 18. Coherent Stokes signals versus delay times. (a)-(c) High and
low laser depletion signals calculated using a delta function laser
probe pulse for the three-component vibrational linewidths with w=±1.5,
±3.0 and *4.5 cm'. Exponential (T 2 /2) decay is indicated by the
straight dashed line. (a')-(c') High laser depletion signals
calculated using a 7 psec (FWHM) Gaussian laser probe pulse for the same
three-component vibrational linewidths with &=*1.5, ±3.0 and *4.5 cm.

FIG. 19. Coherent Stokes signals versus delay times for various T 2
dephasing times for the five-component vibrational linewidth in high
laser depletion. Exponential decay (T2 12) decay is indicated by the
straight dashed line.
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for T 2 =3.5 psec and T 2 =2.O psec using a 7 psec (F'WHM) Gaussian laser
probe pulse and the same five-component vibrational linewidth
selectivities that were used for T 2 =7 psec. These results illustrate
that the probe pulse does not obscure the (T 2 /2) decay of the probe
Stokes signal decay curves for (T 2 /2) decays much faster than the probe
pulse width.
For the faster T 2 dephasing times, Fig. 19 demonstrates that the
homogeneous decay, competes more effectively with the inhomogeneous decay
caused by destructive interference. This result illustrates that the
off-resonant vibrational components need a certain time period after the
excitation process to precess 1800 and cause pronounced destructive
interference in the probe Stokes signal decay curve. For the. faster T 2
dephasing times, the homogeneous dephasing dominates the probe Stokes
signal decay curve before the off-resonant vibrational components can
influence the decay curve. Likewise, viewed in the frequency domain,
the homogeneous linewidth determines the homogeneous decay time and the
effective inhomogeneous linewidth determines the effective inhomogeneous
decay time. The greater the ratio of the homogeneous linewidth to the
effective inhomogeneous linewidth, the more the coherent probe Stokes
signal approaches (T 2 /2) exponential decay.

IX. Vibrational Dephasing Experiments in the High Laser
Depletion Regime
The above results demonstrate that selective vibrational dephasing
experiments are possible using transient stimulated Raman excitation and
coherent Stokes Reman probing. High laser depletion is required in the
excitation process. A probe pulse collinear with the excitation pulse

M
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is required in the probing process.
The results from Secs. VI.A-C. indicate that selectivity nEasured
Tj
by the ratio
/qçj is determined by tw and t i,, but not T 2 . The results
show that selectivity is approximately determined by
(t/T2 )X(wT 2 )=tLiw. On the other hand, the experimental accuracy
measured by the coherent probe Stokes signal is also dependent upon the
ratio of the homogeneous linewidth versus the effective inhomogeneous
linewidth. The larger :this ratio, the more closely the probe Stokes
signal decay curve approaches (T 2 /2) exponential decay.
For t=7 psec and high laser depletion, the results for the fivecomponent vibrational linewidth generalized to a continuous distribution
yield an effective inhotnogeneous linewidth (FWHM)

cm 1 . This

effective inhornogeneous linewidth will leadto an inhomogeneous
dephasing contribution:in the coherent Stokes signal decay curve
according to Eq. (24). Consequently, a Stokes signal decay curve faster
than the pure homogeneous (T 2 /2) decay will be observed.
The experimental accuracy is measured by how well the probe Stokes
signal decay curve approaches (T2 12) exponential decay. Given a
Gaussian effective inhomogeneous linewidth (FWHM) INH25 cm' and a
Lorentzian homogeneous linewidth (FWHM) t(ctn 1 )=1/cvT 21 we can
-

estimate the accuracy to which the experimentally determined decay

T exp

will measure homogeneous dephasing decays (T 2 /2) in vibrational
linewidths which are inhomogeneously broadened. For homogeneous
dephasing times T 2 4.4 psec, the estimated accuracy of the experimental
measurement is Texp>0•6(T2/2)• The experimental accuracy progressively
increases as the dephasing time decreases, in agreement with the
behavior for the five-component linewidth discussed in Sec. VIII.A. For

homogeneous dephasing times T 2 3.2 psec, the estimated accuracy of the
experimental measurement increases to Texp)O•7(T2/2)• For homogeneous
dephasing times T 2 2.3 psec, the estimated accuracy of the experimental
measurement increases further to rexp)O.8(T2/2). For T2 1.4 psec, the
estimated accuracy reaches texp)O•9(T2/2)* These results indicate that
dephasing times T 2 4.4 psec can be measured to a high level of accuracy
in inhomogeneously broadened vibrational linewidths using collinear
coherent Stokes. probe scattering.
A typical vibrational dephasing time in a liquid at P=4 Attn. is
T 2 3 psec [1,6]. Assuming this dephasing time in an inhomogeneously
broadened vibrational linewidth, the experimentally determined decay
Texp will measure the homogeneous dephasing time to an accuracy
•t exP

_O 7 (T2/ 2 )

This level of accuracy is certainly capable of

detecting differences between various T 2 dephasing times. This may
explain the wide range of dephasing times measured in various liquids

A. Experimental Evidence for Selectivity

Recent vibrational dephasing experiments discussed in thap. 5 have
been conducted in high laser depletion with laser pulse widths
t7Psec. These experiments have provided results which corroborate the
results of these calculations [10,11]. Briefly, the vibrational
dephasing times T2 12 were measured for the symmetric 0i 3 -stretching
vibration in liquid acetonitrile at various temperatures over acetonitrile's entire liquid range at P=1 Atm. Over the same
temperature range at P=1 Attn., the corresponding isotropic Rarrian

linewidths for the symmetric Q1 3 -stretching vibration are nearly
invariant with temperature [11,30].
The decay times from individual measurements at varIous
temperatures were consistently different and reproducible [10,11]. The
-

error bars on the measurements were well within the differences between
various temperatures. If this vibrational dephasing experiment
conducted in high laser depletion was not selective, the invariant
isotropic Raman linewidth versus temperature should have yielded
identical decay curves at various temperatures. This was certainly not
the case. Different dephasing times were measured at different
temperatures, in agreement with vibrational dephasing models [10,11].

X. Summary and Conclusion

A theory for selective vibrational dephasing experiments using
transient stimulated Raman scattering in high laser depletion has been
developed. The main features of this interpretation are as follows:
The stimulated Stokes field grows until the excitation laser field is
substantially reduced. When the excitation laser field is depleted, the
Stokes field and the vibrational.amplitude regenerate a new 180 ° phase- shifted laser field. The off-resonant vibrational amplitudes then
respond to the 180 0 phase-shifted driving field by changing their
phases. This results In changing vibrational phases at different
spatial locations in the Rarnan cell.
The changing vibrational phases and vibrational amplitudes at
different spatial locations lead to a substantial reduction in the
collinear coherent probe Stokes fields generated by the off-resonant
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vibrational amplitudes. This leads to greatly enhanced selectivity for
the resonant vibrational amplitude in high laser depletion. The
selectivities for the off-resonant vibrational components close to the
center frequency are reduced somewhat because their vibrational
amplitudes are reduced by the laser regeneration. This process limits
the maximum possible selectivity in high laser depletion.
The theoretical selectivity is greatly, dependent upon the laser
pulse width t.and the off-resonance magnitude Aw, but only weakly
dependent upon the dephaslng time T 2 . The accuracy of the experimental
measurement of the homogeneous dephasing time T 2 is also dependent upon
the competition between the homogeneous and the effective inhomogeneous
dephasing times..
Using a laser pulse width t=7 psec, the calculations indicate that
dephasing times T 2 (4.4 psec can be measured to a high'level of accuracy'
in vibrational linewidths which are inhoinogeneously broadened. These
results demonstrate that transient stimulated Raman scattering
techniques can still be used to study vibrational dephasing dynamics in
inhomogeneously broadened vibrational linewidths. The contradictions in
previous vibrational dephasing studies by Kaiser and coworkers [1-3,7-9]
may be explained by the selectivity differences in the high and low
laser depletion regimes.

-
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Chapter 3: Inhomogeneous Broadening of Vibrational Linewidths
in Polyatomic Liquids

I. Introduction

Until recently, there has been no evidence to suggest that nonpolar or non-hydrogen-bonded liquids were significantly inhomogeneously
broadened and consequently most vibrational dephasing theories and
studies have neither made this distinction nor addressed this
possiblity. In a recent paper [1], however, we observed that even very
simple non -hyd ro gen -bonded liquids can be significantly inhomogeneously
broadened. This immediately poses an important question. Is
inhomogenoeus .broadeaing in- non-hydrogen-bonded- liquids--general, and if
so, what is the physical origin of the broadening?
In order to study the inhomogeneous broadening of the symmetric
cH3 -stretching liquid vibrational linewidths in a variety of liquids,
isotropic spontaneous Raman scattering studies and selective excite-andprobe vibrational dephasing experiments [2] were performed. The
selective vibrational dephasing experiments allow the homogeneous
linewidth of a single, distinct vibrational isochromat to be determined
in a vibrational lirieshape which may be composed of a continuous
frequency distributin of vibrational isochromats established by
inhomogeneous broadening processes.
Since spontaneous Raman scattering arises from all the vibrational
isochromats in the distribution, isotropic spontaneous Raman scattering
yields a lineshape which arises from the convolution of both the
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homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening lineshape functions.
Consequently, the inhomogeneous broadening lineshape function can be
obtained by deconvoluting the homogeneous lineshape function, determined
by the picosecond experiment, from the isotropic spontaneous Raman
- lineshape function. Thus the inhomogeneous broadening of vibrational
lineshapes in liquids can be studied and related to structural and/or
dynamic properties of the liquid.
in this chapter the generality of inhomogeneous broadening of
symmetric CH 3 -stretching vibrational linewidths in non-hydrogen-bonded
liquids is established. A simple model is proposed for the broadening's
magnitude which is based on the width of the distribution of local
number densities in the liquid. In addition, a stochastic lineshape
theory is developed which treats homogeneous and inhomogeneous
broadening simultaneously in terms ofone vibrational, correlation
function.

II. Experimental

The symmetric Gi 3 -stretching vibrations studied in this experiment
were coherently excited by transient stimulated Raman scattering [3].
Coherent excitation establishes a macroscopic coherent superposition of
vibrational states v=O and v=1 in a group of symmetric CH3 -stretching
vibrations, i.e., p 01 (t), an off-diagonal density matrix element in the
symmetric C11 3 -stretching vibrational oscillator basis set. The
coherently excited symmetric G1 3 -stretching vibrations were then probed
using collinear coherent Stokes Raman scattering [4,5]. The macroscopic
coherent superposition of vibrational states v=O and v=1 oscillates with
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a well-defined phase and produces a macroscopic modulation of the
optical refractive index at the vibrational frequency through the
coupling parameter 3a/3q, the change of polarizability, a, with
vibrational coordinate, q. The incoming probe pulse scatters off this
modulated refractive index producing sidebands, i.e., beat frequencies
shif ted by the vibrational frequency to higher and lower frequencies.
The selectivity of the collinear coherent Stokes scattering is discussed
in Chap. 2.
The details of the excite-and-probe vibrational dephasing
experiments are discussed in Chap. 5. In constrast to the experiments
in Chap. 5, which employ an electronic pulse selector, the following
experiments were performed usinga spark gap [6] to select..single
picosecond pulses from the rising edge of pulse trains emitted from a
stabilized, passively mode-locked Nd:glass. laser. In general, the spark
gap was much less reliable and reproducible than the electronic pulse
selector. In addition, the pulses were compressed by passage through a
1 cm cell of Eastman Kodak dye #9860 with an 0.D.=3.0 at 10,600

A.

The

experiments in Chap. 5 were performed using O.D.=1.0. After installing
the electronic pulse selector, this change in O.D. was necessary in
order to obtain pulses with rapid rising edges equivalent to the pulses
used inthis chapter.
Isotropic spontaneous Raman lineshapes were obtained using a
standard Argon ion laser and a double monochromator scattering unit.
The polarized Stokes scattering lineshapes were essentially the same as
the isotropic lineshapes because of the very small depolarizatIon factor
for the symmetric Ch 3 -stretching vibrations in the liquids studied.
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III.• Results

Figure 1 shows the coherently scattered Stokes signal as a function
-

of probe pulse delay for the symmetric Gi3 -stretching vibration in
methanol and ethanol. The error bars on the data points represent the
standard deviation of the individual coherent Stokes signals. On the
average, the observed dephasing times were T2 12=1.2±0.5 psec for
methanol and 1.25±0.5 psec for ethanol. The isotropic Raman lineshapes
of the same vibrations are also shown in Fig. 1. From the measured
dephasing times, we calculate the corresponding homogeneous Lorentzian
lineshapes which are also drawn in Fig. 1. From these superimposed
lineshapes the inhomogeneous broadening in' these two hydrogen-bonded
liquids can easily be visualized.

V

Figure 2 shows the coherently scattEredStokes signal as a function
of probe pulse delay for the symmetric CH 3 -stretching vibration in
acetone and methyl sulfide. On the average, the observed dephasing
times were T 2 /2=1.5±O.5 psec for acetone and 1.9±0.5 psec for methyl
sulfide. The isotropic Raman lineshapes and homogeneous Lorentzian
lineshapes corresponding to the measured dephasing times are also

s hown

in Fig. 2. The superimposed lineshapes display significant
-

inhomogeneous broadening for both of these non-hydrogen-bonded
liquids. Two more examples of non-hydrogen-bonded liquids are given in
Fig. 3 for trichioroethane and acetonitrile. There was no observable
broadening within the error limits in trichloroethane, which is
consistent with the results of Laubereau et al. [7,8].

V

The average experimental dephasing times, calculated homogeneous
linewidths; and isotropic Raman linewidths for all the liquids studied
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FIG. 1 Experimental data for the symmetric

a{3 -stretching

vibration in

methanol and ethanol. Coherently scattered Stokes signal as a function
of probe pulse delay in (a) methanol and (c) ethanol. Isotropic Raman
lineshapes and homogeneous Lorentzian lineshapes calculated from the
measured dephasing times in (b) methanol and (d) ethanol.

FIG. 2 Experimental data for the symmetric Q 3-stretching vibration in
acetone and methyl sulfide. Coherently scattered Stokes signal as a
function of probe pulse delay in (a) acetone and (c) methyl sulfide.
Isotropic Raman lineshapes and homogeneous Lorentzian lineshapes
calculated from the measured dephasing times in (b) acetone and (d)
methyl sulfide.

FIG. 3 Experimental data for the symmetric Q 3 -stretching vibration in
trichioroethane and acetonitrile. Coherently scattered Stokes signal as
a function of probe pulse delay in (a) trichloroethane and (c)
acetonitrile. Isotropic Raman lineshapes and homogeneous Lorentzian
lineshapes calculated from the measured dephasing times in (b)
trichloroethane and (d) acetonitrile.

TAK.2 1. Experimental dephasing times, calculated homogeneous
linewidths, isotropic Raman liriewidths and inhomogeneous broadening
linewidths for the symmetric Gi 3 -stretching vibrations in the various
liquids studied.
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are compiled in Table 1. We found that symmetric CH 3 -stretching
vibrational linewidths in non-hydrogen-bonded liquids are
inhomogeneously broadened to various degrees

[9]. Thus the symmetric

Q 3 -stretching vibrational linewidths of non-hydrogen-bonded liquids are
not motionally narrowed, presumably because the liquid site relaxation
-

times are much longer than earlier predictions.

IV. Inhomogeneously &oadened Lineshape Analysis

If the liquid vibrational band is inhomogeneously broadened, the
lineshape observed by isotropic spontaneous Raman scattering arises from
the convolution of two independent lineshape functions: L(w), the
homogeneous lineshape function which is Lorentzian; and G(w), the
inhomogeneous broadening lineshape function. The resultant vibrational
lineshape function, 1(w), can be written as a convolution integral:

1(w) =

L(w')G(w-w') dw'

(1)

Since isotropic spontaneous Raman scattering gives the lineshape
for 1(w) and the picosecond nEasurement gives the homogeneous Lorentzian
lineshape, L(w), the inhoinogeneous broadening lineshape, G(w), can be
obtained by deconvoluting the isotropic spontaneous Raman and
homogeneous Lorentzian lineshapes. Unfortunately, 1(w) is not easily
represented by a simple functional form. In most cases, however, 1(w),
the isotropic spontaneous Raman scattering lineshape, is somewhere in
between a Gaussian and Lorentzian lineshape.
One well-studied lineshape which is intermediate between a Gaussian
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and a Lorentzian is a Voigt profile, which is a convolution of
independent Gaussian and Lorentzian lineshapes [10,11]. If the;
isotropic spontaneous Raman lineshape is assumed to be a Voigt profile,
which is usually the case, and the inhomogeneous broadening lineshape is
assumed to be a Gaussian [12], the problem of deconvolution is greatly
simplified. Numerical deconvolution is not necessary because if the
linewidths for the Voigt and Lorentzian lineshapes are known, the
linewidth forthe. Gaussian lineshape can be determined from numerical
Voigt profile tables [11]. The linewidths for G(), the inhomogeneous
broadening lineshape function, were determined after making the above
assumptions and are listed in Table 1.
Several general observations can be made about the data in
Table 1. First, the homogeneous widths are rather uniform relative to
the inhomogeneous widths. Second, even non-polar liquids such as
pentane are highly inhomogeneously broadened. Moreover, although the
hydrogen-bonded liquids display the greatest inhomogeneous broadening,
they do not form a class by themselves. Several non-hydroden--bonded
liquids are broadened almost as much as the hydrogen-bonded liquids.

V. Discussion

After determining that the inhomogeneous broadening lineshape
linewidths varied from 1 to 15 cm, attempts were made to correlate the
inhomogeneous broadening linewidths with various liquid parameters.
Initally, we assumed that the inhomogeneous broadening was determined by
a distribution of environmental sites which establishes a certain
continuous frequency distribution of vibrational isochromats. This

assumption is supported by studies on hydrogen-bonded liquids [13,14]
which suggest that the attractive portion of the intermolecular
potential, viz., the hydrogen bond, causes long range correlations in
the intermolecular forces and creates a distribution of environmental
sites which establishes a distribution of vibrational frequencies.
Furthermore, recent picosecond experiments have demonstrated that
hydrogen-bonded liquids are severely inhomogeneous broadened [ 4 ],
presumably because' the attractive portion of the intermolecular
potential causes long-range correlations which enable environmental
sites to persist for )5 psec.
Because the attractive portion of the intermolecular potential is
implicated in the inhomogeneous broadening of hydrogen-bonded liquids,
attempts were made to correlate -the inhomogeneous broadening' in nonhydrogen-bonded liquids with various liquid' intermolecular attraction
parameters. No correlation was observed, however, with: Trouton's
ratio; B.P./M.W. (Beiling Point/Molecular Weight); the molecular dipole
moment; the hydrogen bonding parameter; or the polarizability. In
addition, no correlation was observed with the Kirkwood dipole
correlation factor [15]. On the other hand, the ultrasonic absorption
constant displayed a slight correlation with the inhomogeneous
-

broadening [16]. The correlations of these liquid attraction parameters
and the inhomogeneous broadening have been discussed in detail [17].
Since the inhomogeneous broadening linewidths did not correlate
-'

with liquid attraction parameters, attempts were made to find a
correlation with other liquid parameters. The inhomogeneous broadening
does tend to scale with the molecule's deviation from spherical
symmetry. The simplest, most spherical molecules, trichlorothane and

W
.

methyl iodide, are nearly homogeneous, whereas the longest, least
spherical molecules, methyl formate and pentane are extremely
inhomogeneous. This suggests that the molecules's shape determines how
the molecule can pack with other molecules, which may influence the
number of environmental sites that are formed in the liquid [18].

A. Correlation with Liquid's Local Number 1nsity Distribution Width

A correlation was observed between the inhomogeneous broadening
linewidth and the liquid's free volume [19]. The correlation is shown
in Figure 4. This correlation suggests that the liquid's entropy
participates in establishing the number of environmental sites, in the
liquid since, the liquid's entropy may cause the liquid's free volume to
distribute itself in order to maximize the number to interactions of
molecules with other molecules and/or free space. In such a case, the
number of different environmental sites in the liquid would be
functionally dependent upon the liquid's free volume.
Free volume alone does not elucidate the distribution of values in
a liquid parameter which may give rise to a distribution of
environmental sites. The liquid's free volume, however, is closely
related to the distribution width of the liquid's local number density
through the isothermal compressibility. Since a distribution of local
number densities could conceivably create a distribution of distinct
vibrational frequencies, this parameter will be derived and discussed in
detail.
Following the standard treatment [20,21], we treat the liquid as an
open, isothermal system of volume V, and apply the method of most
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FIG. 4. Graph of the inhomogeneous broadening linewldth versus the free
volume percentage in the liquid.

FIG. 5. Graph of the inhomogeneous broadening linewidth vërsüs the
width of the distribution of local number densities in the liquid.
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probable distributions to characterize the spread in the distribution of
the number of molecules, N

(2)

= 0N = kT(aN/a)VT

where is the chemical potential. Introducing the number density,
p=N/V, and using the relation dVdp, one can show that:

ON

=(Th 2 (kT)

X (/V)

(3)

where KT is the isothermal compressibility of the liquid. Since V is
constant, Eq. (4) can be rewritten to yield. a, the fluctuation in the
liquid's number density:

up

= p X [(kTKT)/vJ'12

(4)

characterizes the spread in the number density distribution, i.e.,
the root mean—square deviation from the mean of the number density. We
will refer to a as the local number density distribution width since
• •, the volume, V, can be arbitrarily scaled down to molecular dimensions.
In order to calculate a, the local number density , distribution
width, values for, the isothermal compressibility are needed.
Unfortunately, very few experimental liquid isothermal compressibility
values have been determined. The isothermal compressibility, KT, can be
calculated, however, using the equation [22]

= [ 1 /Ko( 2 /V)(LHvap _RT)]'

(5)

where K0 is the isothermal compressibility for a fluid of hard spheres:

K0 = (V/NkT) X [(1-y) 2 /(1+2y)] 2

(6)

This equation is derived from the free volume theory of liquid and has
been shown to give satisfactory agreement with experimental values
[ 22 ]. In the expression for K0 , the packing fraction of the liquid, y,
is defined as:

y = (ir/6) p1a3

1

(7)

where p 1 is the number density of the liquid and a is the hard sphere
diameter. The hard sphere diameter can be approximated using the
relationship [23]:

03

=

(8)

where p isthe number density of the solid at the melting point [2 4 ].
All parameter values, calculated isothermal compressibilities and local
number density distribution widths have been given previously [ 17 ].
Figure 5 shows a graph of the inhomogeneous broadened linewidth
magnitudes versus a. a p(KT)'1'2 . This plot demonstrates that the amount
of inhomogeneous broadening in approximately proportional to the
liquid's local number density distribution width. This correlation
suggests that either the local number density distribution causes the
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inhomogeneous broadening or that the local number density distribution
scales with some other liquid property that causes the inhomogeneous
broadening.

VI. Stochastic Lineshape Theory for Inhomogeneous froadening

A. Kubo-Anderson Stochastic Theory

In order to develop a model for inhomogeneous broadening of
vibrational transitions in a more formal way, the inhomogeneous
broadening problem was constructed in the time domain. The KuboAnderson stochastic theory of lineshape [25,26] provides a simple
theoretical framework from which inhomogeneous broadening can be
formalized and visualized. Formally, the Hamiltonian for the
vibrational oscillators can be written:

H=Ho+Hp +Hm

where

()

H0 = j i(w0 + t(t))

=

n V(aa

(10)

R(r) O(r))

(11)

Hm = j,k 119jk (a j ak+ + akaj +)

gjk = F(R(rt)

Rk(r,t), 0(rt) Ok(r,t))

The subscript j sums over the various sites and n is the

(12)

1

(13)
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population fraction at each site. H 0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian
containing w(t), which gives rise to the homogeneous lineshape of each
vibrational isochromat. H is the perturbing Hamiltonian which causes a
frequency splitting according to the particular environmental sites
which are dependent upon R(r) the molecular radial distrIbution around
site j• H is the motional Hamiltonian which interconverts
environmental sites at a rate gjk, determined by changes in the
molecular distribution and orientation.
The commutation relationships are as follows:

[H0 ,H]

0

(14)

[H0 H] * 0

(15)

[Hm Hp ] * 0

(16)

H0 commutes with Hm in the limit that H0 and H m operate on
different titnescales. Since w(t), viz, the time-dependent processes in
H0 which give rise to the homogeneous l'inewidth, fluctates on the
picosecond or subpicosecond timescale and gjklthe site interconversion
rate, occurs on the timescale of diffusion or rotation, this limit is
probably obeyed.
H does not commute with H 0 , therefore H can change w o , the
natural frequency of H0. H m does not commute with H P , therefore Hm
causes a time variation of H according to:

ijjAp = [ HHJ

(17)

=[H0.H] + [Hm Hp ]

EHm Hp 1

(18)

[H0 H]cO. since H is assumed to have no important matrix elements
connecting various unperturbed states of H 0 . H only changes the
frequency without causing transitions.

B. Randomly Modulated Oscillator Model

The precise form of the formal Hamiltonians given above is not
known. In the absence of exact Hamiltonians, however, a randomly
modulated oscillator model can be used

[26]. This approach treats the

vibration as as oscillator with a randomly modulated frequency and
allows both the homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening problems to be
treated easily.
In this treatment, the vibrational oscillator, with a natural
frequency wo

,

is given an equation of motion:

= iw(t)x

(19)

where u(t) is thefrequency with random modulation. The time average of
w(t) is wo and w(t) can be written as:

W(t) =

+ w 1 (t)

where w 1 (t), the stochastic process, represents the fluctuation in
frequency.

(20)
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can be described in terms of two characteristic parameters:
A, the amplitude of the frequency change during the modulation; and
the correlation time of the modulation. Given a probability
for the frequency modulation:

distribution

A2

=

and

T

where

T(T)

5

w 1 2 P(w 1 )d 1

(21)

'I(T)dr

(22)

= 0f

= i/

<w 1 (t)w1 (t+t)>

(23)

A relaxation function, (t), can be defined for the oscillator.

(t) = <exp i

0f w1 (t')dt'>

(24)

If w 1 (t), the frequency displacement modulation, is a Gaussian process:

(t) = exp[_A205t(t_T)(t)dT

(25)

If 'i'(r), the correlation function for the modulation, is assumed to be
exponential, i.e. '(T)=exp[-t/T1, the correlation function of the
oscillator can be written [27]

(t) = exp(-A[ Tc2(exP(_t1T)_1)+tT])

(26)

Given this formalism, there are two limiting situations which are
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distinguished by the relative magnitudes of t and

Tc [ 26 ]. For

i.e. slow modulation related to inhomogeneous broadening, .r c is large
compared to 1/A and the frequency intensity distribution mirrors the
amplitude distribution of the modulation. Thus a Gaussian distribution
of frequency amplitude modulations yields a Gaussian lineshape. For
Tc<<l

i.e. fast modulation related to homogeneous broadening, .r

is

small compared to 1/is and the frequency intensity distribution
approaches a torentzian in the limit

AT+O.

C. Vibrational Correlation Functions for Rapid and Slow Modulations

If the liquid has slowly varying intermolecular forces creating
local structure, individual vibrational oscillators can vibrate in a
distribution of different molecular environments which establishes a
frequency distribution of vibrational isochromats. The frequency
distribution of vibrational isochromats causes vibrational dephasing
because of destructive Interference among the individual frequencies in
the distribution. The slowly varying intermolecular forces can be
characterized by a frequency modulation amplitude,

which

can be formally derived from HP, and a modulation correlation time,
which is related to the time dependence of H through
IhHp=[H m Hp l• These characteristics define the vibrational correlation
function contributed by the slowly varying intermolecular forces:

=

In addition to the slowly varying intermolecular forces, short

(27)
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range, rapidly varying, dynamical modulation processes can cause
vibrational dephasing of individual vibrational subunits. The short
range, rapidly varying modulation processes can be characterized by a
frequency modulation A

and a modulation correlation time rH. These

quantities can be derived from w(t) in H 0 . Particular forms for iw(t)
are given by various vibrational dephasing models [28]. The
characteristics of the rapid, short range modulation processes define
the vibrational correlation function for an individual vibrational
isochroxnat:

= exp(_LH2 [TH2 (exp(_t/TH)_1)+tTH])

[HTH]

in the above expression is equivalent to T

(28)

21 the homogeneous

vibrational dephasing time, for t)TH in, the limit of fast
modulation [27].

D. Unification of Rapid and Slow Vibrational Correlation Functions

Since the homogeneous vibrational linewidth comprises a substantial
fraction of the spontaneous Raman lineshape, the spontaneous Raman
lineshape is treated as a convolution of two independent lineshapes.
Likewise, the vibrational correlation function corresponding to the
inhomogeneously broadened spontaneous Raman lineshape must be expressed
as a product of two modulation correlation functions. The product is
strictly valid only when 0 H(t) and

1

(t) decay on different

timescales. This is tantamount to the requirement that H 0 and H must
operate on different timescales in order for them to commute.
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(29)

=

The vibrational spectrum is related to the vibrational correlation
function by:

1(w) = 1/27r

f CO

exp[ -iwt]'(t)dt

(30)

cause I(w)=JL(wt)G( w_w ?)d w t for inhomogeneously broadened spontaneous
Raman lineshapes:

_fL(w')G(w-w')dw' = 1/271

_r exp[ -iwt](t)dt

= 1/2ir •f

00

exp[ -iwt](t)(t)1dt

(31)

(32)

Since the Fourier transform of a product of two functions is given
by the convolution integral over the products of Fourier transforms of
the separate factors, L(w) can be identified as the Fourier transform of
and G(w) can be identified as the Fourier transform of
Thus the problem of inhomogeneous broadening has been constructed in the
time domain. This is useful because the time domain picture easily
relates the inhomogeneous and homogeneous broadening to frequency
displacement amplitudes and correlation times, and treats the
inhomogeneous and homogeneous broadening simultaneously in terms of one
vibrational correlation function.
This stochastic lineshape theory unifies the various slow and fast
modulation approaches to vibrational dephasing. In the slow modulation
limit, a static or quasi-static frequency distribution of vibrational

EEO

isochromats causes vibrational dephasing because of destructive
interference among the individual frequencies in the distribution. In
the fast modulation limit, rapidly varying processes cause vibrational
dephasing by randomly modulating the frequency of the individual
vibrational isochromats. These slow and fast modulation limits can be
unified using the parameters 'H' 'INIP H and AINH to define the
complete vibrational correlation function.

E. Model for Inhomogeneous Broadening

The amount of inhomogeneous broadening was previously demonstrated
to be approximately proportional to a, the width of the distribution of
local number densities in the liquid. Now a model is developed which
relates a to AINH and rr. First, we propose that AINHis related to
the mean intermolecular force that the environment imposes on a
molecular vibration. Second, we propose that the intermolecular force
has a distribution which is proportional to the width of the local
number density distribution. Therefore:

A INH a o
p

(33)

We note that these ideas have been further developed on theoretical
grounds by Schweizer and thandler as discussed in thap. 4.
AINH can be formally derived from

or

where individual A values result from the particular R(r)
and G(r) configurations which give rise to the site. Specific local
number densities in the local number density distribution affect A.
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through R(r) and possibly
Third, we expect that

T1

, the inhomogeneous broadening modulation

correlation time, is proportional to the time required for positional or
orientational interconversion of molecules, i.e., proportional to
diffusion or rotation times. This can be derived from i'hHp=[HmHpl
Since

and

the

changes in R(rt) and 0(rt) give rise to a time variation in H.
Formall, Hm is constructed as an exchange Hamiltonian. In time
therefore, site j is converted into some site k because of

T]H

positional, R(rt) and orientational, 0(rt) movements of
molecules. In agreement with these ideas, the temperature dependent
inhomogeneous broadening behavior discussed in Qap. 5 is consistent
with

T

proportional to l/D where D is the translational diffusion

constant.
In this experiment, we observed that Aw INH , the linewidth of the
inhomogeneous broadening lineshape function is approximately
proportional to a, the width of the distribution of local number
densities in the liquid. In addition, the broadening must be
proportional to f(t 1

), a function dependent upon t 1

, the

inhomogeneous broadening correlation time. Therefore we propose that
the linewidth of the inhomogeneous broadening lineshape function is
proportional to the product of a or A

LUJINH c f(t 1

In the limit t 1

and f(T 1

j

) X

+0, i.e. the fast modulation limit

(34)
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the lineshape is Lorentzian and f(.t 1

) approaches

INHtI/1tC in order

to give the correct linewidth for a Lorentzian lineshape. In this
limit, the inhomogeneous broadening processes have become. homogeneous
processes as will be discussed in Qiap. 5. In the limit

tH+, i.e.

the slow modulation limit, the inhotnogeneous broadening lineshape
function is Gaussian and f(t 1

) approaches the factor (2 ln2)2/7rc in

order to give the correct linewidth for a Gaussian lineshape. The
picosecond data in this experiment is in the best agreement with this
limit since AwINH is approximately proportional to

VII. Summary

We believe this is the first account of inhornogeneous broadening in
non-hydrogen-bonded liquids and the first attempt to relate
inhomogeneous broadening to various liquid parameters. We emphasize
that sytnxnetric Gi 3 -stretching vibrational linewidths in non-hydrogenbonded liquids are inhomogeneously broadened to various degrees. A
correlation is established between the inhomogeneous broadening and the
width of the distribution of local number densities in the liquid.
Based on this correlation, a model for inhomogeneous broadening in
liquids is constructed. A stochastic lineshape theory is developed in
which homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening processes are treated
simultaneously in terms of one vibrational correlation function. This
treatment unifies the fast and slow modulation approaches to vibrational
dephasing. This approach demonstrates how isotropic Raman scattering
studies and selective vibrational dephasing experiments can be used to
study the inhomogeneous broadening of vibrational linewidths.
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Chapter 4: Dependence of Inhomogeneous Vibrational Linewidth
Broadening on Attractive Forces from Local Liquid
Number Densities

George, Auweter and Harris(GAH) [1] recently demonstrated that
vibrational linewidths in non-hydrogen-bonded liquids were
inhomogeneously broadened to various degrees as discussed in Chap. 3. A
correlation was observed between the inhomogeneous broadening and
the width of the number density distribution in the liquid. The
correlation suggested that a distribution of different, slowly varying,
local number densities in a liquid created a distribution of distinct
vibrational frequencies. This model led to the proposal that the
inhomogeneous broadening linewidth is proportional to

LW a p (kET)'1'2

(1)

where p is the number density, kBT is the thermal energy and KT is the
isothermal compressibility.
As probably suspected from earlier work [1-11], Schweizer and
Chandler(SC) [121 subsequently demonstrated that vibrational linewidths
in liquids are broadened by two types of forces which are separable in
time: rapidly varying repulsive forces which give rise to homogeneous
broadening and slowly varying attractive forces which lead to
inhomogeneous broadening. When the attractive force correlation time,
TA=, their model led to the prediction that the absolute inhomogeneous
broadening linewidth is given by:
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LW = 2 ( 21n 2 )"2

<c2A>/( 9

)"2

x

(pkT)1'2

(2)

where N is estimated to be the average number of nearest neighbors and
is the attractive force contribution to the vibration's gas-toliquid frequency shift.

<ciA> is a measure of the magnitude of the

slowly varying attractive forces from the surrounding liquid density and
is thought to be associated with multipole interactions [12].
Notice that the SC theory makes a prediction for the absolute
magnitude of the inhomogeneous broadening linewidth. However, the
density, temperature and isothermal compressibility dependence of the
two predictions are almost identical. This indicates that both
predictions are proportional to a

[1]. The substantial difference

between the predictions is <ciA>, which raises important questions
concerning the physical mechanism of inhomogeneous broadening. Does
<ciA), in fact, play a significant role in inhomogeneous broadening?
Which factor, <ciA> or c, is more important for inhomogeneous
broadening?
The inhomogeneous broadening predictions of the SC theory were
tested and the importance of <ciA> on the proportionality was determined
by comparing the SC predictions to the measured inhomogeneous broadening
linewidths for various symmetric Q{ 3 -stretching vibrations [1]. The
measured inhomogeneous linewidths were determined using a combination of
picosecond vibrational dephasing experiments and isotropic Rarnan
investigations [1]. This combined approach, unlike isotropic
spontaneous Raman studies alone, can separate the contributions of
homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening [1,13].

By contrasting the SC
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and GAl! correlations, the relative importance of <2> and a in the
inhomogeneous broadening correlation plot for the various liquids at
room temperature and 1 atmosphere pressure was determined.
According to the SC theory, <CA> is derived from <Q> exp= <A>f<R>
where <>exp is the experimental gas-to-liquid, vibrational frequency
shift. The repulsive force contribution to the gas-to-liquid
vibrational frequency shift, <2R>, is calculated theoretically by
<c2,>=q<F> where tq is the length change along the normal mode
coordinate for a v=0+1 transition and <FR> is the liquid's repulsive
force along the normal mode coordinate.

<FR> can be defined in terms of

forces along individual bonds. In order to calculate the repulsive
force on a particular bond, the "free floating bond' approximation is
utilized and the particular bond is replaced by a homonuclear diatomic
which defines the,bond [12]. <FR>.is subsequently determined by the
slope of the two-point cavity distribution function for this solute
homonuclear diatomic dissolved in a hard sphere solvent [10,11].
We calculated <FR> along an individual C-H bond following the SC
treatment of the C-H stretch inchloroform [12]. The cavity
distribution function was evaluated using the polynomial expression and
numerical tables for the èavity distribution function

[10]. We

determined the total repulsive force on the symmetric CH 3 -stretching
vibration by projecting the repulsive forces along the individual C-H
bonds onto the methyl group's C3 axis. This procedure converted the
methyl group into an equivalent diatomic. Thus, the repulsive force on
the equivalent diatomic representing the methyl group,
<FR> = 3 cosa <FR>, where cosa = 11(3)1112 .
For consistency, we also calculated the length change along the

is
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symmetric methyl normal mode coordinate after converting the methyl
group into an equivalent diatomic. After the masses are projected onto
the methyl group's C 3, axis, the reduced mass needed to define the
effective diatomic bond length change, tsr, is given by

u=0 mCmH coscz)/(m+3 mH cosct). The bond length change, Ar, was defined
using expectation values given by Oxtoby [5] and was evaluated using a
measured anharmonicity constant [1 4 ].
<CA> was evaluated using the calculated &, <FR> and <> values
and the measured <>exp values listed in Table 1. Using the calculated
<CA> values, the SC absolute inhomogeneous broadening linewidths at room
temperature were determined using previously derived isothermal
compressibility values [1] with N=6 [ 1 2].
The correlation between the SC predicted absolute inhomogeneous
broadening linewidths and the measured inhomogeneous broadening
linewidths (FWHM) are shown in Figure 1. The CAR predicted
inhomogeneous broadening linewidths, normalized to the SC absolute
predictions using methyl sulfide, are also given. Notice that, although
both predictions display the correct trend, the predictions do not span
the full range of measured inhomogeneous llnewidths.
The SC correlation improves upon the GAH correlation for the small
molecules. This suggests that <2A> contributes to inhomogeneous
broadening. For the larger, less spherical molecules, the correlation
is not improved. This is perhaps because the SC model does not account
for the shape of the molecule.
There is a close correspondence between the SC and GAR
correlations. The inclusion of <c2A> causes the points to shift, but
most points shift only a small fraction of the entire range observed.
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TARE 1. Parameters used to calculate the SC absolute inhomogeneous
broadening linewidths.

FIG. 1. Correlation between the predicted inhomogeneous broadening
linewidths and the measured inhotnogeneous broadening linewidths (FWHM).
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This demonstrates that a is more important than <A> in determining the
relative inhomogeneous broadening magnitude for these symmetric Qstretching vibrations.
The similarity between the correlations also indicates that the
<CA> values for the symmetric cH 3 -stretching vibration in various
liquids are somewhat constant (see Table 1). Because of varying
intermolecular interactions and vibrational mode characteristics,
however, other types of vibrations may have different <A> values
[12]. Therefore, although a largely determines the relative
inhomogeneous broadening magnitudes for symmetric Qi3 -stretching
vibrations in various liquids, <2A> may determine the relative

inhomogeneous broadening magnitudes for different types of vibrations.
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Chapter 5: Picosecond Studies of the Temperature Dependence of
Homogeneous and Inhomogeneous Vibrational Linewidth
Broadening in Liquid Acetonitrile

I. Introduction

Vibrational linewidths' in liquids are broadened by many different
mechanisms and experimental separation of the various mechanisms has
been extremely difficult. Recently, selective picosecond vibrational
dephasing experiments [1-5] have attempted to separate the broadening
processes which act on. rapidly and slowly varying timescales. The
rapidly varying liquid processes are associated with homogeneous
broadening, whereas the slowly, varying processes are associated with
inhomogeneous broadening. Recent theoretical work has placed this
separation of timescales on firm theoretical foundations and has linked
the slowly varying processes to attractive interactions in the liquid
[6]. Previous work has already established a connection between rapidly
varying liquid processes and repulsive interactions [7,8].
The vibrational linewidth broadening of the symmetric G 3 stretching vibrational mode (v 1 ) of acetonitrile has been studied
extensively by isotropic Raman investigations [9-12]. Despite these
investigations, the exact mechanism of vibrational linewidth broadening
has remained elusive. Some studies have revealed that short range
repulsive, collisional mechanisms may be dominant [9,10]. Other studies
have emphasized the importance of the long range attractive dipoledipole or dispersion broadening mechanisms [11,12]. Unfortunately,
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because isotropic R.atnan lineshapes can be both homogeneously and
inhomogeneously broadened, isotropic Raman investigations can not
separate the homogeneous and inhomogeneous vibrational linewidth
broadening contributions. At the present date, only picosecond
vibrational dephasing experiments combined with isotropic Raman
investigations can separate these contributions.
In order to test the various homogeneous and inhomogeneous
linewidth broadening mechanisms, we measured the temperature dependence
of the picosecond dephasing times and isotropic Rainan linewidths of the
symmetric 013 -stretching vibration in liquid acetonitrile over its
entire liquid range from -40° to 700 C at P=1 Atm. [13]. The exciteand-probe vibrational dephasing experiments were conducted using a
selective technique based on transient stimulated Raman scattering in
high laser depletion [14]. This is the first picosecond examination of
the temperature dependence of the homogeneous and inhomogeneous
vibrational llnewidth broadening in a liquid. The results demonstrate
that both rapidly and slowly varying processes contribute to vibrational
linewidth broadening.

II. Selectivity in Vibrational Dephasing Experiments

Vibrational dephasing experiments are performed with excitation
pulses and time-delayed probe pulses [1]. Selectivity is the ability of
the probing process to select out a single, distinct vibrational
subgroup from a vibrational lineshape which is composed of a slowly
varying frequency distribution of vibrational subgroups, i.e.
inhomogeneously broadened. The higher the selectivity, the more
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accurately the decay, of the probe •scattering is related to the
homogeneous dephasing time T2 of a single vibrational subgroup.
We have recently developed a general theory for excite-and-probe
vibrational dephasing experiments conducted using transient stimulated
Raman scattering in low and high depletion of the excitation laser pulse
[ 14 ]. The theory reveals that selectivity in the probing process of the
vibrational dephasing experiment is very different in high and low laser
depletion. .. Selectivity is low in low laser depletion.. In marked
contrast, high laser depletion produces a distinctive new behavior which
leads to greatly enhanced selectivity. The results indicate that high
laser depletion is necessary to measure the homogeneous vibrational dephasing time T 2 to a high level, of accuracy in an inhomogeneously
broadened vibrational linewidth [1 4 ]..
Zinth et al. [15] have recently presented results, from vibrational
dephasing experiments conducted in low depletion of the excitation laser
pulse. In agreement with theoretical interpretations [14,15], the
measurements indicated that the excite-and-probe vibrational dephasing
experiments conducted in low laser depletion were not selective. On the
other hand, many previous excite-and-probe vibrational dephasing
experiments by Kaiser and coworkers [1,2,16,17] and Harris and coworkers
[3- 5] have given results which have displayed significant selectivity.
These experiments were believed to have been conducted in low laser
depletion. Consequently, these selective results [1-5,16,17] are in
disagreement with the theoretical interpretation for vibrational
dephasing experiments conducted in low laser depletion [14,15].
The previous experimental results [1-5,16,17] which have displayed
selectivity are consistent with the high laser depletion results of the
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general theory [14]. Thus the discrepancies between these vibrational
dephasing experiments and their theoretical interpretations can be
explained if these excite-and-probe vibrational dephasing experiments
were actually conducted in high laser depletion. This explanantion is
highly probable because of the likelihood of high laser depletion in
transient stimulated Raman scattering [14,18]. We note that our
previous vibrational dephasing experiments [3-5] which have displayed
significant selectivity are now known to have been undertaken in high
laser depletion [181.

III. Experimental

Homogeneous linewidths were extracted from the symmetric G1 3 stretching vibrational linewidth in liquid acetonitrile using the
selective excite-and-probe vibrational dephasing experiment based on
high laser depletion of the excitation laser pulse and collinear
coherent Stokes probe scattering

[14]. The fundamentals of excite-and-

probe vibrational dephasing experiments have been previously discussed
[1,3,14].

cause of the discrepancies in recent picosecond vibrational

dephasing studies [1-5,15-17], however, there is a great need to present
explicit and thorough experimental details. Therefore, this section
will discuss the many details and procedures which are important for
accurate, reproducible experimental results.

A. Picosecond Pulse Generation

A schematic of the picosecond pulse generating system is shown in
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Fig. 1. The selective excite-and-probe vibrational dephasing
experiments were performed with single picosecond pulses selected from
the rising edge of pulse trains emitted by a TEM 00 selective, passively
mode-locked Nd:glass laser oscillator. The design, operation and
performance of this laser have been given In thorough detail [19]. A
Pockels cell driven by a low jitter electronic circuit [20] consistently
selected the 4th-8th intense pulse from the rising edge of pulse trains
of 30-45 pulses. A fast photodiode and a Tektronix 7834 fast storage
oscilloscope monitered the pulse trains. Shots which displayed multiple
pulse trains were excluded from the data. The selected pulse was
amplified by two Nd:glass amplifiers. The pulse energy after
amplification was determined to be approximately 1 mJ using a
Korad/Hadron Model 100 thermopile. Throughout this experiment, the
pulse energy was kept essentially constant.

B.

Pulse Characterization

In order to determine the width of the 1.06 ii pulse, the pulse
autocorrelation widths were measured using two photon fluorescence
(TPF). Unfortunately, the approximately 1 mJ 1.06 ji pulses used in this
experiment were not intense enough for sufficient TPF signals. Higher
pulse energies of approximately 20 mJ obtained using three Nd:glass
amplifiers were required. &rn spots from these pulses on developed but
unexposed Polaroid film taken before the TPF apparatus had diameters of
5-6 tmn and showed no substructure.
The entire unfocused 1.06 p pulse was sent into a standard TPF
apparatus [21-231 shown in Fig. 1. The TPF signal was obtained from a
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the picosecond pulse generating system.

FIG. 2. Experimental setup for stimulated Stokes excitation and
collinear Stokes probe scattering in. a 10 cm Raman cell. Excitation
Stokes and probe Stokes signals are separated because of their different
polarizations and simultaneously detected using a two-dimensional OMA.
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1 x 10 M methanolsolution of rhbdamine 6G in a 1 cm cell. An 85 mm
camera lens imaged the TPF trace with a magnification of approximately
1.0 on a Princeton Applied Research (PAR) Model 1254 optical
multichannel analyzer (cMA) ISIT detector. High f-numbers of f/22 to
f /8 were used to maximize the depth of field. The CMA was interfaced to
a minicomputer which displayed the TPF intensity plot on a CRT screen
[ 24 ]. Calibration, focus and resolution of the lens-OMA system were
determined using a calibrated copper mesh at the TPF cell position.
TPF peak-to-background ratios were in the range 2.8-3.0 to 1.0 on
all shots. This indicates excellent pulse coherence. Autocorrelation
widths of 1.69 ±0.20 mm were obtained for pulses early in the rising
edge of the pulse. trains. This indicates that the pulses display small
shot-to-shot pulse width fluctuations. Assuming pulse shapes
intermediate between Gaussian and Lorentzian, the autocorrelation width
corresponds to pulse widths of =9 psec [25]. Given the =400 micron
mode-locking dye cell length in our Nd:glass laser oscillator [19], this
measurement is in excellent agreement with previous studies of the
1.06 j.z pulsewidth as a function of mode-locking dye cell length
[26,27].

C. Pulse Compression and Frequency Iubling

fore frequency doubling, the 1.06 p pulses were compressed using
a saturable absorber [28]. The saturable absorber, Eastman Kodak dye
#9860, was dissolved in 1,2-dichioroethane in a 1 cm cell until an
optical density of 1.0 was measured at 1.06 p. The cell was placed
after the final ampliflier as shown in Fig. 1. The dye absorbs the
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rising edge of the 1.06 p pulse, then bleaches, allowing the main
portion of the pulse to pass. Using this saturable absorber, our
excite -and -probe vibrational dephasing experiments have measured
coherent Stokes signal decays as rapid as T2 12=0.5-0.7 psec in
dimethylsulfoxide in agreement with previous measurements [3]. This
indicates that the rising edge of the pulse is 0.5-0.7 psec. This
rapid rising edge is important for adequate time resolution in this
experiment.
The effect of the saturable absorber on the 1.06 ji pulse width was
also investigated using the TPF apparatus. The effect of the saturable
absorber on pulses of approximately 20 mJ was studied. The average
measured pulse shortening ratios were 0.89 and 0.80 at optical densities
of 1.0 and 2.0, respectively [29]. These pulse shortening ratios are
based on the average of 20-30 individual shots at each optical
density. Smaller ratios are expected for the =1 mJ pulses used in the
experiment. In addition, the saturable absorber did not significantly
broaden the pulse's spectral bandwidth. Spectral examinations of the
frequency doubled 5306 A pulse revealed that the compressed pulse
spectrum was broadened by 410 % relative to an uncompressed pulse.
The compressed pulses were centered into a KDP angle-tuned doubling
crystal and the crystal was adjusted for maximum doubling effeciency by
monitoring both the incident 1.06 i pulse and the transmitted 5306 A
pulse. The spatial profile of the transmitted 5306 A pulse was very
sensitive to the crystal angle. When the crystal was set at the maximum
doubling efficiency, the spatial profile was round and clean with no
substructure. Before each experimental run, the doubling crystal was
adjusted for optimum efficiency and the quality of the spatial profiles
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was monitored. We observed that stimulated Ranian excitation occured at
much lower energy thresholds when the pulse had high quality spatial
profiles.
Spectral examinations of these 5306 A pulses using the PAR Model
1254 c4A ISIT detector displayed spectral bandwidths (FWHM) of
5.0*1.2 cm. Assuming pulse shortening in the saturable absorber and
in the KDP crystal, pulsewidths of approximately 6-8 psec were estimated
for the 5306 A pulses. The resultant bandwidth product of 0.9
indicates that the pulses were essentially bandwidth limited.

D. Optics Alignment and Experimental Adjustments

The selective, picosecond Stokes scattering technique is dependent
upon collinear overlap of the excite and probe pulses toassure
selectivity [14]. In order to easily align the optics for proper
overlap, a Helium-neon laser beam was aligned collinear to the Heliumneon laser beam which was used to align the Nd:glass laser oscillator.
This was accomplished using a translatable pellicle shown in Figs. 1 and
2. Using this brighter second beam, the optics could be easily
aligned.
The excitation and probe telescopes were both adjusted for focal
lengths at the center of the 10 cm acetonitrile [30] Raman cell shown in
Fig. 2. The beams were collinearly overlapped by xy adjustments of the
convex lens on the excite and probe line telescopes and by xy
adjustments of the two mirrors in the probe line. &fore each
experimental run, the overlap was carefully checked at the first Glanlaser polarizer, at the 10 cm acetonitrile cell and at the second Glan-
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laser polarizer with both the Helium-neon alignment beam and the 5306 A
pulses.
The minimum divergence, x, of the excitation Stokes pulse with
respect to the axis of the excitation laser pulse is important for
reproducible results and minimum depolarization in the second Glan-laser
polarizer. Before each experimental run, the stimulated Stokes
divergence was monitored and the intensity of the excitation laser pulse
was adjusted for the minimum Stokes divergence which occurs for a narrow
range of laser pulse energies just above the stimulated Raman
threshold. Assuming a point source at the center of the Raman cell
shown in Fig. 2, cones of stimulated Stokes light with a3-10 mrad were
observed at the second Clan-laser polarizer for laser excitation pulses
within this narrow energ.y range of acceptable data shots. Shots of
greater energy could generate cones of stimulated Stokes with c15
mrad.

E. Optical Detection and Data Selection

The stimulated Stokes excitation pulse and the coherent Stokes
probe pulse are collinear and their separation relies upon their
perpendicular polarizations.

cause the excitation Stokes pulse is

much larger than the probe Stokes pulse, depolarization of the
excitation Stokes pulse in the crossed Clan-laser polarizers or in the
10 cm Raman cell can completely overwhelm the coherent probe Stokes
signal. For this reason, high quality, polarizers with extinctions of
approximately 1 x 10

were used [31.]. The temperature-controlled: Raman

cell is discussed in Sec. IV.

-
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As shown in Fig. 2, the excitation Stokes pulse and the coherently
scattered probe Stokes pulse were separated by the second Glan-laser
polarizer because of their different polarizations. They were spatially
separated on the slits of a Spex 3/4 m monochromator and were
simultaneously detected, but spatially resolved, on the target of a twodimensional optical multichannel analyzer. This analyzer is interf aced
to a minicomputer which displayed and integrated the spectral line
shapes of the excite and probe Stokes pulses [24].
The stimulated Stokes spectrum (FWHM) determined from laser shots
within the acceptable range was 16±7 cm'. Laser shots of greater
energy generated much broader, very random excitation Stokes spectra.
We spectrally observed each shot and discarded any shot which displayed
significant frequency modulation. The transmitted excitation laser
pulse spectrum (FWHN). determined from laser shots within the acceptable
range was 8.3±2.8 cm', broadened considerably from the incident
excitation laser pulse spectrum (FW}IM) of 5.0 ±1.2 cm'. This
broadening of the transmitted excitation laser pulse spectrum is
consistent with the shortening of the excitation laser pulse in high
laserdepletion [14].
fore signals were calculated, the coherent probe Stokes signal
was corrected for excitation Stokes signal depolarization. Probe Stokes
• -

signals were nasured as a function of excitation Stokes energy with the
laser probe pulse blocked. Within a certain range of excitation laser
pulse energies and excitation Stokes pulse energies, this depolarization
was very linear. At higher excitation energies, the deplorization
became large and unpredictable. This •point was approximately where the
Stokes divergence became large and where the Stokes spectrum began to
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modulate. Shots above this level were excluded from the data.
Shots which showed very low Stokes conversion from lower energy
laser excitation pulses also displayed significant scatter in the probe
signal. This scatter may reflect the selectivity differences in high
and low laser depletion [1 4 ]. These low Stokes conversion shots were
also excluded from the data. Only shots within the restricted range
shown in Fig. 3 were accepted. Shots within this narrow window
displayed some scatter, but the scatter did not correlate with the
excitation pulse energy.

F. Excitation Laser Pulse Depletion

In order to characterize the laser pulse depletion in this
experiment, we measured the excitation laser pulse depletion in the 10
cm acetonitrile Raman cell. Figure 3 shows the transmitted laser pulse
energy versus the incident laser pulse energy at 5306 A with and without
the 10 cm Raman cell. The approximate range of laser pulse energies
used in the experiment is also given.
Figure 3 shows that immediately. after the stimulated Raman
scattering threshold is reached, the laser can be depleted >10% and
depletion approaches 50% as the incident laser energy increases. In
other studies [18], we measured both transmitted laser and Stokes pulse
energies after the Raman cell as a function of incident laser pulse
energy. Coincident sharp thresholds for stimulated Stokes scattering
and subsequent laser depletion versus incident laser pulse energy were
observed. There was a nearly one-to-one relationship between photons.
removed from the transmitted laser pulse and photons added to the
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transmitted Stokes pulse. Consequently, we are confident that this
vibrational dephasing experiment was performed with excitation pulses in
the high laser depletion regime.

IV. Temperature-Controlled Cell

In order to minimize depolarization in the 10 cm Raman cell, the
temperature-controlled cell shown in Fig. 4 was designed. Birefringence
in the windows of the cell was the major difficulty and low
birefringence glass windows were required. Schott glass SF-57 was
selected because of its extremely low birefringence. Unfortunately, SF57 is a soft, high density lead glass and is difficult to polish. Using
the proper polishing techniques, the •2 tnm'thick SF-57 glass flats used
in this experiment were polished optically flat (AI2) with nearly
parallel surfaces. After polishing and between experimental runs, the
windows were stored in a dessicator. This precaution was taken because
the SF-57 glass surface is sensitive to water and other chemicals.
The birefringence problem was complicated by the different thermal
expansion coefficients of the various mate.rialsin the cell. A strain
relieving copper window mount identical to the design presented by
Mollenauer et al. [32] was used to eliminate the thermally-induced
strain birefringence. We had difficulties with their epoxy recipe
because the curing cycle at 150° C caused the SF-57 glass to be
chemically etched. We resorted to a 50-50 mixture of Shell Epon Resin
828 and Versamid 140 polyamide resin [33]. This epoxy mixture cures at
room temperature in approximately 48 hours and gives a flexible, leaktight and temperature resistent seal. The window mounts were attached
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FIG. 3. Excitation laser pulse depletion examined by monitering the
transmitted laser pulse energy with and without a 10 cm acetonitrile
Raman cell. The approximate range of laser pulse energies used in, the
vibrational dephasing experiment is also shown.

FIG. 4. Vertical cross section of the temperature-controlled Rainan cell
equipped with the "gas window" design.
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to the copper low temperature cell using a retaining ring which was
screwed down around the copper window mount and allowed the windows to
be taken on and off easily. A flat teflon ring formed the seal between
-

the window mount and the copper low temperature cell.
An additional special design was employed for the -40 ° C and -10 ° C
temperature points. This design involved flowing nitrogen gas through a
series of baffles [3 4 ]. A vertical cross section of the temperature
regulating cell utilyzing this design is shown In Fig. 4. Using the
"gas windows", the temperature gradient between the windows of the 10 cm
cell and room temperature was accepted by the outwardly flowing dry
nitrogen gas and the flowing gas prevented water vapor from condensing
on the windows. As a result, the "gas window" design, avoided the
necessitity of using two additional outside windows and a vacuum
jacket.

During experimental runs, nitrogen gas flow rates of

approximately 1 liter per minute were used for each window. More
vigorous flow rates are were used to flush out the system prior to
cooling the low temperature cell.
When controlling the cell at -40 0

,

-

10 ° , 45° and 70 ° C, the

temperature cell was insulated with styrofoam. The temperature of the
cell was regulated at 70 ° , 45° and -10 ° C using a Lauda K-21R
circulator. The temperature was controlled at -40° C using a dry ice/oxylene/m-xylene slush bath [35] to càntrol the circulating coolant
temperature. The cell temperature was monitered using a
copper/constantan thermocouple mounted on the copper block of the
cell.
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V. Results

Some representative normalized coherent Stokes signals versus delay
time at the various temperatures are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(c) and
Figs. 6(a) and 6(c). Each point in the slope region of these
vibrational dephasing curves is an arithmetic average of approximately
10-25 individual shots. The error bars represent the standard deviation
of the individual coherent Stokes signals. If the standard deviation of
the mean was used, the calculated error bars were less because of the
large number of individual shots. The error bars associated with the
standard deviation of the mean led to an accuracy of ±0.2 psec in the
slope measurement.
The central point, average [36] indicated by the open triangles is
also shown in the slope region of Figs. 5(a) and 5(c) and Figs. 6(a) and
6(c). Glose agreement of the arithmetic average and the central point
average illustrates that the pulse durations are not fluctuating
significantly. This is in agreement with the TPF investigations in Sec.
III. B.
The experimental dephasing times from individual measurements are
shown in Fig. 7. The measurements are numbered according to the
sequence in which they were performed. Figure 7 illustrates that the
decay times from individual measurements at the various temperatures are
consistently different and reproducible. The experimental error of ±0.2
psec on the individual T2 /2 measurements is well within the differences
between various temperatures.
Recent theoretical studies have indicated that non-selective
behavior is expected in low laser depletion [14,15]. On the other hand,

-
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FIG. 5. Experimental data for the symmetric H 3 -stretching vibration in
acetonitrile versus temperature. Coherently scattered Stokes signal as
a function of probe delay at (a) -40 ° C and (c) -10 ° C. Isotropic Raman
line shapes and homogeneous Lorentzian line shapes calculated from
measured dephasing times at (b) -40 ° C and (d) -10 ° C.

FIG. 6. Experimental.data for the symmetric (11 3 -stretching vibration in
.acetonitrile versus temperature. Coherently scattered Stokes signal as
a function of probe delay at (a) 18 ° C and (c) 70 ° C. Isotropic Raman
line shapes and homogeneous Lorentzian line shapes calculated from
measured dephasing times at (b) 18 ° C and (d) 70 ° C.

FIG. 7. Experimental dephasing times from individual measurements
versus temperature. The measurements are numbered according to the
sequence in which they were performed.
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our general theory has revealed that high laser depletion leads to
enhanced selectivity which enables homogeneous dephasing time T 2 to be
measured to a high level of accuracy in inhoinogeneously broadened
vibrational linewidths [14]. We note that if this high laser depletion
experiment was not selective, the probing process should have yielded
•

nearly identical rapid coherent Stokes signal decay curves at each
temperature [1415]. This predicted non-selective behavior corresponds
to the nearly invariant temperature-dependent isotropic Raman linewidth
of the symmetric G1 3 -stretching vibration in liquid acetonitrile [11].
Figure 7 demonstrates that this behavior was not observed. Thus the
different, reproducible vibrational dephasing times measured using high
laser depletion support the results of our general theory [1 4 ].
The level of accuracy of the T 2 measurement in high laser depletion
has been previously discussed [14]. In this experiment, we estimate
that the measured decay time is approximately >80-90% of the actual T 2 /2
homogeneous decay time. B2cause of this high level of accuracy, we
assumed that the experimentally measured decay is equivalent to T 2 /2 in
the following analysis.
The isotropic spontaneous Raman lineshapes at the various
temperatures are shown in Figs. •5(b) and 5(d) and Figs. 6(b) and 6(d).
The homogeneous linewidths AwH (FWHM) of the Lorentzian lineshapes
corresponding to the average measured homogeneous dephasing times,

T2 /2,

were calculated using:

wH(cm) = 1/c7T 2

(1)

The homogeneous Lorentzian lineshapes are drawn in Figs. 5(b) and 5(d)
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and Figs. 6(b) and 6(d). From these superimposed lineshapes, the
inhomogeneous broadening can easily be visualized.
The inhomogeneous broadened linewidths were calculated by
deconvoluting the homogeneous lineshapes from the spontaneous Raman
lineshapes. The deconvolution method assumed a Lorentzian homogeneous
lineshape and a Gaussian inhomogeneous lineshape and has been previously
discussed [3]. The average experimental T 2 /2 times, the calculated
homogeneous linewidths(FWHN), the measured isotropic Raman spontaneous
linewidths(FWHM) and the calculailed Gaussian inhomogeneous
linewidths(FWHM) are given in Table 1.

VI. Temperature Dependent Vibrational Linewidth Broadening

A. Homogeneous Broadening

Many homogeneous linewidth broadening mechanisms have been proposed
[8]. The binary collision [7], the hydrodynamic [37], and the Lyndenll [381 models assume that pure dephasing mechanisms predominate and
are frequently employed because their predictions are made in terms of
measurable physical parameters. For example, predicted homogeneous
linewidths are proportional to: nT/p for the binary collision model; nT
for the hydrodynamic model; and pn/T for the Lynden-ll model where p
is the liquid number density, r is the viscosity and T is the
temperature.
Figure 8(a) shows the temperature dependence of the correlation
between the homogeneous linewidths calculated from the measured
dephasing times using Eq. (1) and the predicted homogeneous
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TARE 1. Experimental dephasing times, calculated homogeneous
linewidths,. isotropic Raman linewidths and inhomogeneous broadening
linewidths for the symmetric G1 3 -stretching vibration in acetonitrile
versus temperature.
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linewidths. The predicted theoretical values were calculated using
measured density [39-43] and viscosity [40,41,43,44] values. The
predicted homogeneous linewidths were normalized to give the
experimentally determined homogeneous linewidth at 18 ° C.
The homogeneous broadening models correctly predict broader
homogeneous linewidths at lower temperatures. The broader predicted
linewidths are largely due to higher viscosity at lower temperatures.
Assuming a collisional mechanism In which a collision perturbs the
frequency of the vibration, the higher viscosity indicates a higher
repulsive collision rate which increases the homogeneous linewidth. The
data at lower temperatures do not support one theory more than the
others. None of these theories can account for the increased
homogeneous linewIdth above 45° C. This deviation at. higher
temperatures will be discussed in Sec. VII.

B. Inhomogeneous Broadening

Using picosecond excite-and-probe vibrational dephasirig experiments
which are now known to have been conducted using transient stimulated
Raman scattering in high laser depletion, George, Auweter and Harris [3]
measured dephasing times for symmetric 01 3 -stretching vibrations in a
variety of liquids. In conjunction with isotropic Raman studies, they
showed that the vibrational linewidths for symmetric cH 3 -stretching
vibrations in nonhydrogen-bonded liquids at room temperature were
inhomogeneously broadened to various degrees. A correlation was
observed between the inhomogeneous broadening and the width of the
number density distribution in the liquid

[3]. The correlation
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suggested that a distribution of different, slowly varying, local number
densities in a liquid creates a distribution of distinct vibrational
frequencies.
Schweizer and thandler (SC) have recently proposed a comprehensive
vibrational dephasing theory. Their theory places the correlation
between irihomogeneous broadening and the width of the local number
density distribution in a liquid on firm theoretical grounds.
Furthermore, their theory shows that long range attractive forces
provide the coupling between the slowly varying local number density and
the vibration [6].
When the attractive force correlation time,

TA=, the SC theory

leads to the prediction that AwINH , the absolute inhomogeneous
broadening linewidth (FWHN) is.given by:

AwINH = 2(21n2)"2/(N)"2 X <A> kBT

where p is the number density, kBT is the thermal energy,

(2)

KT

is the

isothermal compressibility, N is the estimated average number of nearest
neighbors and <2 A> is the attractive force contribution to the gas-toliquid frequency shift. Using this expression, SC [6] found that their
predictions were in agreement with isothermal density dependent
isotropic Raman linewidths in isobutylene [45]. In addition, the
correlation between the predicted and measured inhomogeneous broadening
linewidths observed by George, Auweter and Harris [3] was recently shown
to be improved by the inclusion of the attractive forces in the SC
theory [ 4 6].
The SC absolute inhomogeneous broadening linewidth is dependent on
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FIG. 8. Temeperature dependent vibrational linewidth broadening in
acetonitrile. (a) Correlation of experimentally determined homogeneous
linewidths and predicted homogeneous linewidths normalized at 18° C.
(b) Correlation of experimentally determined inhomogeneous linewidths
and absolute inhomogeneous linewidths predicted by the: SchweizerChandler theory using three representative N values.

FIG. 9. Isothermal compressibility versus temperature in
acetonitrile. The filled-in circles are experimental values from A.
Wurf linger (Ref s. 47,48). The line shows the fit of a hard sphere model
(Ref. 49) to the experimental values.
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KT,

the isothermal compressibility. Temperature-dependent isothermal

compressibility values for acetonitrile were calculated from
experimental PVT data [47] using the Tait equation [48]. In order to
obtain

KT

values for temperatures outside of the measured range, a hard

sphere isothermal compressibility model [49] was fit to the experimental
values using a= 4.27 A at -40° C and da/dT = -0.4 0 10 3 /deg where a is
the hard sphere diameter. These parameters are close to the values
derived by Jonas et al. [9]. The temperature dependent heat of
vaporization values used in the hard sphere model were calculated from
heat capacity data [50]. The hard sphere model's fit to the
experimental values Is shown in Fig. 9.
The SC absolute inhomogeneous linewidth is also dependent, on
the attractive force contribution to the gas-to-liquid shift.
Temperature-dependent <SA> values for the symmetric G1 3 -stretching
vibration in acetonitrile were calculated according to the SC theory as
previously described [46]. For consistency with the hard sphere model
of isothermal compressibility, a=4.27 A at -40°C and

da/dT=-0.4 X 10 3 A/deg were used to evaluate the temperature-dependent
cavity distribution function [6]. In addition, the small observed
temperature-dependent vibrational frequency shift of 1.3 X 10 2 cm/deg
was used to evaluate the experimental gas-to-liquid vibrational
frequency shift [6]. Resultant <O A > values were -29.3, -28.6, -27.6,
-26.8 and -25.8 cm

at -40 0

,

-

10 0

,

18 0

,

45 ° and 70 ° C.

Figure 8(b) shows the SC absolute inhomogeneous linewIdths,

tWH,

calculated according to Eq. (2) for three different representative N
values [6]. These absolute predictions, based on TA=, are remarkably
close to the experimentally determined inhomogeneous linewidths. Pelow
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450 c, the SC theory correctly predicts broader inhomogeneous linewidths
at higher temperatures. The temperature dependence of the inhomogeneous
linewidth is determined largely by
-

(K.r )"2

.

Consequently, the higher

liquid compressibility at higher temperatures increases the predicted
absolute inhomogeneous linewidths. Above 450 C, the measured
inhomogeneous linewidths are narrowed in comparison to the theoretical
predictions. This deviation at higher temperatures will be discussed in
Sec. VII.

C. Conclusions

These results demonstrate that homogeneous and inhomogeneous
broadening contributions change significantly with temperature. Figures
8(a) and 8(b) reveal that the variations in the homogeneous and
inhomogeneous linewidth broadening with temperature have opposing
effects. Below 45 ° C, the homogeneous linewidth decreases and the
inhomogeneous linewidth increases with increasing temperature. In the
case of acetonitrile, these counterbalancing homogeneous and
inhomogeneous temperature dependences lead to little observed change in
the isotropic Raman linewidth [11]. We note that these opposing
temperature trends are predicted by the Schweizer-thandler vibrational
-

dephasing theory [6].
The agreement between experiment and theory supports the
association of homogeneous broadening with rapidly varying short range
processes. These rapidly varying processes, e.g., collisions, probably
affect the vibration through repulsive forces. Likewise, the results
support the association of inhomogeneous broadening with a distribution
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of slowly varying local number density sites. These local density sites
are thought to interact with the vibration through the long range
attractive forces in the liquid.

VII. 1viation from Theory at High Temperatures

Experimental [3] and theoretical [6] results suggest that a
distribution of local density sites creates an inhomogeneous
distribution of distinct vibrational frequencies through attractive
force interactions. The lifetime of these local density sites
determines the degree of separation between homogeneous and
inhomogeneous broadening processes. When the lifetime is long, e.g.,
)10psec, there is a clear separation. As the lifetime becomes shorter,
the separation becomes less distinct and the inhomogeneous processes
become homogeneous processes as previously discussed [3].
The local density sites are expected to persist for a lifetime
approximately equal to the time necessary for a molecule to travel the
range of the local density perturbation. Consequently, the lifetime of
the local density sites is expected to be proportional to l/D where D is
the translational diffusion constant. The temperature-dependent
translational self-diffusion constants in acetonitrile are obtained from
NMR spin-echo measurements [51,52] and are shown in Fig. 10.
In the Schweizer-thandler theory, the correlation time of the
attractive force interactions, TA, characterizes the lifetime of the
various local density sites which give rise to inhomogeneous broadening
through attractive force interactions. As expected, TA is proportional
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Actual values of TA are calculated in the Schweizer-Chandler

to lID.

theory by:

TA ) o 2 /(it 2 D)

(3)

where a is the hard core diameter [6]. When the temperature is low and
the translational diffusion constant is small, Eqn. (3) predicts that TA
or the lifetime of the local density sites is long. Consequently, the
selective excite-and-probe vibrational dephasing experiment can measure
the homogeneous linewidth of a single, distinct vibrational isochromat
corresponding to a single local density site. Likewise, when the
temperature is high and the translational, diffusion constant is large,
Eqn. (3) predicts that the lifetime of the local density sites is
shorter.
cause the various local density sites form a closed set, a short
lifetime for a local density site is equivalent to a rapid rate of
interconversion or exchange between the various sites. The faster rate
of site exchange at higher temperatures would have two effects: First,
the inhomogeneous distribution of local density sites would be reduced
by motional narrowing. Second, the homogeneous linewidth would be
broadened by dephasing resulting from exchange between sites with
-

different frequencies. Motional narrowing could account for the
narrowing of measured inhomogeneous linewidths in comparison to
theoretical predictions at higher temperatures shown on Fig. 8(b).
Likewise, site exchange dephasing could account for the broadening of
measured homogeneous linewidths in comparison to theoretical predictions
at higher temperatures shown on Fig. 8(a).
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FIG. 10. Translational self-diffusion constant versus temperature in
acetonitrile. The filled-in circles are experimental values from M.D.
Zeidler (Ref. 51). The open triangles are experimental values from A.
Kratochwill (Ref. 52).

FIG. 11. Correlation between experimentally measured dephasing times,
T2 /2, and the predicted T2 /2 times calculated using Eqn. (4) which

includes diffusional site exchange. The predicted T 2 /2 dephasing times
were fit to the data using T=4 psec at 70 ° C. The pure dephasing times,
from the hydrodynamic dephasing theory are also shown.
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The homogeneous linewidth broadening from site exchange would
depend on the exact nature of the site. exchange. Assuming two separate
isochromats undergoing exchange in the Markov limit, the individual
linewidths would broaden as lIT where T is the exchange time [5 3 ].
Consequently, as a simple extension of two-site exchange, the effect of
diffusional site exchange on the homogeneous dephasing time T2 was
modeled according to:

2/T2 =

2/T2*

+

lIT

(4)

where T2* is the pure dephasing time and 'r is proportional to l/D.
Notice that the effect of t on T2 is similar to the effect of T 1 , the
population lifetime, on T 2 [7].
A fit to the data when t = 4 psec at 70° C and T2* is based on the
hydrodynamic dephasing model [37] is shown in Fig. 11. Figure 11 shows
that the predicted T2 12 times including diffusional site exchange
display the correct qualitative behavior. We note that a T= 4 psec at
700 C is in approximate agreement with the calculated TA)2.3 psec
calculated from the Schweizer-Chandler theory using Eq. (3) with
a = 4.3 A and D = 8.3 x 10 5 cm 2 /sec. We believe that these results are
consistent with the first observation of the interconversion of local
density sites or "spectral diffusion" in a liquid.
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VIII. Alternative Broadening Mechanisms

A. Other Possible Homogeneous Broadening Mechanisms

Many diverse mechanisms may influence the T 2 homogeneous dephasing
time [8]. Ignoring the dephasing contribution from site exchange

-

discussed in Sec. VII, the major T 2 dephasing contributions in liquids
are generally believed to be: the pure dephasing time, T2*; the
resonant energy transfer time, Tr; and the population relaxation time,
T i . In certain limits, the T 2 dephasing time can be expressed as [81:

2/T2 = 2/T2* +

2 /Tr + 1IT 1

(5)

Isotope dilution studies indicate little contribution to T 2 from
resonant vibrational energy transfer [9,11]. In addition, the

*

population lifetime is generally assumed to be much longer that T 2 . If
this assumption is valid, Eqn. (5) indicates that T2=T2*. This
assumption was utilized in Sec. VI.A. On the other hand, recent
experimental measurements have revealed that T 1 for the symmetric Qi 3 stretching vibration in liquids can be extremely rapid [54,55].
Consequently, T1 effects can make a significant contribution to T 2 and
an analysis of the vibrational dephasing mechanisms must include
possible population relaxation effects.
The rapid T 1 population relaxation times for the symmetric Qistretching vibration are believed to be determined by the Fermi
resonance between the symmetric Q{ 3 -stretching vibration and overtones
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of the Q1 3-bend [54-56]. Although T 1 has not been meaured. for
acetonitrile, there are several indications which suggest that
acetonitrile may have a Fermi resonance. Using the intensity method of
-

determining Fermi resonance [57], a Fermi resonance would be predicted
in acetonitrile between the symmetric cH 3-stretching vibration and the
overtone of the symmetic 01 3-bending mode [58]. In addition, comparison
of Q-stretching frequencies in CH 3 CN and CHD2 CN provides a means to
assess theFermi resonance frequency shift

[57]. Using this method, a

positive Fermi resonance shift is determined [59].
The above evidence suggests that T1 effects may make a contribution
to the observed T 2 dephasing times. We note that, although our analysis
of T2 was performed assuming that T2*T2, a T2 dominated by T 1 should
have approximately the same temperature dependence. For example, in the
binary collision model [7]. T 1 depends directly on the collision rate
and shows roughly the same dependence • on macroscopic liquid parameters
*
as T2

B. Other Possible Inhomogeneous froadening Mechanisms

In addition to the inhomogeneous broadening mechanism based on
slowly varying local density fluctuations, other slowly varying
attractive or repulsive mechanisms may also establish various local
sites in liquid acetonitrile and lead to inhomogeneous broadening. For
example, the large electric dipole moment of acetonitrile can lead to
dipole-dipole associativity. Thermodynamic investigations have
emphasized the importance of dipole-dipole associativity [60-62].
Spectroscopic studies also have indicated the formation of dipole pairs
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or dipole-dipole complexes [63-67]. On the other hand, theoretical
investigations have shown that hard core repulsive forces create
clusters of orientational correlation in liquid acetonitrile [68].
Whatever the exact mechanism, X-ray and neutron scattering
investivations have revealed the existence of correlation clusters in
liquid acetonitrile with a diameter =11A [69,70].
The existence of dipole-dipole associativity and correlation
clusters in liquid acetonitrile suggests that a distribution of various.
slowly-varying dipole-dipole complexes or correlation clusters could
create an inhomogeneous distribution of distinct vibrational
frequencies. The distribution width of the various correlation clusters
may be determined by the distribution width of the local number
densities. . Consequently, the temperature dependence of this
inhomogeneous broadening would be expected to be similar to the
predicted inhomogeneous broadening discussed in Sec. VI. B. In a similar
manner to the local density sites discussed in Sec. VII, the lifetime of
the correlation clusters would also be expected to be proportional to
l/D, where D is the translational diffusion constant. As a result, the
deviation of the measured homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths from
the theoretical predictions at high temperatures could also be explained
using this inhomogeneous broadening mechanism.

/

-
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IX. Summary

The temperature dependence of homogeneous and inhomogeneous
vibrational linewidth broadening is presented for the symmetric cH 3stretching vibration in liquid acetonitrile from -40 ° to 700 C at P=1
Atm. The separation of homogenoeus and .•inhomogeneous broadening is
accomplished using the combined results of isotropic spontaneous Ratnan
studies and selective excite-andprobe vibrational dephasing
experiments. The results show that homogeneous and Inhomogeneous
vibrational linewidth broadening contributions change in opposing
directions with temperature.
At lower temperatures, the homogeneous linewidth decreases and the
inhomogeneous linewidth increases with increasing temperature. The
qualitative agreement between •the measured homogeneous linewidths and
the pure dephasing models supports previous suggestions that homogeneous
broadening is caused by rapidly varying repulsive forces. The nearly
quantitative agreement between the measured inhomogeneous linewidths and
the absolute inhomogeneous linewidths predicted by the SchweizerChandler theory supports the suggestion that inhotnogeneous broadening is
caused by slowly varying attractive forces.
Inhomogeneous broadening contributes a substantial fraction to the
symmetric Q1 3-stretching linewidth in liquid acetonitrile. The
temperature-dependent inhomogeneous broadening results supports the idea
that a distribution of local number densities in the liquid creates an
inhomogeneous distribution of distinct vibrational frequencies. At
higher temperatures, the lifetime of the local number density sites
affects the separation of homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening
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processes. The results are consistent with the first observation of the
interconversion of local density sites or "spectral diffusion" in a
liquid.
Different, reproducible vibrational dephasing times are nasured at
various temperatures using a technique based on transient stimulated
Raman scattering in high laser depletion. This work supports the
conclusions of a recent theory for selective vibrational dephasing
experiments in high laser depletion [14]. The results indicate that,
contrary to the work in low laser depletion [15], selective excite-andprobe experiments are possible in high laser depletion. Previous
vibrational dephasing experiments [1-5,16,17] which are in conflict with
the low laser depletion theory [14,15] can be explained if they were
conducted in high laser depletion.
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Chapter 6: A Passively Mode-Locked Nd:glass Laser Oscillator
Optimized for TEM 00 Selectivity and Long Term
Stability and Reliability

I. Introduction

Passively mode-locked Nd :glass laser oscillators are used
extensively as a source of high power picosecond light pulses [1].
Limiting this laser oscillator to the TENO0 transverse mode is desirable
because the TEM00 transverse mode produces a uniform and uniphase radial
intensity profile, the smallest beam divergence, and the highest power
density [2]. Unfortunately, passively mode-locked Nd:glass lasers
restricted exclusivelyto. the TEM 00 operation are notoriously unstable,
unreliable and difficult to align.
Although the generation and applications of passively mode-locked
picosecond light pulses has been reviewed [3,4] and passively modelocked Nd:glass picosecond pulses have been studied [5,6], an optimized,
detailed design for a stable, reliable and TEN 00 selective passively
mode-locked Nd:glass laser oscillator has never been presented. This is
particularly unfortunate, because minute details can make extraordinary
differences in the laser's performance [7,8,91.

Therefore, knowledge of

a detailed design is extremely important to the user of TEN 00 selective,
passively mode-locked Nd:glass lasers.
In this paper, we report on the design, operation, and peiformance
of a passively mode-locked Nd:glass laser oscillator which produces
essentially bandwidth-limited =9 picosecond pulses and has been

-

optimized for TE24 00 selectivity and long, term stability and
reliability. We discuss the important aspects of the design in detail,
with special emphasis on the reasons for the design. Because many of
the design criteria are not limited to the passively mode-locked
Nd:glass laser, the paper should also be useful to designers of other
laser systems. In addition, we include a detailed alignment procedure
because proper alignment is critical for stable, reliable and TEN 00
selective', laser operation.
The optimized laser will run stably and reliably in the TEM 00
transverse mode for '12 hours after initial alignment. This optimized
laser oscillator has made possible recent excite-and-probe experiments
[10-12] which have demanded spatially coherent,,bandwidth-limited =9
picosecond pulses for )12 hours because of long alignment and data
accumulation times. These expériments.which were previously
intractable, are now successfully accomplished.

II. Design Criteria

Ever since the original work of DeNaria et al. [13], many problems
have plagued the user of passively mode-locked Nd:glass lasers. These
problems have included: irreproducible pulse train envelopes [14];
unreliable mode-locking [7,8]; multiple pulse train mode-locking
[14,151; and unstable and extremely sensitive alignment [8]. Although
many experiments have been performed with picosecond pulses from
passively mode-locked Nd:glass lasers [1], these difficulties have
limited the laser's u tility. This has been especially true for
passively mode-locked Nd:glass lasers restricted exclusively to TEN00

MM

operation.
The problems listed above involve many aspects of the passively
mode-locked Nd:glass laser oscillator. These factors include: thermal
and uchan1cal cavity instabilities; thermal distortions in the laser
rod; non-linear optical effects in the laser rod; poor flashlatnp pumping
of the laser rod; poorly constructed laser heads [8]; internal
reflections in the oscillator cavity; irreproducible power supply
charging voltages; the stochastic nature of the mode-locking process
[16-18]; inadequate laser head alignment facilities; imprecise and
unstable mirror micrometers and mirror mounts; unstable mode-locking
dyes; and poor TEN00 discrimination.
In order to surmount these difficulties, we carefully considered
each aspect of the passively mode-locked Nd:glass laser. Our design
criteria were optimum stability, reliability, and TEM 00 selectivity, as
well as minimum pulse duration.

III. Laser Cavity

Calculations have demonstrated that TEM00 transverse mode
selectivity is strongly dependent on resonator geometry. TEN 00
selectivity, using either diffraction or aperature loss mechanisms, is
greatest for a confocal or half-confocal resonator and smallest for a
plane-parallel resonator [19]. Although confocal and half-confocal
resonators are on the edge of stability [20]. near confocal or near
haif-confocal resonators are stable resonators and have also displayed
more reliable mode-locking than plane-parallel resonators [ 7 ].
Therefore, the optimized laser oscillator cavity is a near haif-confocal
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optical resonator. The front output mirror has a 3 meter radius of
curvature and a 60% reflectivity at 1.06 micron

[21]. The cavity length

is 140 centimeters. The front mirror's relatively high 60% reflectivity
-

reduces the lasing gain threshold and lowers the energy stored in the
Nd:glass laser rod which minimizes the peak power and many possible

-

detrimental non-linear effects which can spectrally and temporally
broaden the mode-locked bandwidth-limited light pulse [221.

IV. Laser Head

Efficient optical pumping is essential for minimal thermal
distortions in the laser rod. In addition, uniform illumination of the
laser rod is important for TEM 00 operation. Therefore, the laser head
(see Fig. 1) is acloverleaf design machined from brass and
electroplated with nickel and then gold to provide high reflectivity
over almost all the Nd:glass pumping bands [23]. Four linear xenon
flashlamps are mounted slightly off the center of each cylindrical leaf
in a close-coupled reflector design that provides uniform illumination
of the rod. The four flashlamps are mounted in cylindrical pyrex
jackets which block the flashlamp's IJV output. The UV output does not
effectively pump Nd:glass, whereas the IN output does contribute to
-

deleterious thermal distortions in the laser rod which can lead to
unreliable oscillator performance. The jackets allow the flashlamps to
be air-cooled, whereas the rod is water-cooled for more efficient heat
transfer. The water is circulated and temperature regulated at
approximately 12 degrees Centigrade by a Laude K-2/R circulator [24].
The Nd:glass laser rod has a diameter of 1/4 inch and a length of
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6 1/8 inches [25]. The 1/4 inch diameter rod had significantly fewer ,
thermal distortion problems than a previously used 3/8 inch diameter
rod. The rod has a rough acid barrel finish and is Brewster-angled at
both ends. The Brewster angle configuration introduces a beam
displacement of approximately 64 millimeters in the horizontal plane.
The front end of the laser rod is positioned approximately 24
centimeters from the curved output mirror because the beam diameter is
greatest at the curved mirror. This allows a larger active volume of
the laser rod to be utilized.
Accurate alignment is crucial for stable and reliable TEM 00
operation. For precise and easy alignment, the laser head sits in a
stainless steel carriage which is attached to an adjustable stainless
steel housing (see Figs. 2 and 3). The carriage allows the laser head
to be rotated to align the rod's Brewster angle. The housing can move
angularly by pivoting on a central point. The angular alignment is
secured by tightening a machine screw which is positioned ma slotted
arc connected to the housing. The housing lifts the laser vertically by
means of four adjustment screws which move through four tapped holes in
the carriage base plate. The housing translates the laser head
laterally by means of four adjustment screws which secure a lateral
position inside two sideboard runners. This adjustable housing design
facilitates accurate and rapid alignment of the laser head.

-
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FIG. 1. Cross sectional view of the close—coupled cloverleaf laser
head.

FIG. 2. Side view of. the adjustable laser head housing.

FIG. 3. Top view of the adjustable laser head housing.
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V. Flashlamp Driving Circuit

Efficient flashlamp pumping is necessary to minimize thermal
distortions in the laser rod which can lead to unstable and unreliable
oscillator performance. The most efficient flashlamp driving circuit is
determined by: the type of flashlamp; the discharge energy; the
discharge pulsewidth; and the circuit damping parameter [26].
For EG&G FX47C-5 linear xenon fiashlamps in series are used to
optically pump the Nd:glass laser rod. Flashlamp configurations are
characterized by Ko, a flashlamp parameter with units of ohm-amps1'2
[26]. For xenon flashlamps, KO 1.275 X arclength/boresize [271. The
four flashlamps in series have a K 50. Given this 1<0 value, a
capacitance c240 microfarads, a desired discharge energy of
approximately 800 Joules, a desired pulsewidth of approximately 650
microseconds [28], and a desired circuit damping parameter, a,
approximately equal to 0.75 for critical damping, the discharge circuit
inductance, L=330 microhenries, was determined using the procedure of
Markiewicz and Emmett [26].
The capacitor is charged by a regulated power supply capable of
giving reproducible charging voltages to approximately one part in a
thousand. This accuracy in the charging voltage is necessary to
consistently operate the oscillator at just above the lasing threshold
voltage. Experience has shown that optimum mode-locking performance
occurs just above the lasing threshold voltage [8].
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VI. Mode-locking Dye Solution and Dye Cell

Several studies have shown that satellite pulses are avoided [5,291
and mode-locking is more reliable [5,8,29] when the dye cell is in
contact with one of the resonator's mirrors. In addition, several
investigations have determined the relationship between dye cell length
and pulse duration [6,29]. These studies have revealed that short dye
cell lengths produce the shortest mode-locked pulses. Therefore, the:
mode-locking dye sits in contact with the back mirror. The dye cell is
defined by the back mirror, two narrow teflon shims with a thickness of
400 microns, and a wedged optical flat with anti-reflection coating for
1.06 micron on the surface in contact with the dye. The actual dye cell
length is probably 4400 microns since the two teflon shims are pressed
very tightly between the'two glass plates. An illustration of the dye
cell assembly is shown in Fig. 4. The mode-locking dye cell assembly is
constructed entirely of stainless steel in order to minimize thermal
instabilities.
The recovery times of saturable absorber dyes commonly used to
mode-lock X=1.06 micron have been determined [30]. Eastman Kodak Qswitch dye #9860 has one of the fastest recovery times, t=7*1 picosecond
[30]. Because pulse duration is a function of the absorber recovery
time, Q-switch dye #9860 in Eastman Kodak Q-switch 1,2-dichloroethane
was used as the mode-locking dye solution. Experience has shown that
the Q-switch dye is more stable and reliable if the 1,2-dichloroethane
is purified by passage through a column of basic aluminum oxide and then
filtered through a 0.45 micron pore size Millipore filter to remove the
residual aluminum oxide particulates [31].
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The most reliable operation from mode-locking dye solutions occurs
when the dye is circulated through the dye cell from a large reservoir
[32]. This arrangement provides fresh dye for each laser pulse, assures
uniform mixing and constant concentration of the dye, and minimizes
thermal effects in the dye cell [33]. The 1,2-dichloroethane is added
to a resevoir which is connected to the dye cell and a variable speed
magnetic drive gear pump [34]. The total volume of the dye cell,
tubing, pump and reservoir is approximately 70 milliliters. Inert,
baffled, 1/4 inch tubing [35] is used to connect the reservoir, pump and
dye cell, and also to quench vibrations from the pump which can couple
into the cavity and lead to mechanical instabilities. In addition, the
pump is turned off approximately five seconds before the laser fires to
minimize the disturbance from the flowing dye.
Studies have shown that mode-locked pulse durations are shortest
when T, the saturable absorber's low light level transmittance, is as
high as possible [8]. We have also determined that the most reliable
and reproducible pulse trains occur when the dye solution has an optical
density of 1.05 ±0.05 at a 1.06 micron wavelength in a 0.5 centimeter
spectrophotometric cell. This corresponds to the relatively high
transmittance of >75%(double pass) in the 4400 micron dye cell. Thus
after filling the dye solution system with 1,2-dichloroethane, Kodak
#9860 dye is slowly added to the 1,2-dichloroethane until the solution
has an optical density of 1.05 ±0.05 at a 1.06 micron wavelength in a
0.5 centimeter cell. For reproducible, reliable operation, this dye
solution should be changed every day.
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Oscillator Frame Construction

Mechanical and thermal stability are crucial for long term
oscillator reliability and stability. Therefore, the optimized laser
oscillator is stabilized by four 1-1/8 inch diameter invar rods [36].
These rods are connected to two 1/2 inch thick stainless steel endplates
and two 3/8 inch thick stainless steel support plates. The invar rods
feed through 1-1/8 inch holes in the stainless steel plates. There is
minimal clearance through thase holes and initial assemply is difficult
because the plates bind unless they remain perpendicular to all the
invar rods. After assembly, however, the frame is very rigid.
Stainless steel set screws provide additional stability. All parts of
the laser oscillator are constructed of stainless steel whenever
possible to minimize thermal instability. The invar stabilized
oscillator frame is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Oscillator Frame Connection to the Optics Table

The oscillator frame rests on four stainless steel ball bearings.
These ball bearings help to decouple the oscillator from the optics
table and also allow the oscillator frame to move freely to relieve
possible strain which could lead to oscillator instabilities [37]. One
ball bearing sits securely in a hole. Two ball bearings sit in channels
which allow for either x-axial or y-lateral movement. The fourth ball
bearing sits on a plane which allows both x and y freedom. This design
is illustrated in Fig. 6.
The ball bearings sit on plates which are mounted to a
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FIG. 4. Cross sectional view of the mode-locking dye cell.

FIG. 5. Side view of the Invar stabilized oscillator cavity.

FIG. 6 Illustration of the decoupling and strain relieving ball bearing
design which connects the oscillator frame to the Gaertner optical
bench.
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160 centimeter Gaertner Corporation precision lathe bed optical bench
[38]. The inside housing of the Gaertner lathe bed optical bench is
lined with lead bricks to provide enhanced stability.

Micrometers and Mirror Mounts

Extraordinary stability and adjustment precision are necessary for
TEMQ0 passively mode-locked Nd:glass laser alignment. These
requirements are it by a &rleigh Star-Gimbal stainless steel mirror
mount [39] with Lansing differential screw micrometers [401 on the front
mirror, and Starret precision stainless steel micrometers with ]lrin
knobs [41] on the back mirror stainless steel dye cell assembly. The
differential screw micrometers can make translations as small as a
millionth of an inch. Experience has shown that, using the Star-Gimbal
mirror mount, alignment for TEM00 operation must be accurate to within
40 millionths of an inch on the front horizontal Lansing differential
screw micrometer, i.e., 0.4 seconds of arc, for stable, reproducible
behavior at the minimum lasing threshold.

Alignment Procedure and Aperature Placement

A proper alignment procedure can lead to rapid and reliable
operation of a TEM 00 passively mode-locked Nd:glass laser oscillator.
The following alignment procedure has evolved over the last several
years and has been very effective. Refer to Fig. 7 during the following
discussion.
A 5.0 milliwatt Helium-Neon laser is aperatured to remove off-axis
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light. The side of the aperature away from the Helium-Neon laser is
colored white. The Helium-Neon light beam is brought into the
oscillator by a 50% beam splitter located behind the back mirror. The
Helium-Neon beam is positioned parallel to the optics cavity. An iris
diaphram on an xy micrometer stage mounted on a platform which can slide
on the Gaertner optIcal bench is very convenient for this purpose.
Next the laser head housing is positioned so the Helium-Neon beam
is centered on the front and back faces of the laser rod. Positioning
the iris diaphram close to the laser head and closing down the diaphram
on the Helium-Neon beam greatly facilitates this process. For correct
alignment of the Brewster angle, the Helium-Neon beam should reflect off
the face of the laser rod and remain in the same plane, at the same
height, as the incoming Helium-Neon beam.
After the laser rod Is properly aligned, the front mirror is
adjusted so the beam reflected from the front mirror is centered on the
white-colored aperature positioned in front of the Helium-Neon laser.
Part of the beam reflected from the front mirror passes through the 50%
beam splitter. A white screen is placed behind the beam splitter to
view the reflection from the front mirror. Then the back mirror is
adjusted so the reflection from the cavity-defining surface of the dye
cell is coincident with the reflection from the front mirror. Sharp,
concentric interference fringes should appear when the cavity is
properly aligned.
Next the intracavity aperature for TEM 00 selectivity is placed in
the oscillator, on an xy micrometer stage mounted on a platform which
can slide on the Gaertner optical bench. The intracavity aperature is
positioned approximately 8 centimeters from the dye cell, centered with
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FIG. 7. Top view of the laser assembly.

FIG. 8. (a) Oscillogram of an ordinary pulse train. (b) Oscillogram of
a multiple pulse train. Both output pulse trains are taken with a PIN
photodiode and a Tektronix 519 oscilloscope at 50 nsec/div.
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respect to the Helium-Neon beam [2,19]. The aperature can be accurately
centered by closing the diaphram down on the beam to make a small spot
and then centering on this small spot. The aperature has a diameter of
2.18 mm. For the position close to the dye cell, aperature diameters
smaller than 2.18 mm. e.g., 2.08 mm, introduce too much light loss and
diameters larger than 2.18 mm, e.g., 2.26 mm, allow the TEM 01 mode and
higher order modes to occur. For aperature positions further from the
dye cell, theiaser's performance was less reliable.

XI. Adjustment for Optimum Lasing Action

Once the laser is aligned, the flashlamps can be fired and the
alignmentcan be adjusted for optimum lasing action. The lasing action
can be observed by placing developed but unexposed Polaroid film near
the front mirror and watching for laser burn spots. The power supply
voltage should be increased until a burn spot is observed. If a burn
spot is not observed the front horizontal differential screw micrometer
can be adjusted. If the differential screw micrometer has to be moved
more than 250 millionths of an inch, either the voltage is still too low
or the initial alignment is faulty. With proper alignment, lasing
should occur within *200 millionths of an inch, i.e., *1.8 seconds of
arc, from the initial setting. The voltage threshold is minimized by
adjusting the front horizontal differential screw micrometer and
observing if the lasing threshold is lowered. The laser oscillator must
be operated at its minimum voltage for the most reliable and reproducible laser performance. The front horizontal differential screw
adjustment is the only adjustment which should be necessary after inital
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alignment.

XII. Dependability

The optimized, TEM 00 selective, passively mode-locked Nd:glass
laser oscillator described above is capable of running at a repetition
rate of one shot every 20 seconds for )12 hours with only minor
adjustments. The repetition rate is limited by the power supply charge
time. If the voltage threshold increases significantly, the threshold
can generally be brought back down by adjustment of =30 millionths of an
inch on the front horizontal differential screw micrometer, i.e., 0.3
seconds or arc. We suspect that the need for minor adjustments is
related to the fluctuations in the room temperature [8]..
If multiple trains occur, the voltage should be turned down.
Examples of ordinary and multiple pulse trains observed using a HewlettPackard PIN photodiode [42] and a Tektronix 519 oscilloscope are shown
in Fig., 8. Optimum pulse trains with fairly reproducible pulse train
envelopes occur approximately 80-90Z of the time when the voltage is just above the lasing threshold voltage..
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Chapter 7: Picosecond Pulse Characterization

Introduction

A wide range of picosecond pulse temporal and spectral widths have
been reported from passively mode-locked Nd glass lasers. For example,
pulse temporalwidths.between 2-15 picoseconds.and pulse. spectral widths
between 3-200 cm have been documented [1-15]. These strikingly broad
ranges are determined by many experimental parameters. These parameters
include the type of mode-locking dye: the mode-locking dye cell
thickness, the position of the extracted pulse in the pulse train; and
non-linear effects in the laser rod.
In this chapter, we report our efforts to characterize the pulses
from our passively mode-locked Nd:glass laser. This laser has been
previously described in chap. 6. We observed the temporal width of the
fundamental 1.06 p pulse using the two photon fluorescence (TPF)
technique as discussed in chaps. 5 and 8. We observed the spectral
width of the frequency-doubled 5306 A pulse using a standard 3/4 meter
spectrometer in second order as discussed in chap. 5.

Temporal Width of 1.06 p Pulses versus Position in Pulse Train

Figure 1 shows the observed autocorrelation width for the 1.06
pulse versus position in a typical pulse train emitted from our
passively mode-locked Nd:glass laser. Single 1.06 p pulses were
extracted selectively from the pulse train using the electronic pulse

-
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selector referenced in Chap. 5. These 1.06 p pulses were amplified to
approximately 20 mJ and were not compressed using a saturable
absorber. The effect of saturable absorbers on the pulse width is
discussed in Chap. 8.
The autocorrelatiort widths were determined from TPF measurements.
Actual pulse temporal widths calculated from these. autocorrelation
widths assuming Gaussian pulse shapes are also given. This is a
pessimistic estimate for the pulse widths because the actual pulse
shapes are probably somewhat intermediate between Gaussian and
Lorentzian.
Figure 2 displays a histogram of the data summarized in Fig. 1.
Figure 2 demonstrates that the shot-to-shot pulse width fluctuations
increase dramatically if the pulse is selected later in the pulse train
at locations C or D. Consequently, the vibrational dephasing
experiments discribed in this thesis were performed with pulses from
locations A or B.

III. Spectral Width of 5306 A Pulses versus Position in Pulse Train

Figure 3 shows the observed spectral widths for the frequencydoubled 5306 A pulses versus the position in a typical pulse train.
These 5306 A pulses were derived from 1.06 p pulses that had been
amplified to approximately 1-2 mJ. The effect of the saturable absorber
dye #9860 with an optical density of 1.0 is also given.
Figure 4 displays a histogram of the data summarized in Fig. 3. In
a similar manner to the temporal widths, large shot-to-shot fluctuations
in the spectral width are dramatically apparent for pulses selected
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FIG. 1. Autocorrelation width of the 1.06 p pulse versus position in a
typical pulse train emitted from our passively mode-locked Nd:glass
laser. Temporal widths assuming Gaussian pulse shapes are also given.

FIG. 2. Histogram of the data summarized in Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. Spectral widths of the frequency-doubled 5306 A pulses versus
position in a typical pulse train. The effect of the saturable absorber
dye #9860 is also given.

FIG.4. Histogram of the data summarized in Fig. 3.
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Spectral Width vs. Position in Pulse Train
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later in the pulse trains.

IV. Spectra of Individual Shots

Figure 5 shows spectra from individual pulses that were picked from
locations between the 4th and 7th pulse in pulse trains of 30-40
pulses. In contrast, Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate the multiplet
structure of pulse spectra that can be observed. On "good" days. most
of the spectra from pulses picked from locations between the 4th-8th
pulse are either singlets similar to Figs. 5(a)-5(d) or quasi-doublets
similar to Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). On "bad" days, however, most of the
spectra from the same pulse train positions can be higher order
tnultiplets similar to Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) and Figs. 7(a)-7(d). In
addition, Fig. 8 shows spectra from individual shots that were picked
later in the pulse trains. On "bad" days, these spectra can also occur
in the rising edge to the pulse trains.
Luckily for the vibrational dephasing experiments, "good" days
occured much more frequently than "bad" days. We are not sure of the
cause for the multiplet and nssy spectra. These spectra are not
significantly affected by amplification voltage. Thus non-linear
effects in the amplifier rods or the doubling crystal do not give rise
to these spectra. In fact, on "bad" days these spectra were observed
even with the amplifiers turned off. Consequently, these spectra seem
to be generated in the laser oscillator.
cause of the infrequent occurence of the "bad" spectra, these
interesting spectra did not interfer with the vibrational dephasing
experiments. Consequently, therelationship between the experimental
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parameters and these "bad" spectra was not exhaustively studied. We did
notice that when the mode-locking dye cell was rotated and the laser
realigned after one "bad" day. the spectra were consistently clean
singlets or partial doublets. Thus a burned or partially burned modelocking dye cell may cause the "bad" spectra.
The multiplet si:ructure of the pulse spectrum is partially
consistent with phase modulation of the pulse in the laser oscillator
discussed by;Zint'hetal. [1] and Eckardt et al. [2]. Bit the nonlinear effects occuring in phase modulation should shift the spectral
intensity to the red and the blue, depleting the spectral intensity at
the central frequency in a very characteristic way [2]. This was not
observed. The multiplet-structured spectra are almost always peaked at
the central frequency of 5306 A. On the other hand, an interaction
between the gain bandwidth and the phase modulation may be occuring
which preferentially amplifies the spectral intensity at the central
frequency. The relationship between this process and a burned dye cell
is not known.

V. Evaluation of Laser Variables

The effect of the dye cell transmittance on the autocorrelation
widths of the 1.06 V pulses was examined using the TPF apparatus.
Figure 9 demonstrates that the dye cell transmittance had no significant
effect on the autocorrelation widths on the day that the tranmittance
was intentionally varied. Mode-locking could not be acheived outside of
the displayed range. The laser was normally operated using a
transmittance of 75% (double pass) in the mode-locking dye cell.
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FIG. 5. (a)-(d) Representative spectra from individual pulses that
were picked from locations between the 4th and 8th pulse in a typical
pulse train.

FIG. 6. (a)-(d) Representative spectra from individual pulses that
display the multiplet structure that can be observed, later in the pulse
train or early in the pulse train on "bad" days.

-

FIG. 7. (a)-(d) Representative spectra from individual pulses that
display the multiplet structure that can be observed later In the pulse
train or early in the pulse train on "bad" days.

FIG. 8. Representative spectra from individual pulses that are
generally observed later in the pulse train.
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The effect of day-to-day realignment on the autocorrelation widths
of the 1.06 ii pulses was also evaluated by comparing the pulse widths
determined from the previous TPF studies discussed in this chapter and
in Qiap. 8. Figure 10 shows that the day-to-day fluctuations were
minor. The fluctuations that were observed may have resulted from
slight variations in the position of the selected 1.06 i pulse in the
pulse train.
The average 1.06

.t

pulse energy obtained after amplification in

three Nd:glass laser amplifiers is shown in Fig. 11. The vibrational
dephasing experiments described in thap. 5 were conducted using
amplifier voltages of approximately 14. 14 and 0 kV. Lastly. the
appearance of the pulse trains in relation to the timing diagram for the
picosecond pulse generating system is shown in Fig. 12.
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FIG. 9. The effect of dye cell transmittance on the autocorrelation
width of the 1.06 u pulse.

FIG. 10. The effect of day-to-day realignment on the autocorrelation
width of the 1.06 ii pulse.

FIG. 11. The average 1.06 p pulse energy obtained after amplification
in our three Nd:glass laser amplifiers.

FIG. 12. The position of the pulse trains emitted by the passively
mode-locked Nd:glass laser oscillator in relation to the timing diagram
for the picosecond pulse generating system.
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Chapter 8: Picosecond Pulse Shortening using Dye #5 or Dye #9860
as a Saturable Absorber

I. Introduction

The shortest possible light.pulses are desired for optimum time
resolution in picosecond studies. One method used to shorten a light
pulse is to pass the pulse through a saturable absorber external to the
laser cavity [1,2]4 Although some theory for the effect of a saturable
absorber on a picosecond light pulse has been presented

[2], there has

been little experimental work on the pulse shortening or intensity
reducing effects of external saturable absorbers.
Recently, Reynolds and Drexhage [3], reported on a new infrared
absorbing dye, Kodak heptamethine pyrylium dye #5, which has a very fast
absorption recovery time of 2.7 psec compared to 6.5 psec for Kodak dye
#9860 [4]. Others have reported [4,5] that dye #5 used as a modelocking dye in Nd:glass laser oscillators gave pulses substantially
shorter than those obtained using dye #9860. Kopainsky et al. [4] have
also suggested the use of dye #5 as an external saturable absorber.
In this chapter, we report on the effect of dye #5 and dye #9860
-

used as external saturable absorbers on the width and intensity of
single, high power pulses from our Nd:glass oscillator/ampliflier
system. The experimental results are compared to the results of a
theoretical model. In addition, the saturable absorber effects of dye
#5 and dye #9860 are compared on the same day at optical density
0. D.=2 .0.
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II. Experimental

A single picoseond pulse was selected from the rising edge of pulse
trains emitted by a TEM00 selective, passively mode-locked Nd:glass
laser oscillator [6]. A Pockels cell driven by a low jitter electronic
circuit [7].consistentiy selected the 6th_8th intense pulse from pulse
trains of 30-45 pulses. A fast photodiode and a Tektronix 7834 fast
storage oscilloscope monitored the pulse trains. Shots which displayed
multiple pulse trains were excluded from the data.
The selected pulse was amplified in a three stage Nd:glass
amplifier. The pulse energy after amplification was determined to be
approximately 20 mJ using a Korad/Hadron Model 100 thermopile.
Throughout this study, the pulse energy was kept essentially constant.
Dye #5 and dye #9860 were obtained from Eastman Kodak. The dyes
were dissolved in 1,2-dichioroetharie and the optical densities were
measured at 1.06 i in a 1 cm cell. The dye solution was placed in a
1 cm cell after the final amplifier as shown in Figs. I and 2 in
Chap. 5. The laser pulse burn spots on developed but unexposed Polaroid
film positioned in front of the dye cell had a diameter of 4-5 mm and
showed no substructure.
To measure pulse widths, the entire unfocused pulse was sent into a
standard two photon fluorescence (TPF) apparatus [8]. The TPF signal
was obtained from a 1 X 10 3 M methanol solution of rhodamine 6G in a 1
cm cell. An 85 mm camera lens imaged the TPF trace with a magnification
of approximately 1.0 on a Princeton Applied Research Model 1254 optical
multichannel analyzer (c1A) ISIT detector. High f-numbers of f/22 to
ff8 were used to maximize the depth of field. The CMA was interfaced to
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a minicomputer which displayed the TPF intensity plot on a QT screen.
Calibration, focus and resolution of the lens-WA system were determined
using a calibrated fine copper mesh at the TPF cell position.

III. Results

Several TPF screen displays are shown in Fig. 1. The display is
linear with respect to TPF intensity. TPF peak-to-background ratios
were in the range of 2.8-3.0 to 1 on all shots. TPF intensity traces
taken without a saturable absorber are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show TPF intensity traces taken using 0.D.=2.0 for
saturable absorber dye #9860 and dye #5, respectively.
Pulse widths were determined by nasuring the full width at half
maximum of the TPF intensity traces. In all figures, each point is an
average of 20-30 measurements, and the bars show the standard deviation
of the data for each point. Figure 2 displays the TPF autocorrelation
widths nasured with no saturable absorber and with dye #5 at 0.D.1.0,
2.0 and 3.0. Figure 3 displays a histogram of the data summarized in
Fig. 2. All data were taken on the same day under identical
amplification and pulse selection conditions.
Assuming Gaussian pulses, the pulse widths, t, were calculated
-

using the formula t=(2 Lz n)/(2 '2c), where & is the measured TPF
autocorrelation width, n is the refractive index at 1.06 i in the TPF
cell, and c is the speed of light [9,10]. Measured methanol refractive
indices in the visible were extrapolated to give n1.3235 at 1.06

U.

The measured pulse shortening ratios using dye #5 were 0.84, 0.74 and
0.71 at optical densities 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0, respectively.
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FIG.1 CRT screen traces of TPF intensity profiles measured by an OMA
for constant -energy light pulses using: (a)-(b) no. saturable
absorber; (c) saturable absorber dye #9860 at O.D.=2.0 and (d)
saturable absorber dye #5 at O.D.=2.0.

FIG. 2. The dependence of the pulse autocorrelation width on the
optical density of saturable absorber dye #5 using constant energy light
pulses.

FIG. 3. Histogram of the data summarized in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. The dependence of the pulse autocorrelation width on the
optical density of saturable absorber dye #9860 using nearly constant
energy light pulses.
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Figure 4 displays the TPF autocorrelation widths measured with no
saturable absorber and with dye #9860 at 0.D.= 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0.
All data were taken on the same day. The pulse widths on Fig. 4 are
somewhat longer than those on Fig. 2. This difference occured because
the position of the selected 1.06 pulse in the pulse train was
somewhat later. In addition, the pulse widths at 0.D.= 3.0 and 4.0 are
not as reliable because the pulse energy was fluctuating more than usual
on this day.
The mean squared Intensity of the light pulse after passing through
the saturable absorber was determined from the peak TPF intensity [8].
Changes in the mean squared intensity emphasize intensity changes near
the peak of the pulse. Figure 5 shows the relative TPF peak intensities
measured with no saturable absorber and with dye #5 at 0.D.=1.0, 2.0 and
3.0.
Dye #5 and dye #9860 were compared by measuring TPF autocorrelation
widths and TPF peak intensities with both dyes at 0.D.=2.0.
Measurements were made on the same day at constant amplification and
selected pulse energy. The results are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Dye #5
gives a shorter TPF autocorrelatlon width and a greater reduction in
pulse Intensity than dye #9860 at the same optical density.
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FIG. 5. TPF peak intensity dependence on optical density of saturable
absorber dye #5 using constant energy light pulses.

FIG. 6. SanE day comparison of pulse autocorrelation width dependence
on saturable absorber dye #9860 and dye #5 at O.D.=2.0 using constant
energy light pulses.

FIG. 7. Same day comparison of TPF peak intensity dependence on
saturable absorber dye #9860 and dye #5 at O.D.=2.0 using constant
energy light pulses.

FIG. 8. Coherent Stokes signal decay curves in dimethylsulfoxide with
and without the saturable absorber dye #9860 at an optical density of
1.0. Assuming.Tf 0, the coherent Stokes signal decay curve is
equivalent to the temporal shape of the 5306 A pulse.
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IV. Discussion

A. Qualitative Agreement with a Numerical Model

Penzkofer [2] has numerically investigated light pulse shortening
•

and intensity reduction effects using saturable absorber parameters
modeled for dye #9860. His calculations suggest that dyes having a
smaller ratio of relaxation time to pulse width should show
qualitatively similar behavior (see Fig. 5 of Ref. 2).
Penzkofer presented a graphical summary of the numerical results
for the pulse shortening ratio (Fig. 4 of Ref. 2) and for the peak
intensity transmission (Fig. 8 of Ref. 2) asa function of input peak
intensity and saturable absorber optical density.

th.the pulse

shortening ratio and the peak intensity transmission show qualitatively
different behavior at low input peak intensities of 1-6

x

10 8 w cm 2

compared to the behavior with input peak intensities above
6

x

10 8 w
At low input peak intensities, the calculated pulse shortening

ratios decrease with increasing optical density, then level off, with
ratios remaining in the range 0.9-0.5 for optical densities greater than
0.D.=1-5. In the same low intensity region, the peak intensity
transmissions show a steady decrease with increasing optical density.
With input peak intensities above 6

x

108 w cm 2 , the pulse

shortening ratios do not level off until much higher optical densities
of 7-40, at which point very small pulse shortening ratios of 0.5-0.2
are obtained. With these high intensity pulses, the peak intensity
transmissions do not decrease significantly at low optical densities,
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but show a sudden reduction above a particular transition optical
density in the range 0.D.5-40.
Our experimental pulse shortening ratios for dye #5 decrease with
increasing optical density and begin to level off at a value of 0.7 for
O.D.=3.0. Likewise, the measured mean squared intensity transmissions
show a steady decrease with increasing optical density. These results
are qualitatively consistent with Penzkofer's numerical results for low
input peak intensities. A quantitative comparison with Penzkofer's
results was not attempted.

B. Experimental Considerations and Pulse Shapes

The short relaxation time of t2.7 psec for dye #5 enables this
saturable absorber to quickly recover after being bleached by the
pulse's rising edge. This short relaxation time enables dye #5 to be
more effective in pulse shortening than dye #9860 at the same optical
density. However, the rapid recovery of dye #5 significantly reduces
the peak intensity of the pulse.
For our 1.06 p pulses with t9 psec, we believe dye #9860 with a
relaxation time of t=6.5 psec is better suited for use as a saturable
absorber. Dye #9860 absorbs the rising edge of our 1.06 p pulses, then
bleaches, allowing the peak and the main portion of the pulse to be
transmitted with little attenuation. More generally, if pulses with
sharp rising edges but with little peak intensity reduction are
required, the relaxation time of the saturable absorber should roughly
match the pulse temporal width.
Using the dye #9860 at 0.D.=1.0 as a saturable absorber, our
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excite-and-probe vibrational dephasing experiments have measured
coherent Stokes signal decays as rapid as T2 12-0.5-0.7 psec in
dimethylsulfoxide. This indicates that the rising edge of the
frequency-doubled 5306 A pulse is <0.5-0.7 psec. Assuming impact
excitation and T 2 r0, the measured coherent Stokes signal decay curves
are equivalent to the temporal shape of the 5306 A pulse.
Pulse shapes obtained with and without the dye #9860 are
illustrated in Fig. 8. Because of the short T2 in flf SO, higher pulse
intensities were required to reach the threshold for stimulated Raman
scattering. Consequently, the probe Stokes signals corresponding to
points at the top of these curves where the excite and probe pulses
directly overlap were usually severely frequency broadened. The Stokes
probe signals displayed a continuum-like" appearance with spectral
widths typically 100 cm. This was also a problem at the top of the
decay curves for the other methyl liquids on larger shots.
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Chapter 9: Summary

-

What is the nchanism of vibrational linewidth broadening in
liquids? What is the relationship between vibrational linewidth
broadening and the dynamics and structure of liquids? Focusing on
symmetric QI3 -stretching vibrational linewidths in liquids, this thesis
has provided some answers to these questions.
The work presented in this thesis is consistent with the picture
that vibrational linewidths are broadened by short and long range
interactions between the vibration and the surrounding liquid solvent.
Assuming a Lennard-Jones 6-12 intermolecular potential between the
vibration and the neighboring molecules, the short range 1/12 LennardJones repulsive potential gives rise to rapidly varying interactions
associated with "billard ball" type hard core collisional dynamics.
These rapidly varying interactions lead to homogeneous broadening.
On the other band, the long range 1/6 Lennard-Jones attractive
potential gives rise to slowly varying interactions associated with
multipole or dispersion forces. Quite distinct from the short range
hard core collisions, these multipole interactions average over several
coordination spheres of surrounding molecules. Thus the vibration
interacts with the surrounding liquid dielectric structure which can be
characterized by a local number density. Consequently, a distribution
of local number densities in a liquid gives rise to a distribution of
multipole interaction energies. If the lifetime of the local number
density sites is long, this distribution leads to inhomogeneous
broadening.

-
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The work presented in this thesis, along with the general
Schweizer-thandler vibrational dephasing theory [1] and the SchindlerJonas analysis of the isothermal density dependent isotropic Raman
linewidths in isobutylene [2] provide a firm foundation for an
understanding of vibrational linewidth broadening in liquids. In
comparison to the understanding ten years ago, the most novel aspect of
this present day foundation is the recognition of the importance of
slowly varying, attractive forces which give rise to inhomogeneous
broadening. We now recognize that vibrational linewidths in liquids are
broadened by both rapidly varying liquid dynamics and slowly varying
liquid structure.
Future investigations of T 2 homogeneous dephasing times and
vibrational linewidth broadening will proceed along many various
avenues. As long as inhomogeneous broadening is not ignored, isotropic
spontaneous Raman studies will continue to have an important utility in
mapping out the general trends in vibrational linewidth broadening
[3,4]. Selective excite-and-probe vibrational dephasing experiments
will also continue to be employed, especially as high power picosecond
technology advances.
In addition, several new techniques will probably improve the
ability to measure the T 2 dephasing time in liquids. For example, as
tunable infrared pulsed lasers continue to be developed, excite-andprobe infrared hole-burning experiments [5-7] will have a wide
applicability for a wide variety of vibrations in liquids. These
infrared hole-buring experiments certainly have the potential to acheive
what electronic hole-burning experiments [8] have already
-

accomplished.

-
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Picosecond coherent Stokes [9] or Anti-Stokes [101 Raman
experiments using two overlapped light pulses tuned so that their
difference frequency is equal to the vibrational, frequency also have a
great potential. However, the main issue to be resolved in these
experiments is their selectivity. Are they measuring T 2 homogeneous
dephasing times or simply the Fourier transform of the. vibrational
bandwidth that they coherently excite?
In addition, the characteristics of transient stimulated Raman
scattering in high laser depletion are dependent upon the T 2 homogeneous
dephasing time. Consequently, streak camera studies of the width of the
Stokes pulse with respect to the incident laser pulse and the position
of the Stokes pulse peak with respect to the laser pulse peak would
reveal information about the T 2 dephasing trne. Streak camera
investigations of this kind have never been conducted uèing picosecond
pulses in liquids.
Lastly, given that the T 2 homogeneous dephasing time has been
measured, an important question still remains: What are the
contributions of T2*, the pure dephasing relaxation time, and T 1 , the
population relaxation time, to T 2 ? Only a few T 1 population relaxation
times have been nEasured for a handful of C-H vibrations in liquids at
room temperature. As tunable infrared lasers continue to be 'developed,
however, this situation may change considerably. Ultimately, a more
thorough and complete understanding of vibrational linewidth broadening
in liquids will emerge when accurate maasurements of T2 and T 1 can be
routinely made for a wide variety of vibrations.
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.....At that subtle moment when man glances backward over his life,
Sisyphus returning toward his rock, in that slight pivoting he
contemplates that series of unrelated actions which becomes his fate,
created by him, combined under his nmory's eye and soon sealed by his
death. Thus, convinced of the wholly human origin of all that is human,
a blind man eager to see who knows that the night has no end, he is
still on the go. The rock is still rolling.
I leave Sisyphus at the foot of the mountain! One always finds
one's burden again. But Sisyphus teaches the higher fidelity that
negates the gods and raises rocks. He too concludes that allis well.
This universe henceforth without a master seems to him neither sterile
nor futile. Each atom of that stone, each mineral flake of that nightfilled mountain, in itself forms a world. The struggle itself toward
the heights is enough to fill a man's heart. One must imagine Sisyphus
happy.

-Albert Camus
"The Myth of Sisyphus"
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APPENDIX:

Computer Programs for Transient Stimulated Ratnan
Scattering in High Laser Ipletion

The following programs were run on the 7600 computer at the
computer center at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (La). The listings
include representative control cards.

I. STOKES

The program STOKES is the main program used to solve the transient
stimulated Raman equations in high laser depletion. The following
STOKES program is for a 5-component vibrational linewidth. The program
is documented.extensively by comment cards in the running text of the
program.
This program relies on the subroutine %BFCS to solve the set of
simultaneous equations determined by the implicit Crank-Nicolson
method. SGBFCS is available from the CORE library at LBL (see the CORE
library writeup). SGBFCS is an LBL adaption form the LINPACK library of
mathematical subroutines. SGBFCS is employed in the program STOKES
shortly after line number 166.
The input and output of STOKES can come from or go to punched cards
or a PSS file. PSS is the user storage system (see PSS writeup). The
LIBCOPY and LIITE control cards copy from or write to the

library on PSS.

SMGLIB
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SPLOT

The program SPLOT plots the output data from the program STOKES.
SPLYI utilizes the IDDS graphics package (see the IDDS writeup). This
program can be used to plot the time-dependent amplitude or Intensity of
the laser pulse, the Stokes pulse or the vibrational amplitude.

CURVE

The program CURVE takes the selectivity data calculated from the
program STOKES and generates Stokes probe signals versus delay time. In
addition, the program uses the subroutine VCONVO to.convolute the pure
vibrational amplitude decay with the shape of the probe pulse. VCONVO
is a subroutine in the IMSL library of mathematical subroutines at LEL
(see the IMSL library writeup).
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CONTROL. CARDS

C
C

TSRMV.7,4C0.400521. SM CEORCE
SID.CBHARPIS
*USERPF
MATHLIB.
LIBCDPY, SMGLI8,TAPE5IRR,FSEC!.
PTN4 9 LCM!.CPT2.
NK,X,PPtT3PE5.
L1BRITE.SMGLIB.74PE20IRR.FSEC.486,(GEGE , .
EXIT.
DUMP,O.
C
C
C
C
PROGRAM STOKESL INPUT.CUTPUT,TAPE 5- INPUT.TAPE 20*
C
C
Pt.- POSITION CF LASER PULSE PEAK
C
RI.- It fr*4 M OF LASER PULSE IN I UNITS
C
D1 TIME IP1CREWET
C
0Z SPACE INCRE"ENT
C
T2v DEPHASING 11"! IN PSEC
C
GAMM* 1112 (UPIl CF 'SEC-I'
C
GAIN- STEADY S1ATE GAI' ILNITS CF PITh)
C
GAIN IS C IN LITEATLE DIVIDED BY 2
C
NOTICE IMAT G IS FCR STOYES INTENSITY, G/2 FOR STOKES FIELD
C
CMR 'ANL!Y-RCPE CCN5T.t1T
C
CMR- L4SE FPE F STCcES FEQ (D!MEPISICM.ESSI
C
EL- LASER FIELC 3'PLF'JDE (UNITS OF SCURE ROOT CF INTENSIT
C
CR 10 Tl*2
IC2
INTENSITY I S APPRCX 1
C
CF SQUARE RCOT OF INTENSITY)
FIELC
AMPLITUDE
(UNITS
ESSTOKES
C
0- LBRA1ICNAL APDLITJE (UNITS OF iNTENSITY)
C
INTENSITY UNITS
C
ELM4X M6XIWUV AYFLITUDE CF LASER FIELD
C
ELMAX IN WilTS CF SQLARE ROOT OF TERAbATI PER SQUARE METER
C
ESMHA= STrIKES PULSE PALF-*-tIGHT AMPIIILDE
C
PEHH= TIME PCSITICN Cr, STEKES PULSE Pl!IG EDGE UNEN STCKES PULSE
C
AMPLITUDE EQUALS ESHt-A
C
FEt4 Pu TIME PCSII!ON CN STCKES PULSE FAI.LING EDGE hHEN STCKES
C.
PULSE APLITUCE ECUALS ESI-PIA
C
LCG CF P3XIM0 STOKES AMFLITL.DE AT 2 CIVIDED BY
SGAZN
C
MAXIMUM STOKES 31 Z=C
C
PLMAXm TIME PCSIIICN CF LSE PULSE VA*I'UM AT GUFN Z
C
P5'44x - TIME PCSITICN CF SICKES PULSE PAXIMUM AT GIVEN Z
C
SWIDTH= WIDTHCF STOKES PLLSE IN TIP! UNITS ATGIWEN Z
C
TDELAY- TIME DELAY BET.EEN LASER ANC SICKES PULSE PEAKS AT
C
GIVEN Z
C
TTIME= TCTAL TIME IN PICOSECONDS
C
ZCELL TCIAL CELL LEPGTrI IN METERS
C
C
C
C
C
C
THE FOLLOWING APE ARRAYS IN Z SPACE
C
C

REAL 4(79400*, E(400)
REAL DIJMMYL4001
INTEGER IPvT(4C3'
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C
REAL
zoos
PEAL ELNEw(20319 EStE(200)
REAL ELSAVE(200) 9 ESSvE(200)
C
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL

C0LD120)),CP%E(230),C2NEw12001
QOLDI(2O).DLD2(2O3
C01C3(2001, :cLc4(20l
NEL(2CCI,7.E,i2(2)0)
QNE3(2u3,
NE4(230)

C
REAL SVE(2CC), CSAw1(200)
PEAL. CSAV312001
C
REAL F3(200).F1(2DC),F2j2001
REAL cc3(203t 9 F412C)
REAL SL$'Q(20)
C
REAL C2N1(203)92Ni2(200)
REAL C2P4.3(200i, Z2Nø41200t
C
INTECER PCMAX(233)9P1MX1200hPQ34x(20C)
C
REAL
REAL
REAL
PEAL
REAL
REAL

P0LD1(200,PflL.02(201
PNEj1(230),PrE,.2(230)
D2PL(200I9F2.02(200I
P0LD3(200), POL04(200)
PNE3(219'E4(200
P2M3120C), P2NP4U001

C
PEa1CCS1(200s,CrS2200,
REAL XCC1(2C0I,)C0S2(20)
PEAL Cos3(z00),crS4(2:I
REAL XCC53(20).,xCCS4t200I
C
REAL
PEAL
REAL
REAL

SIN1(2Q3),SP2(23•D)
XSTNI (200$,xSIP2(20O)
S!N3(2CC)9 5t14(200)
XSI?3(20019 XSII\412301

C
REAL Q1CCS120195IG(200),SIGQ1 (200)
REAL C3CtSt23, SICC31230
C
PEAL SL!PT(40I,C0f.V(4)
C
INTEGER PLMAX12031 9 P5X(200I
PEAL SGAIN2319 E5I-0A(200
INTEGER ICELAY (2001
C
INTEGER S.JICTI-(5C1
INTEGER REHH(501, FEI-(50I
C
C
C

TIME POLLOwING A

ARRAYS IN T TIME

REAL ELZER0(4C,ES2E0(400?
REAL CZ1(403', ELi (400i.ESI(4301
REAL Z1v1(4C0)9ZZiV2(4Ot))
REAL ESZ(400,1319ELZ(4C0,10,
C
REAL ELBC(400 9 ESBC(4C01, CBC(4011
REAL CBC1(4C0),R24)0)
PEAL CBC3(400, CSC4(4001
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C
REAL CPVI(400),CFV2(4301
REAL 0P43(40019 CPV4I4001
C
REAL F0FF1(403,,FCFF2I40)
REAL FOFF3(4001, FCFF4(4U0)
C
REAL XELSCI400092LSC(400)
C
INTEGER T,Z,TMAX,ZMAX,PL
INTEGER ISP
INTEGER ZBC
C
REAL P1ERC
REAL PZO3
C
REAL EL.E5,
REAL Q1,C2,PVI,PV2
REAL 3, 4 9 Pv3, P4
C
LEVEL 2, EL,ES.C,1. C2,PV1.PV2eO3,04,PV3.PV4
COMMCN /1C4 , EL(4C0,40),ES141094I, C(40094010
1
C
COMMON

C
C
C
C
C

C
C

LCM1/

(400,401,C4(400 9 40$,PV3(00,4O).PV4(400940

***.$**** l****** *flEF I.E PRIMAPY

CONSTANT 5*****************

Z MAX 2C 0
TMAX43
PL TMAX /2
RL=5./FL0AT(TMA)
FW4M CF THE PULSE IS 1/5 CF THE TOTtL TIME OF 35.0 PSEC
I.E., THE PULSE WIDTH 15 7.0 PSEC
CMR=i.1q432

6A1P425.0
LDA'7
I N F 0 1
*11.2
MU2
EM AX. 6. 3 3
GAISS- 4SALCG(2.0I
TI 1ME35.0
ZCELL'0. 0125
12'?. C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

INDEX DETERMINES WHICH BCUNDARY CONDITICNS ARE USED
!NDIC1IES TFC BEGII¼NING OF THE CELL
INDIC1E! LSILG PUNCHED (ARCS CC?TAINING PREVIOUS
SOLUTIONS AS 6CLDAF V CODI lION S
INDEX=2 INDICATES USIIG PREVIOUS SOLUTICNS IN MEMCRY AS

INDEXO
INDEX*1

BOUNDARY CCNDITICNS
INDEX1

C
C
C
C
C

DEL IS THE OFF RESONAN1 DELTA OMEGA
IN THIS CALCULAT1C9 DEL=1.5 CM—i
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
p

DELL AND DEL2 OFF IN 'JNITS OF RADIAPST1E POINT
e.75E-2 PSEC/TIcE PCINT T
a.75E-14= SECTI'E PCIT I
2D1(RADIANS)*C(CH/SECIaDEL(CH_1t2.9274E11(RACIANS,SEC,
2. 8 2 74 E11(RAOIANSISEC$*3.758_14(SEC,TIPE PDINTI=2.474E-2(RADIANS
PEP TIME PCIPT.
THEREFORE 1.5 00-1=2.474E-2 RADIANS/TIME POINT IN THIS PROGRAM

THIS IS TRUE FCR CALCL.LATICN A
**********FCR CLCULATICN 8, DEL • 3000 CM-I
3.00 CM-i • 4.c4Ecc84E-2 RADIANS/TIME PCINT
0* 4 *********FCF C4LCLL*flC,.

4.50 CM-I

7.4223I2tE-2

C, OEL-4.50 CM-1** , **.*.**,.***
r)IAMS,TIME PCINT

***I*****a*FCP CtLCULTION 0, DEL
.00 CM-I
SSSISISSISS IN CLCUL.tTICN 0, 12. 3.5 PSEC SSSSsssssIss%t
*******IN C4LCULLTIC,S 4,8. AND C. 72 7.0 PSEC** 4 *****.**s
*******FCR CLCLLATIC E, DEL.
$SSS$$I.S$tN CLCUL*TICN E, 12

3.0

14.0 PSECS$ssSsssssç

C
DELD-2.474042 €-2
DEL2- 2.4140)42E-2
DEL3-4.c302E'E-2
DEL4= 4.c480384E-2

C
C
C
C

XXCM CCPvERTS RtIANS PER TIME POINT INTO 4AfEP,UM8ERS CM-i

XXCM=60*iE30456
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

PZEPD IS THE CCt%ST1 SPATIAL PHASE THAT DEvELCPES FDP THE
OFF PESC?ANT I8ATICL APLITUCE FRICP TO SATJPATION
THIS MUST BE FIRST CE1EPUIIED By qUMKING THE EARLY SECTCRS
THESE SECTORS PLST T-P BE FEUN 10 CALCULATE THE SIGlAL
PZEROa5.73
PZR03I 1.45

C
C
C
C
C
C

XLSUM IS THE AREA UNCEP THE
PROFILE AT Z - ZERC

INITIAL LASER INTENSITY

XISUM IS C4LCULTED WHEN INDEX-O

XLSUM IS INPuT AS 4 CONSTANT FOR SU8!ECUENT SECTCRS
XL SUM.O.211 11674 6r.C3

C
C
C

********CEFIE CTHER CONSTANTS IN TERMS CF PRIMARY COP , STANTS***sss*
01-TI IMEFFL CAT IT Ax

DZ-ZCELL/RLCAT( ZM.X)
NZMAX*2
8EIA1.2.0*D2*CAIP*C?F
8ET42=2.0tDZ*GAIN
PHII8ET*I/2.3
PHI 2-BE 1*2/2. C
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GAMMA1.0IT2

NN-LN/2 i—i
NN2.N-2
LMAX.ZM8X/5
2 BC. Z A X-3
C
C
C
C
C ************s*4*s*** INITIALIZATIOI' SECT!ON****************.****
C
INITIALIZE ELSE ANC ESSAVE FOR USE D DETERMIN!PG THE
C
TIME POS1TICIS CF THE LASER AND ST0E5 PEAKS AT VARIOUS 2
C
ALSO INITIALIZE OS.AVE.QSAV19 AND 0S4v2
C
C
DC 60 Z1,ZAX
OSAVE(Z 1=0.0
OSAVI 12=U.O

60
C
C
C
C

OSAV3IZ I z• c
ELSAVE( 2 1=0.0
ESSAQE(Zi=0.0
INITIALIZE REHI- AI.D FEI-4H FOP USE IN DETERMINING
THE .10TH OF THE STCES PULSE
DC' 61 ZzL,ZMAX
REHH( Z)C
FFHH(Z 1.0
CCNTI1.UE

61
C
C
C 0EFIPE BCUNCARY CCNCITIOP4S FOP ALL TIME AT Z-0
C
FOP THE START IP*C CELL SECTCF THESE PGUVDAPY CO1D!T1NS APE
C
DEFINED BY A GALSSIAI. FUNCTION
C
FOR SUBSEUEMT CELL SEC1FS9 THE BOLNDAPV CONDITICNS ARE THE
C
COMPUTER GENFRATEC Sc.LJT1CN NEAF. THE ED OF THE PREICUS
C
CELL SECICR
C
C
IF(INOEX.E.0i GCIC 64
IF(IN3EX.E.1I OCIC 70
IFUNCEX.EQ.2J CCTC 75
C'
FOR THE STARTING SECTOP, THE BOUNOAFY CClD!T!OP$ APE GIvFN
C
BY A GAUSSIAN LASER PULSE AND GAUSSIAN STCKES tOISE PULSE
C
EASE E a* —13
STOKES P%CISE
C
BASE E *4 —13 = 2.2tC3E-6
C
C
C
DO 65 T=l,TMAX
64
ELZERC(T,=EMAX*E.P(—CA'JS5*((FLOATtT—PLl*PLl**2$I
ESZERO( T)ELZERC( T*2.26)3E-6
CONTINUE
65
C
USF SIMPSON! RLLE TC CALCULATE THE AREA LNDEP THE INTIAL LASER
C
INTENSITY PROFILF AT ZZEPO
C
THE TOTAL AREA, LSU, KILL BE USEC TO CALCULATE THE
C
AMOUNT OF LASER CCNVERSICN
C
C
XLSUV.O. C
APE A=3.O
C
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66

00 66 T-1,TMA)
XELSIRIELZERCT*ELZERCITI

67

DC 67 T1,39792
ARE*'(DTF3. s*( xELSO(T ,4.*XELSQ(T+1 4XELSO(T,2i)
XL SUM. XL UM+ AREA
CONTINUE

68

PRINT 68,XLSUM
FCRMATLI1X,*XL5LI=*,E18.11

C

C
C
IF(INCEX.EQ.OI COlD 84
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

READ DATA PROF PUNCHED CARDS

ALTERNATIvELY, READ CATA FRCM P55 FILE
WHETHER CATA IS READ FROM PUNCHED CARDS OR PSS FILE
IS DETERP'INED 5V IHE CCNTRCL. CARDS

2

PEADC5 9 2 CELRC(II,I.1,TMAX)
READ(5 9 2) (ESiC(I),1z1,TMAX)
PCRMAT(4(E18.L1,lXii
DO 71 T.1,TMAx
FLZERCL T PELBC (T)

71

ESZERC(T)=ESSCIT)
IF(INDEX.E.I) GCTC !4

70

C
C
C

READ EACK DATA FPCW PE'CRY FPOM PREVIOUS SCLUTION
75

DO 76 T=1,TMAX
ELZERC(Tb"ELBC(T
ESZEQD(T)=E5SCL1)

76
C
C
C PRINT OL1 BOurCaPY CC!.DIT1CNS
C
PRINT 85
84

85

FORMAT(/1X,*8OLNCARV

CCNOITIONS

FOR ALL

TINE

AT Z.0*)

PRINT 86
86
C.
DC 100 1z4 9 TAX,4
PRINT cO,T,ELZEPC(T) .E!ZPC(T)

90
100
C
C
C
C
C

FCPMAT(14 9 5X.E13.05, 8x,E12.05
CCNTINUE
DEFINE IKITIAL CCPDITICNS FOR ALL SPACE AT 1.0
PRINT OUT INITIAL CONDITIONS
PRINT 102

102 FORM4T(/1X,*INI1IAL CCNDITICNS FOR ALL SPACE AT TO*)
C
C
E1INT.EMAX*F)'P—GAUSS*L(FLOAT—PL )*RL)**2$)
ESINT.ELIKT*2.2t.3E-6
C
C
DO 110 Z1,ZPAX
ELOLDIZ )=ELINT
ESOLDIZ I=ES PIT
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QOLD( Z)-O.O
QOLD1(ZO.0
00t.D2(Z*J.0
OCLD34Z)aC. C
00L04(Z $0.0
C
POLDl(Z)O.0
PCLD21Z i3.0
POID3LZ'-C.0
POLD41Z 1= C. C
C
110 CONTIMJE
C
111

PRINT 111,ELIPT,ESIl.T
FOM4T(X,*INITJAL ELCLOZ*,E13.05.5X,*!PITIAL ESCLOt,E13.O5)

C
112
C
C
C
C
C
C

PRINT 112,QCLCU b,0CL1(1I,CCLD2(1I
FtjPM4T(/1X,*It11IL rLD=*,E13,0595X,*iM7IAL.CDLC1a*,E13.05
1 5X,*INITIAL. CLC2*,E13.05)
NOW BEGIN DREICTCPCc.REC10 METHCC ********t**********a****
FIPST USE EULEF TIME STEP.
THIS IS THE PRECiCICF STEP. PROJECT NE STEP IN TIME
00 25! T.1,TM4)'
KO

C
C
C
C
C
C

DEF!NITItS FCR PQECICTOP STEP
PREDICTCF FOR vIE4TIC?tS APD PHASE
DO 115 Z.1,Z?4

C
COS1(2sCOSLCEL1*FLLT(Tt,PCLD1(ZII
COS2(Z)=CCS(DEL2'sFLCTLT) 4 Pr)LD2(Z))
CCS ( DEI3* FIG T(T I , P0L03(ZI I
C0S3(
coS4(z)=cos(cE14tFLcAT(rI.POLD4iZP
C
FCLO1( ZIP
SIN1IZ)- SINDE I.1FLC T IT
SIN2(Z)=SI4(EL*FICLT(T)4POL02(Z)I
SIN3(ZISINCEL3*FLCT(TI , PGL03(Z)
SIN4(ZI5IP4(DEL*FLOLT(T)+P0LD4(Zfl
C
115

COP4TIM.JE

C
DO 120 Z=19ZM
C
0NEWIZ).(DT*GA!.PA*(EtLO(Z)*ESCLDIZ)-CCLDIZII) , CID(Z)
C
C
CNEW2IZICT*A*(ELCLCIZ,*ESCL0(l,*CCS2(Z,-COLC2(Z'')+OLC2(Z)
C
0NEW3LZI=(CT*C4WML*(ELDLD(2I*ESCLD(Z$*CCS3IZI_QCLD3IZ*.,.00LD3Z,
C
QNEw4Lz,zioT*zAwp'A*cELCLo(ZpsESoLDcz)sCCs4tz)QcLD4IzI,,,ccIo4cz,
C
IF(T-1I115,116,117
C
116

PNEW1(Z0.O
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PP4EW2(Z )sO.0
PNEW3tZ1e.3
PNEs4(ZsaQ.0
C
GOlD 120
C
117

PNW(Z)zPOLC1(ZI(DT*GAMMA*((ELC)OIZ)*ESOLD(Z))ICDLD1(ZI
1 *SINL(Z'

C
PNEW2(Z$POLC2IZ)—(DT*GAMMA*((E1O1D(Z)*ESOLD(Z))/CDLD2(Z))
1 *SIN2(Zb
C
PNEW3(Z,=POL031Z)_(DT*GAMMA*((ELCLD(Z$*ESCLO(Z))/001034Z))
1 *SIN3(Z*.
C
PNEW4(ZI=POLC4(2)_(CT*G*MMA*1(EICLDIZt*ESCLD(ZI)/00104(ZIt
1 *SIN4(Z$)

C
120
C
C
C
C

CCNTIMJE
PRINT OUT QNEm FCD F!ST FEW TIME STEPS
ALSC PRUT CUT CEw1,E,2,PNEl,PNE,2

121

IF(T.LE.2) CCTC 121
IF(T.GT.2. GOTC 136
PRINT 122,1

122

FORMAN/ IX # 0'.N[so AFTFR EULFR TIME STEP, T* 9 I4I

C
PRINT 124

124
1*PNE,1.,15X,*F)E.,2*)
C
125

00 135 Zz10,20C,1'
(2) ,CNE,2(2),'Cj1(ZI,PNEW2(Z)
PRINT 12S,Z,NEa(Z)
FORMAT 114, 5X, El 2.35, X,E 13.05, 6X,E 13.05 ,BX,E 13. 05,eX ,E13. 05

135
136

CO"ITINUE
CONTINUE

140

DO 141 Z1,ZMAX

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

PREPARE FOR !LPPCUTI.E. CCPF!CT COSINE TERMS FOR P+USE
CORRECT SINE TERMS FCR UPCCMIN& COPFECTCR STEP
XC0S1(Z):C0SiOEL1*FLCAT(TI+PNE.u1(Z))
XC0521Z)=COS(CEL2*FLC.T(T, , PNE2(Z,
XCOS3(Z).COS(CEL3'FLCT(TI+PNE.3 (ZI I
XCOS4IZ I=C0 SI CE L4*F I CA Ti T I +PN( W4(Z I)

C

XSINIIZ I =SIN( DEL 1*FICATIT I , PNEW1(Z) I
XSIN24Z)SIN(DU.2*FLTtT$+PNEu2(Z)I
XSIN31ZSIN(DEL3*FLCAT(T ,.PrEA3(Z, I
XSIN4(ZI=SIN(DEL4*FLCT( T)+PNE.4(Z)
C
C

SET UP 51MAT1C' FCR TCTAL VIBRATIONAL AI'PLITUCE

C

FC(ZI=0.4IQNEA(Zt
1 ( Z I * XCCS ii 21
FO lIZ
0.2 *P
F2(Z)0.2*2NE2(Z)*YCCS2(Z)
FQ3(ZI0.1*NE3(Z)*CCS31Z)
F04(Z .0. l*PE .4(ZI* xCC54 12)
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SUNQ(Z,FC(Z,FC11Za,P:2(Z,,FQ3IZ).FQ4(ZI
C
141
C
C

CONTINUE
DEFINE ELEETS CF 8(J$ FCK SUBPCUTINE SCBFCS
8( 1bELZERO(T)
892ESZERD(T)
DO 142 J039N
8(i1t3.0

142
C
C
C FIRST PEZERO A(I,j)
00 144 I1,7
00 144 i19M
A(I,JO.Q
144
C
C
DEFINE TE NCKCI-INGIKG (LEME.TS OF iI,Js FOR SUBROUTINE SGPFCS
C
THIRD PO ELEMC1!*P****************************************
C
C
DO 146 J3,N
146
A(3,J)=1.3
C
FIFTH ROb
C
C
DC 148 J19M2
A(5,J)=0.0
148
A(5,N-1 It.O
C

SE EMTt R04 ELEE!T SI********..**a.**s.**as.*.*r*,r.*,*
NN2 EU4LS —2

C
C
150

DC 153 JL,2
At7,.fl=—j.O

C
C
C
C DEFINE TE ELEPEI.TS CF ALI,J$ WHICH CHANGE DEPENDING ON Q
C
FOURTH PCW ELE'ETS
C
N/2w ZMAX
/
C
NN ECLAL5 N/2-1
C
C
C
DO 15 Jwl,NN
AI4,?*JI=e!Ta1*suMQIJ
165
A(4,N).PII1*SU(N/2)
C
SIXT$ RCi ELEPEI'TS
C
C
00 166 J1.NN
A(6,2*J-1$=—BET2*SUP(J$
166

*********I*******4******************

C
C
C CALL SLROUTIME !Cl3FCS IN MTHLI8
CALL SG8FCS(A,LCA,N,'L,MU.E,INFC,RCCNO. IPVT,DtJMYI
C
C
C PRINTING INFCR81ICN FCR FIRST TIME THRCUGH ONLY
IFIT.GT.21 GOIC 1O
PRINT 1779INFC
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177
179
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

PRINT 179,RCCD
FDRMATIX,*IPFC.*,I3
F0RMATi/1X,*RCCD.*,E13.05*
SOLUTICNS X(!) ARE OLIPUT IN Ri!).
THUS THE ORIGIP4L CCNSTANTS ARE REPIACED BY THE SOLJTIONS.
RELATE CL1PL7 B(l) TC EL AND ES.

c

180

DCv 12 Z.19ZMAX
ELNEbIZ )R(2*L-1)
ESNEMLZJEi24fl

182
C
C
C PRINT CUT ELPEa AND ES?E
FOR FIRST FEo TIME STEPS
C
!FIT.LE.2) GDTC 14
IF(T.GT.21 GCTC 190
C
184
PRINT 1859T
FORMAT(/1X 9 *ELI%E
AND ESNEw AFTER SLBRCUTINE.
185
1.4 9 141
PRINT 1!

186

187
188
190

FCPAT(/1X,*L=*,lCX,.5LNE=s,15x,*E!Nf=.1
DO 188 Z-1D,200910
PRINT 1E,Z,ELIE).1Zt •!NEb(Z)
FCRM4T(I4,5X,E13.C5,8x,E13.051
CCNTINL.E
C0NTINU

C
C
IF k2, END CF SECCND TIME THROUGH. EfD OF CYCLE.
IF(K.EC.2) GCTC 205

C
C
C

C NOW HAVE A TENTATIvE ZLNEi(Z) AND
C NOW CALCUL4T A CCRECTCP FCR CNE,,CCRRECTEC CNEW IS 2NE..*4...'a.***

C
C
C

CALCULATE THE CCRRECTCR FCP THE VIBATICNS AND PHASE
DO 195 Z=1 9 ZMAX

C
02N(Z)z((CI,2.)sGAP.(-CCLD(Z)-Ew(Z) ,
I(ELOLCIZI*ESCLDIfl) , (ELNEw(ZI*ESNEWIZn*,+QOLD(fl
C
02NW1i2).((C7/2.)GA?'YA*((ELCLD(2t*fSOL04Z)*COS1(21I_COLC1(fl
I. •1ELNE(ZI*ESNEPLZ)*XOS1LZI)-QNEw1(Z) ))+C1D1LZ)
C
02NW2(ZJ((CT/2.)*GAM"A*LiELDLDiZtsESGtDLfl*CDS2(ZH_CDL02(Z
I •(ELNEw(ls*ESNE.(z , *xCr32(z,I-QNE,2(Zl.),QOL021Z,
C
Q2NW3(Zt=((CT/2.*CA!'*tiELULDZtF5DLD(2I*CO53i2,,CCLC3(2)
1 .iELNEUZI*ESNE,1fl.xCCS3(2)I-QNFW3(Zt I)4rLD3IZ)
C
02NW4(Z)z((CTL2.)*GAWWA*CIFLCLOLZ,*ESCLD(Z*CCS4(Z,,_CCL04(Z,
1 +(ELNE,.(ZI.ESNE,LZ,aXCCS4ifl I-NEw4iZ) I4QCLD4LZ)
C
192

IF(T-lI 152, 192, 1c3
P2Ns1(ZtC.0
P2NW2LZ i0.O
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P2t4W3(Z v0.0

P2NW4(fl=C.0
GOTO 195
C
193
I *SIM1tZt+((ELE.ZI*ESNEs(flh/QNEI1(Zt •*XSIN1IZIft

C
P2NW2(Z)PO1C2(Z)—(CT/2.I*GAMMA*(((ELCLDi2)*ESCLDLZ1I/QCLD2(ZH
1 *SIN2(Z'+((E1E(Zi*ES?Ew(ZI'/0NEs2(ZI I*XSIN21Zg

C
1 *SIN3LLI+((ELEu(Z*ESNEsLZsI/QNEW3(Zi*X5IN3(Z
C
P2NW4(Z)Pr)L04(fl—(DT/2.I*G4MMA*4((ELCLD(Z)*ESCLOIZH/0C1D4(ZIp
4 *XSIN41Z))

1 *SIN4(2I+ELN

C
195

CCNTIIWE

C
C
PP TNT 02?EW FOP DE FIRST FEw TIME STEPS
ALSO PRINT CUT C2w1,N2,P2.s19P2Ptw2

C

C

C
1F(T.LE.2s CCTC 196
IF(T.GT.2) GCTC 2C1
C
196
197

PRINT 1c7,T

AFTER CCFECTCP, Ta* 9 141
PPINT 198

198
j *P2wj=*, j5X.tP2!.W2t)
C

200

DC 200 Za10920C,10
PP!NT 1cc9z.C2rE(Z ,241(Z,32Nw2(fl,P2NwI(fl,P2Nw2(ZI
FOMT(I4,5X,Ej3.35,eX9E13.c5,8x,E13.o,8X.E13.o5 9 8x,E13o5s
CONTII'.UE

201

CCNTIUE

199

C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C

PEDEF!4E CMEW FOR Tt-E CCRP!CTrR C',CLE.TMESE ONEW WILL BE
INTRODUCE) PTO C*e SYSTP CF COUPLED FCJAT1ONS
Q(T.Z) IS THE Q DATE ARRAV ********g***************************k*
THE RECEFINITICP CF COLD WILL BE USED IP THE NEXT TIME STEP
DO 203 Z19ZAx

C
QNEw(Z)=2tE6(Z)
CCIC( Z :C2rE, (2)
ONE W1(Z I C2M1 (2
OOL01 (2 )=C2i1 ( n
ONEW2(Z1=C221Zl
0OLD2(2IsQ2Ni2(Z)
ONEw3LZI=2Nw3(2)
00L03(Z*.2F%Ib3 (2)
QNEW4(21r,2N,4(ZI
00104(2 sp4 (2$
C
PNEW1 (2 I=P2Iw1(Z)
POLD1(Z)P2,,1 (2)
PNEW2(Z )P2N..2(Z)
PCL02 (2 )zP22 (2'
PNEw3(Z )P23 (2)

11
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P01.03(2 I*P2N3(Z)
PNE914(Z;-P2*4(2 I
POLD4(Z)-P2NP4IZ)
C
203
C
C
C

CONTINJE
SAVE C FCR 2*1
OZI.(T )*2NEw( 1 I
0Z1V1lTsC2W1 (1
OZIV2IT IzQ2N2( 1

C
C
C
C

SAVE 0 FCR EVERY FIFT- ZSTEP VALUE
SAVE PHASE FOR EvERY FIFTH 2 STEP VALUE
DO 204 L19L4X

C
PVI(T,Lt.F21*1 (*L
PV2(T,L)=P2N21 'L I
PV3IT.LIP2Pw3t*L
PV4(T9LIaP2415*LI
C

O(T 9 LI=2NE1*L I
01(T,LIa2N,,1(*L
021T,LI=C2NI2( !'L)
Q3tT,LI=C23(L
04(T,LIsC2N4(*L)
CONTINUE

204
C
C
C SAVE C FCR ZBC*ZM4X-2 ZSTEP
C
QBC( T)s2Esi(ZEC)
O8C1CTIC2NsIIZEC I
08C2(Ts*C2M.s2(2EC
05C3( TI = 2Nb31Z EC I
08C4(T)=C2MW4L lEt
C
C
C
NOw SET INFO *2 tID FETUPK TO REDEFIN A(I,JIA?D 8(1)
C
THIS IS IPOTAPT BECALSE 80TH A(f,J) AND 8(.1) CHANGE ON RETUFN
C
FORM T1E SUEPCt..T!'E
C
THEN SOLvE THE 'I!T' CF 1.INEAR EU17IC?%5 AGAII
C
RETURN TC LIME 140
C
C
INFD*2
GO TO 140
C
C
C AFTER. CflMPLETE SECCNC CYCLE, REDEFINE El_CID AND ESOLD FOR NEXT****s
C TIME STEP ***$*******4*** **I***********aa***ss**a*sa***1s.*.u*..aa
C EL(T.ZI AND E5(T,Z) ARE TI-E LSER AND STCKES FIELDS DATA AFRAYS*******
C
C
00 2C6 2*1,ZMAX
205
ELCLCLZ )ELIt(Z
ESCLDLZ)-ESI'E(Z)
206
C
SAVE EL AND ES FCR 2*1
C
C
ELICT )*ELNEW(1 I
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ESl(TbESE,(1)
C
SAVE FIRST TEN 2 STEP VALUES

C
C

207

DO 207 Z2,1C
ELZ(T.ZIELKE(2
E5Z(T,ZI5P'E*(2)

C
SAVE EVERY FIFTI Z STEP VLUE

C
C
C

208
C
C
C
C

DO 208 L.1,1?'Az
EL(T,L)=ELNEw(4L)
ES(T,L'=ESNE,u('L)

SAVE DIE LASER AND STXES FOF ZBC=Z)'AX-3 ZSTEP
THESE WILL BE NEw BCt.\CARV CCPDIT1OKS
ELBC(T )=ELNE,12BC
ES8C(TESrE.'uL2C'

C
C
C
C
C

SET 1NF02 FOP

ET CALL CF SUePCUTIE

!NFC-2
C .
C**************TH1S CC"LETES CYCLE FCQ, ONE 1
C INCFEMET TINE AND REPEAT ETIRE CYCLE F(P PEXT T OF cc iocp
C
C.
C
CF Tt-E TIME POS!TICN CF THE LASER AND STC'ES
FIRST KEEP TAC
C
PULSE PEAK FCQ VAPICUS Z LCCATIC)S
C
ALSO KEEP TRACIc CF lt-E TI)'E POS1TIOP' OF THE VAFIOUS V!BPaTICNAL
C
AMPLITUCE PEAKS
C
C
00 250 Z1.ZVA
C

IF(ELNEp(Z)ELSAvE(Z))22092209216
2.16
-

PLMAX(2I=T
ELSAVEU=ELIEm(fl

C

220
230

IF(ESE(Z)—ESSA!(Z ))243,240.230
PSI'AX(ZI=T
ESSAVE( 2 ESEP(2

240
241

!F(02NEi(Zs—CS?E(Z.I242.242.241
PO4Ax120=T
QSAVE(Z )xQ2PEw(2)

242
243

jF(C2N1(Z)—SAI(Z))244 9 2449243
PCIMX(Z)=T
OSAVI*Z )2t1 (2)

C

C

C

244
245

IF(02NI31ZI—CSav31Z.2,250,245
P03Mx(Z)=T
Q5AV3(2t=2NW3(Z)

C
250
C
C

CONT!NLE

255

255
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

CONTIPUE

AFTER I CO LCCF IS CCWPLETED
CALCULATE STCKES PULSE WICTH AND STCKES PULSE GAIP
AT VARICLS 2 LCCATICPS
ESZO IS TINE MAX It'UM S1CKS VALUE AT 2*0
THIS CCCtJS AT Z'0 wIE? TsFL
ESZ0*EMA*2.20E-6
ESZ06.33*2.26C3E-1
ESZ0L.437695-

C
C
DO 263 21.ZfrAX

C
SGAIN(Z4LOG(ESSAvE(ZI/ESZCJ
C
C CALC. TIME DELAY BE70EEN LASEP PULSE PEAK APC STOKES PULSE PEAK*******
C
lDE1AY(Z,=PSAX(2I-PLfXIZ
C
C
C CALC'JLAT ESI-1-1 FtP LSE IN DETERMINING STOKES PULSE WIDTHS
C
260 ESINH4(ZI=ESSAVE(ZI*.5
C
C
C
C CALCULATE STOKES FLLSE ICTI-S AT VARICUS 2
C
DC 420 Lzt,LKA
C

TSP=PSMAX(L*S)

C
298
300

00 3CC T-I,T!P
IF(ESIT,L_ESIINA(L*5n2c,2S9,30O
FEHH(L=T
CONTINUE

318
320

00 320 T*ISP 9 TM8X
IFIE S( T ,L )-E SINI-A I L.5 ) ) 320 ,31B .3 18
FEININ(L)T
CCNTIMJE

C

C
SWIDTI-LLI=FE+-I-(L I-REH-IL I
C
C
420 CONTINUE
C
C
C
C
C

CALCULATE TINE LASER CCNVEFSICN AT EACH L SPATIAL POINT
SLINT IS TINE TCTAL AFEf UNDER TINE LASER INTENSITY
XCONV IS THE FRACTICP.A1. CCP'VERSICN
DC 438 1*1.LPAX

C
2 1 SUO • 0
2 ARE A sØ • 0
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C
422

DC 422 T1 9 TMAX
ZL5Q(T'-ELLT,LEL(T,L)

C
DC 424 11,397,2
zAqEAwL01!3.J*(2ts(11.49.zLsocT , 11 , zLscIT,2))
ZL S UP4 2 ZL SU i +ZAP E a
424 CONTIMJE
C
SLINT(L)=ZLSUP
XCONV(L tiZLSLPIXLSUM
438 CONTINUE
C
C
C PRINT 01.1 INFORMATICP, *801.1 P4RA?ETER5 USED IN THIS CALCULATICN
C
C
PRIMT 440,TMAX,DA
440
FOPM4T(/1x.sIr IfIS CLCULATICN

PRINT 441 ,GAI?,EX
441

445

PRINT 445,TT11(
FORMA1(/1,c,*TCIaL TIP!ii,E11.03,3x9*PICCSEC.I
PRINT 446 9 01

446
PF!NT 447,ZCELL.C2
447
13X,*METER Si

LU GTI4=$,EI1.C3,3),*PETERS*,3X,*DZxi,E13,C5,

C

C
PRINT 448,BETal,EETA2
448

FORMAT(/1x,*8741=*,E13.O5,1Ox,*8ET*22*,E13.O5

449

PRINT 449,PHII,FH!2
FORM4T(/1X,*PHLL*,E13.3,1CX,*FHI2v*,E13.O5)

450

PRINT 450 9 Gawpa,N
FORM4T(/1X9*GM8=,E13.C 9 1Ox9*M=*,I4

451

PRINT 4!19!SZC
FOPMAT(I1X,*EZZO=$,E12005t

C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

PRINT CUT INFO UCt. FCR TIME POSITION CF STOKES AND
LASER PKS, TINE DELAY BETwEf.N PEAKS, STOKES GAIN, AND
STOKES PULSE bZCTH

C
455

PRINT 4!
FOPM4T(F1X,.*F0R Z=*,!X_*PUPAX=*,5X,*PSMAXZ* 9 5X,*TDELAys,

110X,*SGAIh*,12X,*ESSaEa*)
C

DC 461 Z1,ZAX
PRINT 4609Z, PLaxjZ), FSWAX(ZI,TDELAY(Z,SCAIN(Z),
1ESS#VELZ I

460
461

FCRWAT(14,E*,14,7X,14,7x,14,8x,E13.O5,6x,E13.051

CONTINUE

C
C
C
C

PRINT OUT INFCRATICN FOR TIME POSITION AND QAI.UE OF VIBRATICNAL
PEAK VERELS Z
PRINT 462
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462

FCRMAT(/1x,*FDP Z**, E X,*PCPAxs,5x9*PC1pX*,5X,*pC3Mx_*,10x,
I *0SAVEx*,12X9*SAVI* 9 12X,*QSAV3*I

C
464
465

DO 465 Zs1,Z'4X
PRINT 4e4,Z,P AX(2),P;14XZZ,,PQ3MXEZ*,CSAVE(Z,,QSAVI(Z I,05Av3(Zi
FORMAT(14,9X,14,1*,14,7x,14,8x,E13.05,6x,E13.05,6X,E13.05)
CCNTINUE

C
C
C PRINT OUT TIME PROFILE CF LASER AND STOKES FLLSES AND **************
C Q AMPLITUDES AT VARICLS Z LCCATICNS
C
C

467

PRINT 466
FOPMATi/1x,.ZI*)
PRINT 467
FCR"AT( /1X ,*TIUEW* ,l0X,*ttSEP.*, l0X,*STOKES'*,

468
469

DO 468 T4,TUA1 9 4
PRINT 46S,T ,EL H TI .E I1 TI ,C21 (TI ,Z1v1 (TI ,Z1V2lT I
FORMAT(!4,,13.c5.5x,r13.o5,5x,!13.c5,5x,t13.o5,5x,E13.ocI

486

C

C
C
470
480

Ot! 522 Z2.10
PRINT 47C,Z
FCR4AT(F1X,*Z*, 14)
PRINT 480
FCRPAT(/1x. 1 1IME*,lOx,.LA5ER=*.1Ox, , STCKE5=*p

C
515
520

D 515 T=20 9 TMAX,20
PRINT 520,7.LZ(T.Z).,EZ(T,fl

FCP'ATU4,c9E13.c5,5x,Ej3.c

C
522

CONTINIjE

524

PRINT 524
FOPMAT(/IX,*LzZ FIEP j.MBEP/5*)

C
C

C
C

CALCULATE THE IPs51ANTECLS FRELjEMCY !I-!FT CAUSEC BY THE

C
C
C
C

PHASE C$-AlGIG 1TH TPE
THIS IS REPRESE?TZC E'r 0I AND CPV2
UNITS OF P1AP.S PER TIWE POINT
THIS IS PHA5E—FtLL INC rR FCCED CSCILLA7CA BEHAVICR

C
C
C
C
C

ALSO C4LCULTE TIE LMCUNT OF CFF-RE!CNANCE IN FOAVENUMBERS CP-1
THIS IS REPRESENTED EV FOFF1 AND FOFF2
DC 535 1t49LMAX94

C
DPY1(1 tC.')
DP2(1 IC.O
OPV3( IIaC.O
DPI4UI=C.O

C
FOFF1I1 I=C.o
FCFF2(1I0.0
FOFF311 I.C.0
FOFF4(1 IO.O

C
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DO 52! T2 9 7 14A)
C

DP1IT,.cv1(T,L$CV1LT1,1
DPV2(T)P2(T,LI—PV2(T-19L)
DPV3(TIPV3(T,LI 0 V3(T1,L)

OP 4 ( 1-P I T,L
14

S-

F IT—i, LI

FOFF1IT IxxCM*(CEL14CPV1LT)
FOFF2ITIXXCfr* ICEL24C2 II I
F0FF3(T *=XXCM* (CEL3+ CPV3( TIl
FOFF4(T,XXCP'*tCEL44CPV4(TI

C
525

CONTINUE

C
PRINT 52. I
526

FaMT(,jX,*L*,I4I

C
PRINT 527

C
527

C

FORMATI ,1x,*TTWE*,Ex,*LASF;.*,8X,*STflKES*,
1 13X9* *,13),*CI*

DO 52! T04 9 7IA)94
PRINT 52c,T,EL(TL),ES(T,L).CtT,LI,1(7,LI9O2(T9LI,
1 031T,Ls,C4IT,L'
FCRMATtI4 9 4X,E1 0 5.2X,!13.05,3X9E13.05,3X,
529
1 113.O5 9 3X9E13.3!03X9E13.C!,3X.E 13.OI

528

C
C
PF!NT 532
532

I *PV40412X 9 *FOFF1,1OX,*FOFF2* ,10,X,SFCFF3=*,10X,*FOFF4*I

C
DC 533 74,TA94
PFTNT
1 FC,FFL(T),rCFF2I7 ),FCFF3(TI,FCFF4ITI
FORM7(I4,2X,E13.O5,3X 9 E13.0593X,!13.05,3X9E13.05,3X9Ei3.059
534
1 3X,E13.C!,2X9E 12.C5,2X.13. 051
533

C
535

CCNTIMJE

C
C
PRINT 537
537

540
542

DO 540 L1 9 LA
PP!NT 542,L,!dCTH(I),!LI?%1(LI,XCCN(LI
FOPMAT(14,9X 9 14 9 9X,E13.05.5X,E13.051

C
PRINT 545
FCRMAT(1X.*ZZECl
PRINT 546
FORMAT(/1X,*TIE 1 ,!X,*LA!ER*,7X,*!TDKES*,
546
I 13X,**913X,*11*, 12X.Q2*,13X,*Q!*,13X,*Q4*tS

545

C
DO 548 T4,TA)94
548

PFINT 544 9 T,ELECL7 s,ESECLT

e,CBC(Ti,CBC1(TI,QBC2LT),

I. QBC3(T),BC4JTI

549
C
C
C

FOPMAT(I4,4X,E12.5,X,E12.O5,3X,E13.0!,2X,E13.05,3X,
.1 E13.35,3X9E13.C5,3X,E13.05t
PZEFO IS TIE CCF51AN1 SPATIAL PI-ASE TIT DElELCPES FOR THE

t
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4

OFF RESCNANT V!!ATIC'AL AMPLITUDE FRICR TO SATURATION
THIS IS REDEIFT%EC AS PHI0 FCR TI-! COHERENT PRCEE PROCESS
PROBE STCKES SEES Pt-AS! CHANGES REFERENCED TO FZEO

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

O1COS IS THE REAL APPLITUDE OF IQII4EXP(IPHI) WHICH
GIVES RISE IC PROBE !TCKES SIGNAL
5100 IS THE RUT'P.IP'G SUW OF VIBRAT1OAL AMPLITUCE
THIS IS PPOPORI!CNAL IC THE PROBE STCKES AMPLITUDE
THE TOTAL PFCBE SICI(ES SIGNAL IS THE SUPHATION OF
EL(PROBEI*Q OVER ALL 2
SI G 0.0
SIG1O.0
SIG3z3.0

C

00 !!0 Z1.ZAX

C

0ICOStz,.flNHzI*CCSIDZERr—P2Nw1(ZII
03C05(Z $2Nw3(Z )*CC!IPZRC3—P2Pibu3(Z I)

C
51G3(Z)-SIG+Z2PE.' (2)
SIGSIG(Z)
C

5IG31(ZtSIG1 4 lCC!(2t
SIGRSIGC1(2)

C
SIG031Z ) 'SIG3+3CC 5(2)
SIG3SICC3(Z I
C
550

CONTIMLE

C

C

C
C

PUNCH CUT ON CACS TI-C LASER AND STCKE! SDLUTICNS AT 2=ZBC
ALSO PUNCH ON CARDS T)-E VIBRATiONAL AMPLITUDE SOLUTION AT ZzZBC

C
C
C
C
C

ALTERNAIRELY, 5ICRE DATA CN P55 FILE
WHETHF CATA IS cUNCI-E Ch CARDS OP STCRED ON P55 FILE
IS OETERHIND et THE CNTPCL CARDS

1

WRITE(20,1) (LEC(II ,11,TPAX)
WRITE(20.1) IESC{I) 9 I1,THAX)
WPITE(2D.1' (C( Is. I=1,TF'AXS
IRITE(2091) (6C1III,!1,7frAX)
wPITEI23911 (6C3II),I=1,1MAXl
F0PMAT(4(E18.119Lx11

C
C
PRINT 555
FORM4T(I1X,*VIERATIOPAL PHASE AND VIERATICNAL £WPL!TUDE
1 LEFT BErIINC AT 740*1
PRINT 56C
FORMA7(/1X,*Zz*,1CX.**.13X,*C1 1*913X,*PVj**9
560
1 13X 9 *C3* 9 13X,v3z*,i3X,*C1CCS*,13X9*03C0S* 1
555

C

DO 55 Z:1,ZUAX

PRINT 573 9 Z,2NEIZI .2NW1(ZI,P2NW1(ZI,C2N3(Zl,
1 P2N.13(Z),Z1CCS(Z),Z3CCS(Z)
FORMAT(I4 9 4X.E1i.C!,3X,E13.O5,3X9F13.059
570
I 3X,E13.35.3X,E13.5.2X,E 13.c5,3x.E1:!.o'
565
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PP!NT 575
575

F0MAT(/1X 9 *Za* 9 15X9*SIG*,15X,*SI1E*,1!X,*SIC3N*1

583
585

DO 5O Z1,ZAX
PTNT 5e,Z,SICtZp.E!C01LZ',SIGC3(Z.
FORM4TLI4,9X 9 E13.O5,X,E13.0595X9E13.O5)

C
C
C
C
STOP
END
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CONTROL CARDS
C
C
SPLOT.400521, SM GEORGE
SIDCB4ARR1S
*USERPR
FTN4,R.3.
FETCHPS, IODS,ULIB,ULIBX.
FETCHPS,GPACeN7, CP,CCE.
L18CDPV,SMGL1B,TAPE5/,8SEC10.
LINK,X ,F-LGO,F-GP, P-UL 18.

DISPOSE ,FILN=PL.
EXIT.
DUMP,.
FETCHPS,1DDS,SYI'TA5,$Y4TA8X.
GRUMP,P,P=SvMT48.
F IN.

C
C
C
C
PROGRAM SPLOt(1NPUT,CUTPUT,T4PE5,TAPE6zQUTPUT,FILI
CCMMCN IIGSLLZI 212C)
REAL EL(400), Z!(40C)
REAL C(400)
REAL C1(4001
REAL S)EL(400), SES(4301
PEAL SC1401
REAL SCC11403'
INTEGER 1
DIMENSION X(430),111F(21

100

DATA ITLFF*TSRM***,*ZZBC*/
READ 15 9 1001 (EL(1I,I=1,4.)0
READ (591001 (ES11191'194001
READ (59 100) (CLII, I=I,4Gl
READ(59 1001 (CII II, 1-1,4001
FORMAT(4(E19.11,lX))

C

105

00 105 T.19400
SQE1(T)EL( TI*EL( TI
SOES(Tl=ESLTI*ES (TI
S0Q(T).4.*(C(1I*Z(T) I
50011 T14.*(Q1 ( T)*1 (TI)
X(TIFLCAT(TI
CALL OOESG(Z,,ITLF)
CALL 08JCTG(z915.,1.,e!.9e5.
CALL SUBJEG(Z,0.,0.9400.,44.1
CALL GRIDG(Z,C..C.,C.,C.l
CALL SETSMG(Z,132,2.)
CALL SET5MG(Z,103,2.)
CALL LABELG(Z 9 0940.,C 9 3)
CALL LA8ELG(z91,4.00 9 501)
CALL TITLEG(Z,4 9 41ITIPE,9,9HINTEN5ITY,O ,8I.PLOT 0011
CALL LZNESGLZ,400,X,SEL)
CALL PC1TG(Z.4C0 9 X,SES I
CALL OASI4(Z,4CC,X,SCC,12525I
CALL CAS)-C(Z,4CC,X,SCCL,1t3481
CALL EXIIG(Lb
STOP
END
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C
COWTRCL CARJS
C
CURVE,7,4O.1,C05Z1, SM GEORGE
$ICzCBIARRIS
•USERPR
FETCiiFS, IMSL,IPSL,IMSL.

PIIFI.,T,
LINK,X,P=IMSL,FF.
EXIT.
GRUMP.
C
C
PROGRAM CURVE(tPPUT,OL1TPUT)
PROGRAM To CALCULATE STOKES PR03E SGANAI. VERSUS DELAY TIME
EVERY TIME STEP = 0.1 PSEC
T500 IS EQUIVCLEPT TO TIME = 50 FSEC
F000,FjCt 9 ETC. VALUES FROM MUN!RICAI. CALCULATIGN
DEL VALLE.S IN RADIANS PER Gol PSEC
CM! VALLES IN R4OIA4S FROM NUMERICAL CALCULATION
INTEGER 6A9LB
iNTEGER WK(11)
REAL A(24e)
REAL 8(1021.)
INTEgER T
REAL P1(500)
REAL P2(500)
REAL P3(500)
REAL P1.(500)
REAL E)'(500)
REAL SIJP(503)
REAL 5QA(I000)
LA= 500
LB=3g9
GAUSS: 1.*LOG(2.G)

NN=LA+Le-1

F000z99.8945
Fl 01 7. 57? 3 2 5
#202=7. 577125
OEL1=-O .G 81.623

DEL2= 0.081.823
CHII=16.925
CHI2=-3.€.925
SNoRM=c0oO , F1o1+FQ2

00 tOO T=j9500
TT=54 0.-FLOAT (7)
TTT2(TTF709)
XEXP(T )=XP(-TTT2)
£O

CONTINUE
00 200 T19500

P1 (T)=FIQI•COSIDELIeF.OAT(T)+ CKIj)
P2(T)=F22CoS(rjEL2.F..oAT(T),CNI2)
A(T)=SUUT)XEXp(T)
200

300

CONTINUE
DO 300 T19200
GG=200.-FLOAT (1)
GGTZ:GG,7a.
SGGT2=G4USSGG12.GGT2
B(T)=EXP(-SGGTZ)
CONTINuE
DO 340 Tr1,199
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340

1.00
500

550
600

I(T.20e)z3(280T)
CONTIPUE
CALL vccNvo(l,a,LA,LB,rwK)
00 400 6=19NN
SQA (N )=A( N) 'A (N)
CONTIMJE
PRINT 500
FCRMAT(,X,N,L0X.'CONVO', iC,'SQC0NJ3=)
00 600 K5 9 NN 9 5
PRINT 550 9 N 9 A(N),SiN)
3*, E3.05)
FCRMAT(1
CONTINUE
STOP
END
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